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This thesis develops and applies novel methods to understand water mass variability and

change in the global ocean. A water mass framework is developed that determines the

diathermal and diahaline transformations of water between water mass classes from the

temporal variations in their volumetric distribution. Water masses are defined in terms

of their temperature and salinity. This reveals the roles of air–sea fluxes, mixing and

transport changes. The second chapter explores the drivers of interannual variability

in the overturning circulation in the North Atlantic subtropical gyre using the water

mass framework. Variations in the volumetric distribution of water masses reveal that

transport anomalies at the gyre boundaries predominantly set the volume and heat

budget and that these transport anomalies are governed by Ekman pumping over the

gyre. In the third and fourth chapters of this thesis the water mass framework is applied

to observations of temperature and salinity in the Southern Ocean. Seasonal variations in

the distribution of water masses reveal the imprint of the Southern Ocean overturning.

This highlights the importance of seasonally varying air-sea fluxes in the formation

of intermediate water at the expense of deep water, winter water and surface water.

This reveals a diabatic pathway for the upwelling and conversion of deep water into

intermediate water. Deep water is first cooled and freshened during the winter by

mixing with overlying winter water triggered by a cabbeling instability. Sea ice-melt

and surface heating then warm and freshen this seasonally formed water mass to create

intermediate water during the summer months. These results suggest that the process of

cabbeling could be a rate determining step in the global overturning circulation and the

upwelling of deep waters. The fifth chapter of this thesis explores an alternative method

to determine a volumetric distribution using individual Argo profiles. The volumetric

distribution determined using this profile based estimate is compared to the distribution

calculated using a geographically interpolated dataset. This comparison reveals that the

interpolation scheme used to geographically grid Argo appears to artificially mix water

masses toward the centre of the distribution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Understanding a changing ocean

The ocean changes. Understanding how and why it changes is the motivation of this

thesis. The aim is to develop a framework that could ultimately aid our understanding of

how anthropogenic climate change affects the temperature and salinity of the ocean. The

challenge of achieving this aim involves separating the diabatic processes that change

temperature and salinity from the transport processes that change temperature and

salinity locally.

Diabatic changes in oceanic temperature or salinity occur as a consequence of a direct

addition/removal of heat or freshwater by so called air–sea exchange between the at-

mosphere and the ocean and by mixing between adjacent parcels of water, or water

masses (e.g. Walin, 1982). Temperature and salinity may also change diabatically due

to sea-ice formation and riverine/cryosphere runoff. The focus of many recent studies

has been to quantify both the decadal trends and oscillations in global ocean temper-

ature and salinity and their drivers (e.g. Durack and Wijffels, 2010; Helm et al., 2010;

Durack et al., 2012; Roemmich et al., 2012; Häkkinen et al., 2015). These studies seek

to understand the effect that anthropogenic climate change is having on the exchange

of heat between the atmosphere and ocean and on the strength of the global freshwater

cycle. However, an appropriate quantification of such trends and oscillations requires

a complete understanding of the processes that drive this variability at all spatial and

temporal scales.

Spatially, at the smallest scale, oceanic temperature and salinity vary on a molecular

level through diffusion and mixing. Beyond this, centimetre scale variability is set by

turbulence, while submesoscale fluctuations drive variability at scales up to the order

of 1km. At scales of greater than 10 km the effect of the Earth’s rotation largely

controls the flows that drive the mesoscale and basin scale spatial variations. On a

1
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temporal scale, at the high end of the spectrum the ocean varies at diurnal and inertial

frequencies. There is significant variability at annual frequencies due to the seasonal

cycle, particularly in the high latitude oceans. The very low frequency, basin scale

modes of variability drive interannual and decadal changes in temperature and salinity,

while variability on centennial through to millennial scales is set by changes in the solar

output and the orbit/rotational properties of the Earth (Imbrie et al., 1992). Crucially,

long term trends calculated from observations of temperature and salinity in the ocean

must not be aliased by spatial and temporal variability with higher or lower frequencies.

Defining the full spectrum of temperature and salinity variability in the ocean is hin-

dered by limited sub-surface observations. Records of temperature and salinity suitable

for defining long term trends do not exist earlier than the 1950s (Durack and Wijf-

fels, 2010; Roemmich and Gilson, 2009). The inhomogeneity of these observations in

space and time further compound these difficulties. Earlier datasets for example, are

biased towards the Northern Hemisphere oceans and are predominantly sampled dur-

ing the summer (Roemmich and Gilson, 2009). It is the advent of the Argo Program

in the early 2000s which has really set the precedent for spatially and temporally rich

records of ocean observations. Yet consistent Argo observations do not exist below

2000m and uncertainties in observations of temperature and salinity are still appar-

ent at the smaller spatial scales associated with mesoscale and submesoscale variability

(McGillicuddy et al., 2007; Calil and Richards, 2010; Chelton et al., 2011).

Changes in ocean heat and freshwater content can also be determined from estimates

of the air–sea fluxes of heat and freshwater. This is achieved by calculating how a

change in the air–sea fluxes drives a change in the transformation of water between

water masses (Speer, 1993). This approach amounts to estimating an implied oceanic

change directly from the air–sea changes, as opposed to observing these changes in the

ocean. Uncertainty arises with this approach as a consequence of a poor agreement

between model, satellite and in situ based air–sea flux estimates (Stephens et al., 2010;

Smith et al., 2011; Josey, 2011). With regards to estimating the changing oceanic heat

content for example, these uncertainties amount to a global imbalance in the exchange

of heat between the air–sea interface equating to 20-30 Wm−2 that dwarfs the signal

of anthropogenic climate change which is of the order 1 Wm−2 (Josey, 2011). A lack

of oceanic observational records is an issue that particularly affects these discrepancies

between air–sea flux datasets (Josey et al., 1999; Schanze et al., 2010), especially in

data-sparse regions such as the Southern Ocean (Schulz et al., 2012). Recent studies

have shown that it is easier to estimate changes in oceanic heat content and the global

freshwater cycle from variations in oceanic temperature and salinity (Helm et al., 2010;

Durack et al., 2012; Häkkinen et al., 2015; Zika et al., 2015). There has however been

more success using air–sea flux products to estimate seasonal and interannual changes in

water mass properties and ocean circulation (e.g. Forget et al., 2011; Grist et al., 2014).
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Numerical models of the ocean are a useful tool with which to compare and contrast

observations of the oceans. Ocean models also provide a platform to augment ocean

observations, with global simulations with an ever increasing spatial resolution, provid-

ing estimates of past oceanic trends (Domingues et al., 2008; Durack et al., 2012) and

predicting future changes (Collins et al., 2013). Poor agreement between individual mod-

els and disagreement between models and observations do however raise uncertainty in

these estimates. Regardless, a robust comparison between observations and ocean mod-

els is a powerful way to validate observed oceanic variability and investigate their causes

when spatial and temporal coverage become a limiting factor. In addition, models can

be synthetically sampled with dummy observations to check whether real observations

are giving an accurate estimate of large scale changes (Hirschi and Marotzke, 2007).

Constraining ocean models with observations is an effective way to improve numerical

models. This has been performed most effectively in ocean state estimates that use

adjoint methods to converge model output to observations in a physically consistent

manner (Forget et al., 2015). Such state estimates for example have been used to asses

decadal changes in deep ocean heat content (Wunsch and Heimbach, 2014).

Conventionally we estimate changes in temperature and salinity by comparing data from

one location at different times. The difficulty with this approach is that the resultant

changes may not be specifically due to changing air–sea fluxes or differences in mix-

ing intensity. Vertical heave of isopycnal surfaces and lateral transport of water will

also result in a change in temperature or salinity. For example, the vertical upwelling

of isopycnal surfaces by mesoscale eddies or by basin scale changes in wind-stress will

appear as a cooling on a fixed depth surface (Bindoff and McDougall, 1994). Alterna-

tively, a reduction in the northward transport of warm and salty water by the Atlantic

meridional overturning circulation will imprint as a cooling and freshening in the high

latitudes of the North Atlantic (Pardaens et al., 2008). The alternative to this conven-

tional approach is to use a framework which follows surfaces of constant temperature,

salinity or density, and measures change along or within those surfaces. Doing so will

naturally remove the component of change due to heave, isolating the diabatic change.

The most widely used of these quasi-Lagrangian coordinate systems is the water mass

framework introduced by Walin (1982) and the isopycnal framework pioneered by Bind-

off and McDougall (1994). The work presented in this thesis develops and extends the

framework of Walin (1982).

To summarise, understanding oceanic change relies on a thorough understanding of the

processes that affect observations of temperature and salinity. Knowing this, the chosen

coordinate system must isolate the processes of interest. In the case of this thesis,

these processes are changes in the diabatic air–sea fluxes of heat and freshwater and the

intensity of sub-surface mixing. A significant unknown, which will be discussed below,

is the role of advective transports in driving temperature and salinity changes. This

thesis focuses on implementing the water mass framework in regions of the ocean where
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the seasonal and interannual variations in air–sea fluxes and mixing are closely linked

to the overturning circulation, namely the subtropical North Atlantic and the Southern

Ocean. Thus, a robust framework is developed within which the impact of seasonal

and interannual mixing and transport variability is known and understood, allowing

improved estimates long-term diabatic changes. The following sections will provide

background on the isopycnal and water mass frameworks and justify the implementation

of the water mass framework as a starting point for this thesis. The final section of this

chapter summarises the individual chapters of this thesis.

1.2 The ocean on isopycnal coordinates

The ocean, as observed from a conventional pressure or depth perspective, is subject to

diabatic and adiabatic changes in temperature and salinity. Temperature and salinity

change from a fixed hydrographic record may be caused by variations in the air–sea heat

flux and balance of precipitation-evaporation at the region of the surface ocean in which

the observed water type is formed. The same record can resolve fluctuations due to the

adiabatic heaving of isopycnals by eddies/Rossby waves on weekly to seasonal timescales

and changes in the basin scale distribution of wind stress on interannual timescales that

do not represent a diabatic flux of freshwater or heat. Isolating the diabatic contribution

is crucial in understanding the long-term variability in the ocean.

Observing the ocean using an isopycnal framework isolates almost entirely these dia-

batic processes, intrinsically removing changes due to isopycnal heaving (Bindoff and

McDougall, 1994). To understand changes on isopycnal surfaces it is important to

recognise how variations in the surface ocean fluxes of heat and freshwater resolve as a

change from an isopycnal perspective. The scenarios of contrasting change in pressure

and isopycnal coordinates by are discussed by Bindoff and McDougall (1994). They are

pure warming, pure freshening and pure heave. A schematic summary of this work is

shown and described in Figure 1.1. Bindoff and McDougall (1994) reveal the interesting

properties of temperature and salinity change on isopycnal surfaces, where a warmed

parcel of water appears to cool and freshen on an isopycnal surface. Alternatively,

a freshened water parcel appears to freshen and cool on an isopycnal surface. These

changes assume that temperature and salinity both decrease with depth.

A good example of the isopycnal framework in use is the analysis of a combination of

Argo float data and hydrographic data in the Southern Ocean (Böning et al., 2008).

The ventilation of water masses in the Southern Ocean is linked to the vigour of the

meridional overturning circulation (MOC). In the Southern Ocean, the MOC is sensitive

to changes in surface fluxes and stronger extratropical southern hemisphere westerlies

projected for the 21st century (Fyfe and Saenko, 2006; Downes et al., 2009). The water

masses formed within the Southern Ocean spread the globally. Changes in the water
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Figure 1. Examples of the (a) pure warming , (b) pure freshening and
(c)/(d) pure heaving scenarios described by Bindo↵ and McDougall17.
In (a) a parcel of water is warmed (�✓z) on the original thermocline
to density ⇢ which is colder (�✓⇢) and fresher (�S⇢) than a parcel of
water with density ⇢ on the original thermocline. In (b) a parcel or
water is freshened (�Sz) on the original thermocline to density ⇢ which
is colder (�✓⇢) and fresher (�S⇢) than a parcel of water with density ⇢
on the original thermocline. In (c) and (d) density surfaces (⇢1 and ⇢2)
within the thermocline are raised by �z (e.g. passage of anticyclonic eddy
through fixed point time-series) resulting in a reduction of �xz, where x
is potential temperature or salinity. There is no change in temperature
or salinity on isopycnal coordinates in the pure heave scenario. After
Bindo↵ and McDougall17.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of the (a) pure warming , (b) pure freshening and (c)/(d)
pure heaving scenarios described by Bindoff and McDougall (1994). In (a) a
parcel of water is warmed (∆θz) on the original thermocline to density ρ which
is colder (∆θρ) and fresher (∆Sρ) than a parcel of water with density ρ on the
original thermocline. In (b) a parcel or water is freshened (∆Sz) on the original
thermocline to density ρ which is colder (∆θρ) and fresher (∆Sρ) than a parcel
of water with density ρ on the original thermocline. In (c) and (d) density
surfaces (ρ1 and ρ2) within the thermocline are raised by ∆z (e.g. passage
of anticyclonic eddy through fixed point time-series) resulting in a reduction
of ∆xz, where x is potential temperature or salinity. There is no change in
temperature or salinity on isopycnal coordinates in the pure heave scenario.
After Bindoff and McDougall (1994).

masses ventilated in the Southern Ocean thus impact subsurface changes observed in the

Atlantic (McCarthy et al., 2011, 2012b), Indian (Bindoff and McDougall, 2000; Bryden

et al., 2003; McDonagh et al., 2005; Kobayashi et al., 2012) and Pacific (Boyer et al.,

2005; Downes et al., 2009; Durack and Wijffels, 2010) Oceans.

Böning et al. (2008) reveal a coherent pattern of change along the circumpolar extent

of the ACC. This consisted of a warming and freshening of water masses accompanied

by a southward shift of isopycnal outcrops with no change in the slope of isopycnals and

therefore the strength of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) (Figure 1.2(a)).

These changes were diagnosed using analysis of temperature and salinity trends on

isopycnal and pressure surfaces at specific latitudes (Figure 1.2). The importance of

understanding how the gradient of the temperature/salinity curve impacts the change

observed on an isopycnal is underlined by this study. This is highlighted in Figure
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Figure 1.2: (a) and (b) Trends in potential temperature and salinity since the
1960s on pressure surfaces zonally averaged along the circumpolar extent of the
ACC. Contours represent density, and the southward migration of isopycnals
since the 1960s (from the solid to the dot-dashed contours). Black bars represent
the mean position of the SAF and PF. (c) Potential temperature trends for the
same period on isopycnal surfaces. White dots indicate the average density at
200m. (d) Example of pure warming scenario on an isopycnal surface where
salinity increases with depth. A parcel of water is warmed (∆θz) on the original
thermocline to density ρ which is warmer (∆θρ) and saltier (∆Sρ) than a parcel
of water with density ρ on the original thermocline. Adapted from Böning et al.
(2008) and Bindoff and McDougall (1994).

1.2 so that on pressure surfaces (Figure 1.2(a) and 1.2(b)) temperature and salinity

show a warming and freshening across both the polar front (PF) and the subantarctic

front (SAF). North of the PF this manifests as a cooling (and freshening) on isopycnal

surfaces (Figure 1.2(c)) when temperature and salinity decrease with depth, as discussed

in Figure 1.2. Contrastingly, to south of the PF at densities greater than 27.2, there

is as a warming (and salinisation) on isopycnal surfaces which is a consequence of the

reversed gradient in temperature/salinity in this region, with temperature and salinity

increasing with depth, as illustrated in Figure 1.2(d).

A further example of a study that utilises an isopycnal framework is a comprehensive
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analysis of a 50 year time-series of global ocean salinity on pressure and density sur-

faces (Durack and Wijffels, 2010). In general, Durack and Wijffels (2010) show that a

freshening occurred at high latitudes in the subpolar gyres and the subsurface waters

ventilated by the water masses formed in these regions. Elevated salinity is seen within

the subtropical gyres and below the surface in the mode waters formed within the re-

gion of these gyres. Thus, surface changes in salinity reflect the intensification of the

Precipitation–Evaporation (P–E) field in a warmer atmosphere (Durack and Wijffels,

2010; Durack et al., 2012).

Net 

Precipitation

Net 

Evaporation

Thermally driven 
poleward migration

(A) (B)

Figure 1.3: (a) Schematically represented migration of isopycnal outcrops due
to oceanic warming. A change in salinity occurs as the outcrop migrates from a
region of net evaporation to a region of net precipitation. (b) Position of winter
isopycnal outcrops overlaid on the climatological mean salinity. From Durack
and Wijffels (2010).

In determining the diabatic fluxes required to induce the observed trends in the global

ocean, Durack and Wijffels (2010) demonstrate the importance of considering the ef-

fect of the meridional migration of isopycnal outcrops on changes observed on isopycnal

surfaces. They show that salinity may change on an isopycnal when outcrops migrate,

due to a large scale warming, between precipitation and evaporative dominated regions

(Figure 1.3(a) and 1.3(b))(Durack and Wijffels, 2010). The importance of outcrop mi-

gration is further emphasised in an analysis of the Southern Ocean that showed trends

on isopycnal surfaces relative to dynamic height contours across the ACC (Meijers et al.,

2011). This analysis showed an adiabatic warming across the ACC could be induced by

the poleward migration of isopycnal outcrops when inferring isopycnal changes at fixed

latitudes. This would therefore contribute to the trends shown Böning et al. (2008).

Changes in ocean circulation have also been highlighted as a source of adiabatic vari-

ability in an isopycnal framework. This source of variability is likely important in the

analysis of trends by Curry et al. (2003) and Curry and Mauritzen (2005) for example,
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who compare trends in salinity on density and depth surfaces in the Atlantic basin.

They show that at latitudes greater than 40◦N the water column freshened on depth

and isopycnal surfaces between 1985-99, with a decrease of 0.03 psu, encompassing the

waters that compose the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). South of 25◦S, the salin-

ity of surface thermocline waters decreased by <0.2 psu, while the salinity of Antarctic

Intermediate Water (AAIW) and Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW) decreased

by 0.02 psu. These changes are apparent on both isopycnals and depth surfaces, but

appear more coherent on isopycnals, reflecting subduction of water on isopycnals that

have been altered diabatically by changing surface fluxes. Curry et al. (2003) attribute

the freshening trends to an increase in precipitation in addition to an increase in the

volume of freshwater and ice being exported from the Arctic. In addition, increased

evaporation in the tropical and subtropical Atlantic Ocean is thought to have raised

salinity on both depth and isopycnal surfaces between the sea surface and 500m (Curry

et al., 2003; Boyer et al., 2005; Hosoda et al., 2009; Durack and Wijffels, 2010).

However, a weakening of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) and

therefore the transport of warm and salty water from the subtropical Atlantic Ocean

into the subpolar Atlantic, could imprint as a cooling and freshening trend on isopyc-

nals as shown in model analyses (Pardaens et al., 2008). Further, in the South Atlantic

different salinity changes have been reported in AAIW, with a freshening reported be-

tween 1985 and 1999 (Curry et al., 2003) and a contrary salinisation between 1983 and

2009 (McCarthy et al., 2011). Fluctuations in the transport of saltier AAIW from the

Indian Ocean in to the South Atlantic has been suggested as a source of variability that

could produce this difference (McCarthy et al., 2011). More recently, westward propa-

gating salinity anomalies have been highlighted as a potential pathway for the transport

of saltier water, but the exact nature of these anomalies is unclear (McCarthy et al.,

2012b).

In summary, the isopycnal framework is a useful tool to understand diabatic changes of

temperature and salinity by removing the adiabatic effects of vertical heave. However,

this framework is also subject to horizontal motions due to transport changes or isopycnal

outcrop migration, particularly when using a fixed geographical horizontal coordinate

such as latitude. Using a dynamically varying horizontal coordinate such as dynamic

height is a useful alternative, but such methods are only practical in the Southern Ocean

due to the unique vertical structure of the ACC.

1.3 Oceanic changes in water mass coordinates

Walin (1982) developed a quantitative framework to relate variations in the air–sea fluxes

of heat to the strength of the overturning circulation in the ocean. This approach links

the volume change between a pair of isothermal surfaces to the rate of transformation
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Fig. I. Illustration of the definitions made in Section 2. R, denotes the region with volume V(T,t)  in which the 
temperature To(r,f) is lower than Tetc., see text. 

conservation of volume we thus obtain 

a 
- V(T, t )  = M(T, t) + E(T, t) + G(T, t). 
at 

(2.2) 

From conservation of heat we obtain 

+ c G T +  F + Q, (2.3) 

where 

C3E 
e = -  (2.4a,b,c) 

The heat balance as given by (2.3) requires that 

iiV aM 
a T ’  aT ’ aT ‘ 

u=-  m=- 

the heat flux through B, is given by 

c j-1 m T  dT, 

i.e. that the diffusive flux through B vanishes. B 
should thus be chosen essentially perpendicular to 
the isotherms. Since we consider B as fixed in 
space, while the isotherm slope may be variable, 
this condition is not always strictly fulfilled. 

The error we make in ignoring that the diffusive 
flux might have a component through the control 
surface B is entirely equivalent to an uncertainty 
in F(T,t). We simply do not know precisely how 
much of the diffusive flux should be considered to 
be inside B, i.e. included in F(T,t). Obviously this 
uncertainty becomes more important if mixing is 
particularly strong in the vicinity of the control 
surface B. 

Differentiating (2.2) and (2.3) with respect to T 
we obtain 

av ac _ -  - m + e + - - ,  
a t  C3T 

av ac aF aQ 
a t  aT aT d T  

cT-=c(m + e)T+ cT- + cG + - + -, 

(2.6) 

Multiplying (2.5) with c T  and subtracting from 
(2.6) we obtain 

(2.7) 

Note that the time derivatives cancel in the 
derivation of (2.7). Eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) 
express conservation of volume and heat for the 
infinitesimal volume v(T, t) d T  in the neighbour- 
hood of the isothermal surface S,. 

We consider next the volume u’(T,t)dT in 
the neighbourhood of S;, S; being an arbitrary 
part of S, (see Fig. 2). We then obtain a 
corresponding set of equations. In particular we 
find the counterpart of (2.7). 

where G’, aF’/aT and iiQ’/aT are those parts of 
G, iiF/aT and aQ/iiT which can be assigned to Sl,. 

We note that for the derivation of (2.8) to hold 
the control surfaces b, and b, should be chosen in 
such a way that the diffusive heat flux through 

Tellus 34 (1982), 2 

Figure 1.4: (a) Schematic representation of the processes affecting the volume of
water at temperatures less than T. The transformation of water by the air–sea
heat flux is shown by E, the transformation across the isotherm at T is given by
G. The volume flux across the control surface B due to the transport is given
by M. The definition for each term can be found in Walin (1982). From Walin
(1982).

across these isothermal surfaces by air–sea fluxes and sub-surface mixing (Figure 1.4).

Relating these diabatic processes to the volume change also allows the inclusion of a term

representing the volumetric transport into the given temperature class when an isotherm

is intersected by a geographical section or control surface as in Figure 1.4. Therefore,

by tracking the volume change within a defined temperature, salinity or density class,

the unwanted effect of heave is naturally removed. Unlike in the isopycnal framework

horizontal motions are also naturally removed, allowing changes in oceanic temperature

or salinity to be described simply in terms of air–sea fluxes, sub-surface mixing and

advective processes across a defined geographical boundary.

The water mass framework presented by Walin (1982) has proved a powerful tool for

understanding many aspects of the large scale circulation in the ocean, and the resul-

tant heat and freshwater budgets of key water masses. Speer and Tziperman (1992)

and Speer (1993) were among the first to apply this framework to understand the role

of transformations by air–sea fluxes of heat and freshwater in the formation of North

Atlantic water masses in temperature and salinity coordinates. These methodologies

have been used to diagnose the water mass budget of ocean models, understanding the

balance between air–sea fluxes and mixing (Nurser et al., 1999) and to validate model

outputs (Marsh et al., 2005). They have also proved useful in determining the sensi-

tivity of the meridional overturning circulation to the strength of air–sea fluxes (Nurser

and Marsh, 1998; Marsh et al., 2000; Grist et al., 2009), in understanding the processes

that govern the water mass transformations in the Southern Ocean (Badin et al., 2013;

Cerovečki et al., 2013) and in the seasonal cycle of North Atlantic eighteen degree wa-

ter/subtropical mode water volume and formation (Maze et al., 2009; Forget et al.,
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2011).

The analyses that have the most relevance to this thesis are those that consider the

balance of air–sea fluxes, mixing and advection in the formation and structure of water

masses. Nurser et al. (1999) were among the first to describe this balance in an isopy-

cnic model of the North Atlantic by describing the formation of water between density

classes. Importantly they note that in a steady state ocean the formation of water within

a given density class must be zero, so that transformation by air–sea fluxes is countered

by diapycnal mixing. Thus, air–sea fluxes act to increase the width of the volumetric

distribution among density classes, while mixing acts to narrow this distribution. Fur-

thermore, this implies that if the volumetric changes between density classes and the

formation by air–sea fluxes are known, the strength of diapycnal mixing can be inferred.

Nurser et al. (1999) emphasise that this approach may be more useful when performed

in restricted regions if the transports into and out of a given density class are known,

thus capturing regions of the ocean in which diapycnal mixing is intensified.

Forget et al. (2011) apply a similar decomposition to a time varying ocean, as opposed

to the mean ocean state, to estimate the seasonal cycle of North Atlantic subtropical

mode water (STMW) formation. This study highlights the suitability of the water

mass framework to aid the understanding of the volume budget for a specific water

mass. Their decomposition highlighted the role of air–sea fluxes in driving wintertime

formation of STMW, a destruction of STMW year-round by mixing and a destruction

during the summer months by air–sea fluxes. Further, included within their budget

is the role of advection in transporting STMW from their domain. Thus, the work of

Nurser et al. (1999), Forget et al. (2011) and many others provide the context from

which to understand the roles of air–sea fluxes, mixing and transport in the volumetric

budget of water masses, and therefore the heat and freshwater content of the ocean.

The application of the water mass framework in these analyses means that the adiabatic

effects of vertical heave and isopycnal outcrop migration are naturally removed.

Defining water masses by one tracer, such as density, does provide a limitation on the

application of the water mass framework. Firstly, much of the geographical information

regarding a particular water mass is lost, so that conclusions regarding the relative

roles of air–sea fluxes and mixing cannot easily be given a geographical context. An

example is the geographical location of mixing that upwells water in the interior ocean,

countering the formation at the sea-surface by air–sea fluxes (Nurser et al., 1999; Zika

et al., 2012). The use of a single tracer as a definition for a water mass therefore provides

no information about the meridional, zonal and vertical movement of water. In addition,

within certain regions of the ocean water masses are ambiguously defined according to

density classes (Marsh et al., 2005). In the Southern Ocean for example, a density class

my encompass multiple water masses that are subject to contrasting forcing mechanisms.

At certain times of the year, Antarctic Winter Water spans a wide range of densities that

includes Circumpolar Deep Water and Antarctic Intermediate Water. Similarly, the use
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of a range in temperature to define STMW, may include water that does not meet the

classical definition of STMW with a low potential vorticity (Forget et al., 2011).

The use of two tracers to define water masses greatly reduces these limitations. Forget

et al. (2011) for example, use potential vorticity as an additional constraint to define

STMW. The major water masses that make up the worlds oceans are each uniquely de-

fined by a specific temperature and salinity set by the surface heat and freshwater fluxes

in their formation regions. A natural pair of tracers for the purpose of defining water

masses is therefore temperature and salinity. In the context of the water mass frame-

work, water mass classes are defined by a range of temperature and salinity, allowing

the volume of a given temperature/salinity class to be described in terms of the trans-

formations across surfaces of constant temperature (isotherms) and salinity (isohalines)

in terms of air–sea fluxes and mixing.

The use of temperature and salinity (or thermohaline) coordinates to describe water mass

variability is nothing new to oceanography. Speer (1993) described the role of surface

forcing in the formation of water masses in temperature and salinity coordinates, defin-

ing vectors representing the transformation of water across isotherms and isohalines due

to air–sea fluxes of heat and freshwater respectively. More recently Döös et al. (2012),

Zika et al. (2012) and later Groeskamp et al. (2014) projected the mean overturning

circulation of the global ocean into thermohaline coordinates, producing a thermohaline

streamfunction that represents the volume transports across isothermal and isohaline

surfaces. The resultant streamfunction resolves a remarkably coherent global cell remi-

niscent of the idealised global conveyor belt schematic (Richardson, 2008). Despite losing

all geographical information, the fact that water masses have distinct temperatures and

salinities relating to their formation region allows the thermohaline streamfunction to

be clearly interpreted with a geographical context.

Complementing this thesis and the work of Döös et al. (2012), Zika et al. (2012) and

Groeskamp et al. (2014) is the analysis of Hieronymus et al. (2014) who describes the

time-mean thermohaline circulation of an ocean model by quantifying the transforma-

tions across isotherms and isohalines. This approach compares favourably with the

thermohaline streamfunction, but has the advantage that the transformations due to

air–sea fluxes and mixing can be separately assessed. This thesis will complement these

recent advances in our view of the ocean in thermohaline coordinates by seeking to un-

derstand the time varying nature of the ocean in thermohaline coordinates. This thesis

will use observations of temperature and salinity, augmented by climatologies and model

output, to gain novel insights into the nature of the overturning circulation in key re-

gions of the ocean. Thus enabling better predictions of the ways in which anthropogenic

climate change may affect the momentum, heat and freshwater budgets of the ocean
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1.4 Thesis outline

To summarise, this thesis will present the development of a framework that will be

used to understand changes in temperature and salinity in the oceans. Understanding

the complex variability of temperature and salinity requires the careful consideration of

the interaction between fluctuations on multiple spatial and temporal scales. Crucially

the framework must isolate diabatic changes to temperature and salinity due to air–

sea fluxes and mixing, and remove adiabatic changes. The framework developed in this

thesis is an extension of the water mass framework developed by Walin (1982), projecting

the ocean into thermohaline coordinates as volumetric distribution. Temperature and

salinity changes will then be rationalised in terms of the transformation of water across

the isotherms and isohalines that define individual water mass classes. This framework

naturally removes the adiabatic variability associated the vertical heave of isopycnals

and the horizontal migration of isopycnal outcrops.

Much of the recent work on the representation ocean circulation in thermohaline coor-

dinates focuses on the mean state of the ocean and therefore the relative roles of air–sea

buoyancy fluxes and mixing in maintaining this mean state. The work in this thesis

instead focuses on the seasonal and interannual variability of water masses in thermo-

haline coordinates, particularly in regions where the variations in air–sea fluxes and

mixing on these time-scales are closely linked to the overturning circulation. This ap-

proach highlights the applicability of the methods developed in this thesis for separating

the complicated interaction between the overturning circulation, air–sea buoyancy fluxes

and mixing. The analysis in this thesis further provides the groundwork to understand

long term changes in the momentum, heat and freshwater budgets of the ocean by im-

proving our understanding of the roles mixing and advection in setting the volumetric

distribution of water masses in thermohaline coordinates.

The aim of the second chapter of this thesis is to understand the drivers of interannual

variability of the overturning circulation in the North Atlantic subtropical gyre. Using

temperature coordinates, this analysis adopts a similar approach to Nurser et al. (1999),

applying the water mass framework to both observations and models using a gridded

Argo climatology and an ocean state estimate. This novel analysis explores the variabil-

ity between temperature classes, capturing the large scale variations in the volumetric

distribution of water masses, revealing that transport anomalies at the gyre boundaries

predominantly set the volume and heat budget and that these transport anomalies are

governed by Ekman pumping over the gyre.

The third chapter of this thesis develops the water mass framework in temperature and

salinity coordinates, which is applied to observations of temperature and salinity across

Drake Passage. Seasonal variations in the distribution of water masses reveal the imprint

of the Southern Ocean overturning. This highlights the importance of seasonally varying
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air-sea fluxes in the winter-time formation of intermediate water at the expense of deep

water, winter water and surface water.

The fourth chapter of this thesis extends the analysis of the third chapter to the entire

Southern Ocean using an ocean state estimate and an observationally based seasonal

climatology. This reveals a diabatic pathway for the upwelling and conversion of deep

water into intermediate water. Deep water is first cooled and freshened during the winter

through mixing with overlying winter water. The distribution of this modified deep water

in temperature/salinity space and its maximum density suggests the process of cabbeling

is important in the upwelling of this deep water. Sea ice-melt and surface heating then

warm and freshen this seasonally formed water mass to create intermediate water during

the summer months. This mechanism and the conventional view of intermediate water

formation through winter time cooling north of the polar front combine to give a double

peak in the seasonal cycle of intermediate water volume. These results suggest that

the process of cabbeling could be a rate determining step in the global overturning

circulation and the upwelling of deep waters formed in the high latitude North Atlantic.

To assess the effect that interpolating Argo data onto a regular geographical grid has

on the water mass framework, the fifth chapter of this thesis explores the potential to

develop an alternative method to determine a volumetric distribution using individual

Argo profiles. The volumetric distribution determined using this profile based estimate

is compared to the distribution calculated using a geographically interpolated dataset.

This comparison reveals that the interpolation scheme used to geographically grid Argo

appears to artificially mix water masses toward the centre of the distribution. The thesis

is concluded in the final chapter.
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Abstract

Interannual variability in the volumetric water mass distribution within the North At-

lantic subtropical gyre is described in relation to variability in the Atlantic Meridional

Overturning Circulation. The relative roles of diabatic and adiabatic processes in the

volume and heat budgets of the subtropical gyre are investigated by projecting data into

temperature coordinates as volumes of water using an Argo based climatology and an

ocean state estimate (ECCO v4). The use of a single tracer, in the form of temperature,

suitably captured the large scale variations in the water mass volume distribution. This

highlights that variations in the subtropical gyre volume budget are predominantly set

by transport divergence in the gyre. A strong correlation between the volume anomaly

due to transport divergence and the variability of both thermocline depth and Ekman

pumping over the gyre suggests that wind-driven heave drives transport anomalies at

the gyre boundaries. This wind-driven heaving contributes significantly to variations

in the heat content of the gyre, as do anomalies in the air–sea fluxes. The analysis

presented here suggests that wind forcing plays an important role in driving interannual

variability in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation, and that this variability

can be unraveled from spatially-distributed hydrographic observations using a water

mass framework.
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Circulation

2.1 Introduction

The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is commonly defined in the

depth-latitude plane as the large-scale hemispheric exchange of northward-flowing warm

and saline surface waters with compensating southward-flowing cold and fresh deep wa-

ters (Talley, 2013). The resultant northward heat transport within the North Atlantic

affects both the long-term climatic state over northern Europe (Trenberth and Caron,

2001; Johns et al., 2010), and the interannual climate variability across the North At-

lantic basin (Maidens et al., 2013). This interannual variability can be very pronounced.

In 2009-2010 for example, an observational estimate at 26◦N revealed a temporary re-

duction in the AMOC strength from a mean of 18.5 Sv (2004–2009) to 12.8 Sv between

2009 and mid-2010 (1 Sv=1×106 m3s−1) (McCarthy et al., 2012a). It remains unclear

whether this change occurred due to local atmospheric forcing anomalies (Roberts et al.,

2013; Buckley et al., 2014; Yang, 2015), or through remotely forced changes in the over-

turning (Cunningham et al., 2013; Sonnewald et al., 2013; Bryden et al., 2014).

Understanding the relative roles of atmospheric forcing and intrinsic ocean dynamics

in the heat and salt budgets of the North Atlantic Ocean requires a careful separation

of many processes that often feed back on each other. The role of the atmosphere is

often divided between the long-term impact of buoyancy forcing due to air-sea fluxes

of heat and freshwater, and the action of winds on the sea-surface (Polo et al., 2014;

Forget and Ponte, 2015). The ocean circulation can adjust to the latter on short time

scales (days to months) through barotropic dynamics (Willebrand et al., 1980; Andres

et al., 2011, 2012), and on longer timescales (years to decades) through various baroclinic

modes (Anderson and Gill, 1975; Williams et al., 2013; Forget and Ponte, 2015). Both

processes affect the ocean by altering its circulation meridionally and zonally. The forced

oceanic responses can propagate to remote locations through boundary or Kelvin waves

along the equator and ocean margins, and through the interior as westward-propagating

Rossby waves (Johnson and Marshall, 2002; Forget and Ponte, 2015). The action of

the wind on the sea-surface may also affect circulation changes by driving near surface

advection and enhancing near-surface mixing.

Here, we investigate the drivers of interannual AMOC variability as defined and mea-

sured using mooring based arrays. We use a water mass analysis framework (Walin,

1982; Speer and Forget, 2013; Evans et al., 2014; Zika et al., 2015), in which we project

data from a gridded Argo product (Roemmich- Gilson Argo climatology: RGAC; Roem-

mich and Gilson, 2009) and an ocean state estimate (Estimating the Circulation and

Climate of the Ocean version 4: ECCO v4; Forget et al., 2015) onto temperature coordi-

nates (Evans et al., 2014). Using this framework, we quantify interannual variations in

water mass inventories of the subtropical gyre. The averaging and smoothing required

to produce monthly gridded data sets (RGAC and ECCO v4) mitigates the impact of

aliased variability associated with mesoscale eddies (e.g., see Forget et al., 2011). We
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then assess the extent to which water mass volume changes are driven by air-sea ex-

changes of heat (Speer, 1993) using various air-sea flux products (ECCO v4, Kalnay

et al., 1996; Yu et al., 2006; Dee et al., 2011). We further use ECCO v4 to determine

the contributions from lateral transports to water mass inventory changes between 26◦N

and 45◦N and go on to assess the relationship between those transport variations and

perturbations in the wind-stress curl (Dee et al., 2011; Yu and Jin, 2014) during the

same period.

In this chapter, we show that interannual AMOC variability at 26◦N is associated with

changes in water mass inventories in the subtropical Atlantic. We describe the data

and methods used for this chapter in section 2.2. In sections 2.3 and 2.4, we use the

water mass transformation framework to show that the variability in the water mass

volume of the subtropical North Atlantic is primarily driven by adiabatic changes in

the circulation of the subtropical gyre in response to anomalous wind-stress curl in the

region. However, some fluctuations in heat content anomaly cannot be explained entirely

by adiabatic processes, but require a diabatic contribution through air-sea fluxes of heat.

In section 2.5 we present evidence that suggests local wind forcing drives much of the

observed interannual variability in the AMOC, and discuss the potential for monitoring

this variability with basin-scale hydrographic observations.

2.2 Data and Methods

2.2.1 Data

This chapter uses gridded hydrographic observations, a mooring-based AMOC estimate,

a full ocean state estimate and atmospheric reanalyses products to understand the di-

abatic and adiabatic contributions to water mass variability in the subtropical North

Atlantic. From each product we therefore use data between the latitudes of 26◦N and

45◦N in the North Atlantic. The gridded hydrographic observations are the Roemmich–

Gilson Argo climatology (RGAC; Roemmich and Gilson, 2009) accessed at http://sio–

argo.ucsd.edu/RG Climatology.html. In this monthly product the temperature and

salinity data are gridded horizontally using objective analysis on a 1–degree grid and

vertically at intervals of 10m at the surface increasing to 50m at the maximum depth of

1975m. From these monthly maps we calculate the conservative temperature (units=◦C)

and absolute salinity (units=g kg−1) according to TEOS-10 (IOC et al., 2010). To mit-

igate the effect of water adiabatically heaving across the base of the RGAC domain, our

calculation of volume in temperature classes only includes water lighter than σ0 = 27.7

in RGAC. In our domain, this surface is never deeper than 1975m. This ensures that

the only adiabatic volume changes we observe are those due to transport changes across

26◦N and 45◦N.
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We also use monthly potential temperature and salinity from the Estimating the Cir-

culation and Climate of the Ocean version 4.11 (ECCO v4) state estimate accessed at

http://www.ecco–group.org that closely fit Argo data (Forget et al., 2015). This dataset

further provides velocity, transport and surface flux estimates that are dynamically con-

sistent with the estimated hydrography. Throughout, we will refer to conservative tem-

perature (from RGAC) and potential temperature (from ECCO v4) as Θ, and absolute

salinity (RGAC) and practical salinity (ECCO v4) as S.

We rely on complementary data sets to verify our interpretation of the results. An

estimate of the AMOC strength and variability at 26◦N is obtained from the RAPID-

WATCH MOC monitoring project (Smeed et al., 2015). We use monthly mean fields

for shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, sensible heat flux and latent heat flux from

the NCEP/NCAR (Kalnay et al., 1996) and ERA-interim (Dee et al., 2011) reanaly-

ses to calculate net air–sea heat flux. These have horizontal resolutions of ∼1.9◦ and

0.75◦ respectively. We obtain sea surface temperature (SST; resolution of 1◦) from the

NOAA optimally interpolated SST product (hereinafter ‘Reynolds–SST’) as described

in Reynolds et al. (2004). For the calculation of wind-stress curl we use the WHOI

OAFlux project (Yu and Jin, 2014) wind-stress products calculated using the COARE

3.0 algorithm, which has a horizontal resolution of 0.25◦.

It is worth noting that the output ECCO v4 is constrained using Argo profiles, therefore

the Θ and S fields from ECCO v4 and RGAC are not independent. However, ECCO v4

does not use RAPID-WATCH MOC estimates which encompass Florida Straits trans-

port estimates and scatterometry data. The transport estimates from ECCO v4 and

RAPID-WATCH may therefore be considered independent.

2.2.2 Calculation of water mass volume and diathermal transforma-

tions

The methods described here are based on the water mass framework of (Walin, 1982)

applied to a time varying ocean (Evans et al., 2014; Zika et al., 2015). The volume of

water colder than a particular isotherm Θ∗ is defined by

V (Θ∗) =

∫∫∫
Π(Θ∗ −Θ)dxdydz (2.1)

where Π(x) is a Heaviside function that is 0 when x < 0 and 1 when x ≥ 0. In practice

x, y are transformed into spherical polar coordinates. The volume per unit Θ, the

volumetric distribution, is simply ∂V/∂Θ. We determine the volumetric distribution in

the Atlantic between 26◦N and 45◦N for each month using a nominal grid spacing ∆Θ

of 0.5◦C.
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The volume, V is set in part by the inflow of water at the boundaries of the domain

(e.g. 26◦N and 45◦N) defined by

M(Θ∗) =

∫∫
Π(Θ∗ −Θ)vdy†dz (2.2)

where v is the velocity component normal to the domain boundary and y† is the hor-

izontal dimension running along the domain edge (Ferrari and Ferreira, 2011; Forget

et al., 2011). This is the adiabatic component of the water mass inventory. Diathermal

transformations across surfaces of constant Θ represent the diabatic contribution to the

inventory. These diathermal transformations are the integral of the dia–thermal velocity

crossing a given iso-thermal surface (surface of constant Θ):

U(Θ∗) =

∫
Θ=Θ∗

1

|∇Θ|
∂Θ

∂t
+ u · ∇Θ

|∇Θ|
dA (2.3)

where
∫

Θ=Θ∗ dA is the area integral over the surface where Θ = Θ∗ and u is velocity.

The budget for V is then
dV

dt
= M − U (2.4)

Practically diagnosing the adiabatic (M) and diabatic (U) contributions to the inven-

tory change from velocity measurements is difficult. In practice these are therefore

determined from changes in the volumetric distribution of water in Θ coordinates. We

solve for the monthly diathermal transformations across each isotherm as described in

Evans et al. (2014) from the monthly changes in the Θ volumetric distribution by build-

ing a series of linear equations to describe the volume change in each Θ class in terms of

the unknown diathermal transformations across each isotherm. Diathermal ransforma-

tions are presented in units of Sverdrups (Sv; 1 Sv = 1 × 106 m3s−1). The diathermal

transformation across an individual isotherm describes the amount of water that changes

temperature by ∆Θ. As a whole, the divergence of these diathermal transformations

represent volume change that most closely matches the observed volume changes within

each temperature class. They therefore do not necessarily describe the actual path of

water through Θ coordinates, but instead the net change indicated by the change in the

volumetric distribution. The volume changes implied by air–sea heat fluxes are discussed

in the next section.

It should be expected that instrumental and sampling errors would affect the volumetric

distributions and diathermal transformations calculated as part of this study. Specifi-

cally, aliasing of eddy heave may increase the sampling error associated with our results.

In an attempt to quantify such sampling errors we randomly impose a heave of either

-30m or +30m to each grid point and time–step in RGAC, but uniformly to all depths for

each grid point. Therefore, a given grid point at (x, y) and a heave of 30m for example,
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Figure 2.1: (a) Black contours represent a time-series of log10 water mass volume
(in m3/◦C) from RGAC with no artificially added error. Colours show the
difference between the volume shown by the black contours and the volume
calculated with a random vertical heave of either -30m or +30m added to the
measurements of Θ. Units are m3/◦C. (b) Difference between the diathermal
transformations calculated using the volume estimates determined with and
without artificially added error. Units: Sv (1 Sv= 1× 106 m3s−1).

Θ(x, y, z, t) becomes Θ(x, y, z+ 30m, t). We don’t decrease the heave to zero at the sur-

face, as this simple approach serves to illustrate the affect of heave, while only imposing

a small bias to the surface Θ/S classes. We then calculate the water mass volumes and

the resultant diathermal transformations and subtract them from those calculated with-

out the artificially added heave (Figure 2.1). The induced error in water mass volume

is an order of magnitude less than the variability in water mass volume (black contours

in Figure 2.1). The added eddy heave does however generate (non-diabatic) variability

in the inferred diathermal transformations, which are relatively large. A similar check

using a representative instrumental error had a limited impact on the calculated water

mass volumes and diathermal transformations.

2.2.3 Calculation of dia–surface transformations due to air/sea fluxes

Using a method similar to Speer (1993) and Evans et al. (2014) we calculate the diather-

mal transformations implied by air–sea fluxes of heat over our domain. The total heat
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flux into water colder than Θ∗ is defined by

FΘ(Θ∗) =

∫∫
Π(Θ∗ −Θ)Qnet dxdy (2.5)

where Qnet is the net surface heat flux (W m−2). The diathermal transformation rate

due to the air–sea heat flux is then

UAir−Sea =
1

ρCp

∂FΘ

∂Θ
(2.6)

where ρ is the density and Cp is the specific heat capacity of seawater. Again, data in

the Atlantic between 26◦N and 45◦N are selected and discrete temperature intervals of

∆Θ = 0.5◦C are used. To avoid the uncertainty due to Argo’s irregular data coverage

we use Reynolds SST maps rather than RGAC when computing FΘ. Heat fluxes are

determined using both NCEP/NCAR, ERA-Interim reanalyses and ECCO v4.

2.2.4 Calculation of the volume change due to the divergence of trans-

port in the subtropical gyre

We calculate the volume change in Θ coordinates due to transport changes using fields

for velocity and Gent-McWilliams (Gent and McWilliams, 1990) bolus transport from

ECCO v4. The contribution due to resolved sub-monthly variations in velocity and

temperature are neglected and would be important at eddy permitting resolution. We

consider transects of Θ and the total meridional transport per grid cell at 26 and 45◦N,

and calculate the total volume change (divergence of monthly mean transport divided by

monthly time interval) for each Θ class. From these volume changes we then determine

the implied volume fluxes between Θ classes as described above for the total volume

change.

Wunsch and Heimbach (2013b) show that ECCO v4 simulates well the magnitude and

variability of the Eulerian RAPID-WATCH AMOC estimate, although with a slightly

reduced range of variability. Here we define the Eulerian overturning circulation in

ECCO v4 as the transport at the depth of maximum Ψz(z
∗) =

∫ ∫ z∗
η v dx dz, where

v is the meridional component of velocity and η is the sea surface. Further, Ψz is

displayed with units of Sv. The depth of maximum Ψz occurs at approximately the

same depth as the 6◦C isotherm. This isotherm also marks a transition in the structure

of thermohaline volume change due to transport across 26◦N and 45◦N, as is discussed

below. A comparison of the time-series (Figure 2.2) reveals the good agreement between

the AMOC estimates with a correlation coefficient of 0.68 through the overlapping period

from 2004-2011 (significant at 95% confidence interval).

Also shown in Figure 2.2 is the time–mean (1992-2012) water mass volume change from

ECCO v4 within the chosen domain due to the divergence of transport across 26◦N
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Figure 2.2: (a) RAPID-WATCH AMOC estimate (red line) and ECCO v4
AMOC at 26◦N. Units: Sv (1 Sv= 1 × 106 m3s−1). (b) ECCO v4 time-mean
(1992–2012) transport divergence in Θ/S coordinates for the region between
26◦N and 45◦N, divided by monthly time interval to give volume change. Units:
m3/◦C psu. (c) ECCO v4 volume change in thermohaline coordinates for the
region north of 26◦N implied by the time-mean (1992–2012) transport at this
latitude. Units: m3/◦C/psu. (d) Volume change in thermohaline coordinates
for the region south of 45◦N implied by the time-mean (1992–2012) transport
at this latitude. Units: m3/◦C/psu.

and 45◦N, and the contribution towards the volume change due to the net transports

across the individual sections. These are plotted against Θ and S to better highlight the

meridional and zonal structure of the subtropical gyre (hereinafter ‘the gyre’) captured

by this projection, providing context for the discussion in the following sections.

This adiabatic volumetric change implied by the lateral transport across our domain’s

boundaries in ECCO v4 implies the following. At 26◦N, at Θ>6◦C, the lateral transport

reflects the circulation of the gyre, with warmer/fresher water entering the domain in

the west and cooler/saltier water leaving the domain in the ocean interior. Using only

this volume change to compute U would give a positive (but adiabatic) volume flux of

cold into warm water. At Θ<6◦C, deep water leaving the domain imprints as a loss of

cold water, also implying a positive volume flux. In contrast, at 45◦N, loss of warmer

waters to the north at Θ>6◦C is opposed by a southward transport of cold, deep water

at Θ<6◦C, thereby inducing an apparent volume flux of warm water into cold water to

the south of 45◦N.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Volume anomaly in Θ classes with respect to the time-mean for
the period shown from RGAC in the North Atlantic between 26 and 45◦N. Units
are m3/◦C. (b) Volume anomaly in Θ classes with respect to the time-mean for
the period shown from ECCO v4 in the North Atlantic between 26 and 45◦N.
Units are m3/◦C.

2.2.5 Calculation of Ekman pumping

We calculate Ekman pumping as the vertical component of the curl of the wind-stress

divided by a reference density (ρ = 1000 kg m−3) and f , the Coriolis parameter, assum-

ing an ocean at rest. We thus obtain estimates of monthly vertical displacements from

OAFlux.

2.3 Diabatic and adiabatic contributions to water–mass

volume variability in the Subtropical Gyre

First we explore the variability of water mass volume within Θ classes. A time series of

the volumetric distribution in temperature classes highlights both the seasonal variation

in the water mass inventory at Θ>10◦C and interannual changes over the entire temper-

ature range (Figure 4.2(a) and (b)). In both RGAC (left) and ECCO v4 (right) data,

we see a seasonal exchange of volume between the warmer surface waters (Θ>18◦C) and

mode/central waters (Θ between 10 and 18◦C). This seasonal variability is imprinted

on interannual changes in the water masses with the largest volume: subtropical mode

water (STMW; Θ∼18◦C), North Atlantic Central Water (NAW; Θ∼12◦C) and North

Atlantic Deep Water (NADW; Θ∼5◦C). It is the diabatic and adiabatic contributions

to this interannual variability we aim to characterise. Differences between the ECCO v4

and RGAC analyses at Θ<10◦C are the result of excluding water denser than σ0 = 27.7

in RGAC. During the winter of 2009/10, over a period of 3 months the volume above the

permanent thermocline (and depth of maximum overturning; Θ>6◦C) in both RGAC
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Figure 2.4: (a) Implied water mass diathermal transformation anomalies with
respect to the monthly-mean (2004–2012) to remove the mean seasonal cycle.
Diathermal transformations were calculated using the month to month change
in volumetric distribution from RGAC. (b) Diathermal transformation anomaly
with respect to the monthly-mean (2004–2012) inferred from NCEP/NCAR
air-sea heat fluxes. (c) Diathermal transformation anomaly with respect to
the monthly-mean (2004–2012) inferred from ERA-Interim air-sea heat fluxes,
determined using Reynolds surface Θ. Units: Sv (1 Sv= 1 × 106 m3s−1). (d)
Volume anomaly (V ′) for temperatures greater than 6◦C. Units: m3.

and ECCO v4 dropped by approximately 2–3×1014 m3, equivalent to a transport of 25

Sv. This is indicative of the occurrence of either a diathermal transformation of warm

to cold water, or an adiabatic re-arrangement of water masses associated with an export

of upper-ocean waters and an import of deep waters across the domain boundaries.

The relative roles of diabatic and adiabatic processes may be assessed by determining

the diathermal transformation of water between temperature classes required to explain

the changes in volume shown in Figure 4.2 (a) and (b) (RGAC: Figure 2.4 and ECCO

v4: Figure 2.5). The diabatic contribution to this variability is determined using air-

sea heat flux products from NCEP/NCAR (Figure 2.4(b)), ERA-interim (Figure 2.4(c)

and ECCO v4 (Figure 2.5(b)). The adiabatic component of change is inferred from the

divergence of lateral transports across 26◦N and 45◦N in ECCO v4 (Figure 2.5(c)). In
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Figure 2.5: (a) Implied diathermal transformation anomalies with respect to
the monthly-mean (2004–2012) to remove the mean seasonal cycle. Diathermal
transformations were calculated using the month to month change in volumet-
ric distribution from ECCO v4. (b) Diathermal transformation anomaly with
respect to the monthly-mean (2004–2012) inferred from ECCO v4 air-sea heat
fluxes. (c) M anomaly (see (2.2)) with respect to the monthly-mean (2004–
2012) implied by the divergence of transport between 26 and 45◦N in ECCO
v4. Units: Sv (1 Sv= 1×106 m3s−1). (d) Volume anomaly (V ′) for temperatures
greater than 6◦C. Units: m3.

all cases positive values indicate cold water being replaced with warm water within the

domain of study.

Removing the mean seasonal cycle unveils substantial interannual variability in Figures

2.4 and 2.5. Variability in the anomalous diathermal transformations inferred from the

RGAC water mass volume fluctuations are however dominated by noise (Figure 2.4).

As discussed in section 2.2.2, this may be a consequence of aliased eddy heave. The

remaining time-series, and in particular ECCO v4 (Figure 2.5(a)) contain anomalously

negative signals during the winters of 2009/10 and 2010/11. Such a signal is suggestive

of either intensified wintertime cooling or the introduction of excess cold water into our

study region across its northern or southern boundaries at those times. Intensified win-

tertime cooling is consistently seen in diathermal transformation rates computed from
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Figure 2.6: (a) The volume flux due to M (from Figure 2.5(c)), integrated at
6◦C. This gives the volume anomaly (i.e. V ′) for temperatures greater than
6◦C due to the variability in transport at 26◦N and 45◦N (solid cyan line). The
dashed cyan line is determined using the transport at 26◦N and the dotted cyan
line is determined using the transport at 45◦N. AMOC monthly-mean anomaly
(2004-2012), estimated from RAPID-WATCH (magenta line) and from ECCO
v4 (i.e. Ψz) at 26◦N and 45◦N (dashed and dotted grey lines respectively).
Units: m3. (b) Time-integrated diathermal transformations (blue, red, black
and magenta lines; from Figures 2.4 and 2.5), integrated through all tempera-
tures greater than 6◦C, giving heat content anomaly (H ′). Time-integrated M
(cyan lines), integrated through all temperatures greater than 6◦C, giving heat
content anomaly. Positive gradient indicates warming in the upper ocean Units:
J.

NCEP/NCAR, ERA-Interim and ECCO v4 surface heat fluxes for temperatures between

15 and 20◦C (Figure 2.4(b)/(c) and Figure 2.5(b) respectively). However the adiabatic

component (i.e., M) computed from ECCO v4 (Figure 2.5(c)) displays prominent nega-

tive anomalies at all temperatures, and in fact explains the bulk of the volumetric census

anomalies seen in the winters of 2009/10 and 2010/11 particularly at Θ<15◦C (Figure

2.5(a)). The relative roles of diabatic forcing at Θ>15◦C and adiabatic forcing through

all Θ are consistent throughout the time-series.

The anomalous diathermal transformations due to air–sea fluxes, and volume fluxes due

to transport displayed in Figure 2.4(a)-(c) and Figure 2.5(a)-(c) can be represented as

volume changes by integrating with respect to time (Figure 2.4(d) and Figure 2.5(d)):

V ′(t) =

∫
(M − UΘ) dt. (2.7)
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By Gauss’ theorem, this gives the volume change in the ocean warmer than 6◦C when

these diathermal transformations and volume fluxes are integrated at Θ = 6◦C. As dis-

cussed in section 2.2.4, Θ=6◦C represents the transition between the upper and deep

ocean. Therefore, in Figure 2.4(d) and Figure 2.5(d) a negative (positive) slope rep-

resents the volume loss (gain) in the upper ocean. In Figure 2.4(d) we compare this

volume anomaly from the RGAC data (blue line) to the volume anomaly implied by

NCEP/NCAR (red dashed) and ERA-interim (magenta dashed). In Figure 2.5(d) we

compare the volume anomaly from ECCO v4 (blue line) to the volume anomaly implied

by the transport divergence in ECCO v4 (cyan line) and to the air-sea heat fluxes from

ECCO v4 (red line), NCEP/NCAR (red dashed) and ERA-interim (magenta dashed).

This further highlights the dominant role of the adiabatic term in setting the distribu-

tion of volume in Θ classes within the gyre. The RGAC data is again dominated by

noise making it difficult to assess the variability shown in Figure 2.4(d).

The adiabatic term, driven by the divergence of transport at the boundaries of our do-

main, can be separated into its components at 26◦N (cyan long dashed) and 45◦N (cyan

short dashed; Figure 2.6(a)) in ECCO v4. The implied volume anomalies evaluated at

Θ = 6◦C compare well with the AMOC integrated over time in RAPID-WATCH (ma-

genta) and ECCO v4 at 26◦N (grey long dashed) and 45◦N (grey short dashed). There

are some differences between the RAPID-WATCH volume anomaly and the adiabatic

volume term from ECCO v4 (solid cyan), because the latter includes changes due to

transport at both 26◦N and 45◦N. There is also disagreement between the adiabatic

volume term based on the transport at 45◦N (short dashed cyan) and the ECCO v4

overturning at 45◦N (short dashed grey) during 2009, which may be due to the way

these terms are calculated. Importantly the good agreement between the magenta and

cyan lines in Figure 2.6(a) reveals the importance of the transport variability at 26◦N

in determining the volume budget of the gyre between 26◦N and 45◦N.

The diabatic air–sea heat flux term and the adiabatic transport term can be described

in terms of the upper ocean heat content by integrating the volume anomaly from (2.7)

at each isotherm across all temperatures greater than 6◦C as follows:

H ′|Θ>Θ∗ = ρ0cp

∫ ∞
Θ∗

V ′ dΘ, (2.8)

where ρ0 is a reference density and cp is the (constant) specific heat capacity of water.

Here, heat content anomaly H ′ has units of Joules. This unconventional estimate of the

heat content provides an interpretation of the large scale heat content changes within

the water mass framework (for a similar analysis see Palmer and Haines, 2009). Time-

series of H ′ are shown in Figure 2.6(b) from the total volume changes in ECCO v4 (blue

line), the transport divergence in ECCO v4 (cyan lines) and the air-sea heat fluxes from

ECCO v4 (red line), NCEP/NCAR (red dashed) and ERA-interim (magenta dashed).

The large dashed and small dashed cyan lines show the contributions to H ′ in ECCO
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Figure 2.7: (a) Colours represent depth anomaly (with respect to the monthly-
mean for 2004–2012) of the 6◦C isotherm from RGAC, averaged over March
2010 to November 2010. Red indicates a shoaling and blue indicates a deep-
ening. Units: m. Solid contours indicate the time-mean (2004-2008) zonal
wind-stress (units: N m−2) and dotted contours show the zonal wind-stress av-
eraged over November 2009 to March 2010 from OAflux. (b) Zonal mean wind-
stress curl averaged over 2004-2008 (solid black curve) and November 2009 to
March 2010 (dashed curve), from OAflux. Units: N m−3. (c) Depth anomaly
(with respect to the monthly-mean for 2004-2012) of the 6◦C isotherm averaged
over 26 and 45◦N from RGAC (grey). Time-integrated vertical Ekman velocity
anomaly (with respect to the monthly-mean for 2004-2012) from OAflux (black).
Time-integrated vertical velocity anomaly (with respect to the monthly-mean
for 2004–2012) at the 6◦C isotherm from ECCO v4 (red). Units: m. (d) Latitude
of maximum zonal wind-stress with monthly-mean removed. Units: Degrees.

v4 by transports at 26◦N and 45◦N respectively. A negative (positive) slope represents

a cooling (warming) in the upper ocean.

In the discussion below, all correlations are significant at the 95% confidence interval

during the displayed time-frame of 2004–2012. According to ECCO v4, diabatic air-sea

fluxes and adiabatic advection play a roughly equal role in setting the variability of

H ′ with correlations of r = 0.96 and r = 0.88 respectively. Variability in transport at
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26◦N correlates more strongly with the adiabatic contribution to H ′ (r = 0.96) than the

transport at 45◦N (r = 0.73). Between 2004 and 2012 the standard deviation of the

total H ′ (blue line; 2.9×1021J) is mostly determined by the advective term, which has

a standard deviation of 1.7×1021J. Differences between the sum of the air-sea flux and

advective terms and the total H ′ allude to the contribution of mixing, but some of this

difference may also be due to an insufficient temporal resolution since we use monthly

fields in our computations.

The contribution of the adiabatic advective terms in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 to the

negative anomalies during the winters of 2009/10 and 2010/11 suggests that a lateral re-

arrangement of water masses across the mid-latitude North Atlantic was predominantly

responsible for the abrupt, short-term decline in the AMOC at 26◦N during these winters.

At 26◦N, the negative volume flux anomalies in Figure 2.5(a)-(c) and the negative slope

of the cyan dashed curve in Figure 2.6(a) imply a reduction in the upper-ocean exchange

of warm/fresh and cold/salty water driven by the gyre circulation and an increased

transport in the deep ocean (Figure 2.2 and section 2.2.4). At 45◦N, the negative volume

flux anomalies in Figure 2.5(a)-(c) and the negative slope of the cyan dotted curve in

Figure 2.6(a) suggest an increase in both the northward transport of warm water and/or

southward transport of cold water in the winter of 2009/2010. The combination of

anomalous transports at 26◦N and 45◦N yields an adiabatic volumetric change due to a

divergence above the thermocline and a convergence below, consistent with our inferred

volumetric changes (Figure 4.2) and with the negative anomalies in Figure 2.5.

2.4 Mechanisms of adiabatic water mass variability during

2009/10 and 2010/11

The most plausible driver of such a rapid perturbation in the lateral transport through

the boundaries of our study region is a change in wind forcing. We consider the relative

configuration of the wind-stress and ocean circulation over our region of interest during

the winter of 2009/10. This is illustrated by Figure 2.7(a), which shows the anomalies

in the depth of the 6◦C isotherm in March–November 2010 according to RGAC (colour)

and in the zonal wind-stress during November 2009–March 2010 according to OAFlux

(dotted contour), as well as the time mean (2004-2008) zonal OAFlux wind-stress (solid

contour). During the period of reduced AMOC, a southward shift in the zonal wind-

stress maximum (Figure 2.7(d)) precedes a general shoaling of the 6◦C isotherm be-

tween 26◦N and 45◦N. The southward shift of the wind affects the meridional profile

of wind-stress curl, generating anomalously positive curl between 35◦N and 45◦N and

anomalously negative curl between 26◦N and 35◦N (Figure 2.7(b)).

These changes in isotherm depth and the wind-stress over the entire gyre (i.e. 10◦N to

45◦N) suggests that the wind-driven gyre circulation shifted south in response to the
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Figure 2.8: (a) Colours represent depth anomaly (with respect to the monthly-
mean for 2004–2012) of the 6◦C isotherm from ECCO v4, averaged over March
2010 to November 2010. Red indicates a shoaling and blue indicates a deep-
ening. Units: m. Solid contours indicate the time-mean (2004-2008) zonal
wind-stress and dashed contours show the zonal wind-stress (N m−2) averaged
over November 2009 to March 2010 from OAflux. (b) Depth anomaly (with
respect to the monthly-mean for 2004-2012) of the 6◦C isotherm averaged over
26 and 45◦N from ECCO v4 (grey). Time-integrated vertical Ekman velocity
anomaly (with respect to the monthly-mean for 2004-2012) from OAflux (black).
Time-integrated vertical velocity anomaly (with respect to the monthly-mean
for 2004-2012) at the 6◦C isotherm from ECCO v4 (red). Volume anomaly (V ′)
from ECCO v4 transport divergence (from Figure 2.6(a)) scaled by the surface
area of the 6◦C isotherm (cyan). Units: m. Dashed lines are the similarly
coloured solid lines of heat content anomaly shown in Figure 2.6(b).

changing wind field. During the winter of 2009/10, the change in thermocline depth

induced by Ekman pumping implied by the wind-stress curl anomaly, averaged between

26◦N and 45◦N, shows a shoaling similar to the observed isotherm depth anomaly av-

eraged over the same region (Figure 2.7(c)). But in general the agreement between

time-series is poor, with a fairly low correlation coefficient of r = 0.27. This may be

related to the sparsity of data earlier in the Argo time-series. Note that the southward

shift of the westerlies over the mid-latitude North Atlantic in the winter of 2009/10

was uniquely prolonged during our study period and preceded the shoaling of the 6◦C
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isotherm (Figure 2.7(d)).

The spatial pattern of the 6◦C isotherm depth anomaly is similar in ECCO v4 (Figure

2.8(a)), as is the magnitude of the average isotherm depth change (Figure 2.8(b)). These

similarities are evident along the boundaries of the domain and in the subpolar ocean.

Through the interior of the subtropical ocean, the shoaling in RGAC is greater. Further,

in ECCO v4 there is deepening of the 6◦C isotherm to the south of 26◦N, not entirely

replicated by RGAC. These differences may be a consequence of poor Argo profile cover-

age. The spatial pattern of isotherm depth in RGAC also seems to alias some mesoscale

eddy variability, which is not present in ECCO v4. The opposing pattern of isothermal

depth anomaly across the entire gyre is indicative of a southward shift in the gyre.

The agreement between isotherm depth change (grey line; Figure 2.8(b)) and that im-

plied by Ekman pumping (black line; Figure 2.8(b)) is good (r = 0.77, significant at the

95% confidence interval), much better than that for RGAC. Further, the isotherm depth

changes implied by variations in vertical velocity at the 6◦C isotherm (red line; Figure

2.8(b)) correlate strongly with isotherm depth changes (r = 0.90) and with those im-

plied by variability in Ekman pumping (r = 0.93), suggesting our application of Ekman

pumping is appropriate here. Of particular interest are the strong correlations between

both the volume and heat content anomaly inferred from the divergence of transport in

ECCO v4 (cyan curves in Figure 2.6(a) and (b)) and the depth changes due to Ekman

pumping (r = −0.95 and r = −0.98 respectively; black curve in Figure 2.8(b)), which

suggests that basin-wide variability in wind-stress curl sets the divergence of heat and

volume in the gyre. In Figure 2.8(b), the volume anomaly due to transport divergence

(solid cyan line) has been scaled by the surface area of the 6◦C isotherm, giving a depth

change with a magnitude that matches both the isotherm depth anomaly and depth

change implied by Ekman pumping. The causes of the differences between the depth

change implied by Ekman pumping and the variables represented by the grey, red and

cyan lines between 2005 and 2007 are not clear.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions

Our results indicate that interannual fluctuations in the upper ocean (>6◦C) volume

budget of the gyre north of 26◦N are primarily set adiabatically by the variability of

transport at 26◦N and 45◦N, while the diabatic air–sea fluxes have a minimal effect. The

contribution of air–sea heat fluxes to the volume change at Θ>6◦C will only increase if

the domain extends permanently beyond the surface outcrop of the 6◦C isotherm. For

control volumes like ours in which the northern boundary mostly lies equatorward of the

6◦C outcrop, air-sea heat fluxes only drive exchange between water mass classes warmer

than 6◦C rather than across the 6◦C isotherm. A good agreement between the volume

anomaly due to transport divergence and the variability of both thermocline depth and
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Ekman pumping across the gyre suggests that wind-driven heave plays an important role

in the transport anomalies at 26◦N and 45◦N. Yang (2015) show similar results using a

simplified model configuration of the North Atlantic. This wind-driven heaving is also

a major driver of variations in the heat content of the thermocline waters of the gyre,

although anomalies in the air–sea heat fluxes also have an important influence on heat

content. While the co-variability of winds and ocean circulation suggests that the wind

is driving the ocean, the data is not of high enough temporal resolution to distinguish

causality in this ocean/atmosphere mechanism, future analysis would therefore require

higher temporal resolution data.

Further, we show that a short-term southward shift of the gyre occurred in 2009/10,

linked to a southward shift of the westerlies over the North Atlantic basin. This drove

an adiabatic shoaling of isotherms through increased Ekman pumping, presumably lead-

ing to transport anomalies across 26◦N and 45◦N. This suggests that the reduction in

the northward transport observed at 26◦N in 2009/10 (McCarthy et al., 2012a; Bryden

et al., 2014) reflects a southward shift in the mean structure of the interior gyre circula-

tion. While the shift of the gyre (as delimited by the 6◦C isotherm) is primarily driven

adiabatically, the gyre heat content anomaly is also affected by air-sea heat fluxes.

We conclude that wind forcing plays an important role in driving local, short-term vari-

ations in the AMOC. Wind-driven variability has been shown to impact the AMOC

across both the subpolar and subtropical gyres (Häkkinen et al., 2011; Schloesser et al.,

2014). Such variations in the AMOC have been shown to have significant climatic im-

pacts over the North Atlantic region (e.g. Cunningham et al., 2013), yet the physical

mechanisms of these climatic impacts remain unclear. This component of AMOC vari-

ability is difficult to resolve and understand with direct observational estimates of the

overturning, yet may be unraveled by combining transport estimates with broadly dis-

tributed hydrographic observations using the analysis framework presented here. We

thus propose that this approach could enhance our ability to interpret the causes and

implications of the AMOC variability measured with the mooring array at 26◦N.
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Abstract

Seasonal changes in water mass properties are discussed in thermohaline coordinates

from a seasonal climatology and repeat hydrographic sections. The SR1b CTD transects

along Drake Passage are used as a case study. The amount of water within temperature

and salinity classes and changes therein are used to estimate diathermal and diahaline

transformations. These transformations are considered in combination with climatolo-

gies of surface buoyancy flux to determine the relative contributions of surface buoyancy

fluxes and sub-surface mixing to changes in the distribution of water in thermohaline

coordinates. The framework developed provides unique insights into the thermohaline

circulation of the water masses that are present within Drake Passage, including the

erosion of Antarctic Winter Water (AAWW) during the summer months and the inter-

action between the Circumpolar Deep Waters (CDW) and Antarctic Intermediate Water

(AAIW). The results presented are consistent with summertime wind-driven inflation of

the CDW layer and deflation of the AAIW layer, and with new AAIW produced in the

winter as a mixture of CDW, remnant AAWW and surface waters. This analysis there-

fore highlights the role of surface buoyancy fluxes in the Southern Ocean overturning.
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3.1 Introduction

The temperature and salinity of the ocean change on a broad spectrum of temporal

and spatial scales (Bindoff and McDougall, 1994; Bryden et al., 2003; Delcroix et al.,

2005). Such changes are associated with both diabatic (e.g. buoyancy fluxes) and

adiabatic (e.g. isopycnal heaving) processes. Diagnosing what drives both intra-annual

and decadal fluctuations is crucial for understanding the variations of temperature and

salinity observed on regional (Delcroix et al., 1996; Curry et al., 1998, 2003; Meijers

et al., 2011) and global (Durack and Wijffels, 2010; Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Durack

et al., 2012) scales.

Observed from a conventional Eulerian (fixed geographic) perspective, the ocean is sub-

ject to both diabatic and adiabatic changes in temperature and salinity. That is, from

a hydrographic record of a particular location in the ocean, one may observe a diabatic

change over time in temperature or salinity that is the consequence of variations in the

balance of surface heat fluxes or evaporation minus precipitation (E-P) at the region

of the surface ocean in which the observed water type is formed, or variations in the

strength of mixing processes. In addition, the same fixed hydrographic record is influ-

enced by adiabatic heaving of isopycnals on both seasonal [e.g. Chelton et al., 2011] and

interannual (Böning et al., 2008) timescales. These do not represent an addition/re-

moval of freshwater or heat at the surface ocean. Thus, when attempting to understand

the variability in the ocean, isolating the diabatic contribution is crucial.

Observing the ocean from an isopycnal framework removes changes due to isopycnal

heaving (Bindoff and McDougall, 1994). Effective use of this method however, must be

underpinned by a robust understanding of how variability in surface ocean fluxes of fresh-

water and heat are translated onto observations from an isopycnal perspective. Bindoff

and McDougall (1994) separate the above changes in the ocean into three scenarios:

pure warming, pure freshening and pure heave, presenting the resultant difference from

both pressure and isopycnal perspectives. They highlight the counterintuitive nature

of temperature and salinity change on isopycnals. Assuming temperature and salinity

decrease with depth, a warming at fixed depth is reflected as a cooling and freshening

on an isopycnal. However, a freshening at fixed depth also manifests as a freshening and

a cooling on an isopycnal.

Durack and Wijffels (2010) demonstrate the importance of considering the effect of the

meridional migration of isopycnal outcrops on changes observed on isopycnal surfaces.

These processes will project as changes on isopycnals for example, as isopycnal outcrops

migrate due to large scale warming of the ocean, through the mean salinity field set by

the stationary E-P field. This would produce an adiabatic change in salinity on isopycnal

surfaces that does not reflect a change in the global E-P budget.
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Isopycnal outcrop and frontal migration may also occur as a result of dynamical pro-

cesses. An alternative method to assess changes on isopycnal surfaces was utilised in the

Southern Ocean by remotely tracking the position of dynamic height contours (Meijers

et al., 2011). Meijers et al. (2011) show an adiabatic warming across the Antarctic Cir-

cumpolar Current (ACC) induced by the wind-driven poleward migration of isopycnal

outcrops. The usefulness of this method is restricted by the assumption that tempera-

ture and salinity profiles are uniquely zonally coherent.

An alternative to density or dynamic height coordinates is to project observations into

thermohaline (temperature versus salinity) coordinates. Again, this naturally removes

the effect of isopycnal heaving. Bryden et al. (2003), for example, employed this method

to assess decadal water mass changes by estimating the minimum change between two

profiles in thermohaline coordinates. They showed patterns of coherent change between

transects across the Indian Ocean. Such methods are still however subject to the adia-

batic process of frontal migration.

Quantitative methods first developed by Walin (1982) have been used to investigate

changes in water mass coordinates. Fluxes in water mass coordinates are assessed in

terms of air-sea fluxes and diapycnal mixing, integrated across water mass volumes de-

fined by their temperature or density (Nurser et al., 1999; Grist et al., 2009; Maze et al.,

2009; Cerovečki et al., 2011; Badin et al., 2013), thus naturally following frontal bound-

aries. These methods have been extended to thermohaline coordinates (i.e. two tracers)

to understand surface fluxes (Speer, 1993), the global thermohaline circulation (Döös

et al., 2012; Zika et al., 2012) and the role of variability in that circulation (Groeskamp

et al., 2014). However no study has yet applied the water mass transformation frame-

work to understand changes in observations in thermohaline coordinates. Such methods

incorporate the best of both the isopycnal framework and the tracking of frontal move-

ments, as following water masses defined by their temperature and salinity implicitly

follows isopycnal movement both vertically and horizontally. In addition, changes within

thermohaline coordinates are more natural than changes within an isopycnal framework

(i.e. the pure warming and pure freshening scenarios of Bindoff and McDougall (1994))

and the geographically distinct thermohaline properties of water masses enable a global

analysis within thermohaline coordinates.

The importance of understanding water mass changes in the Southern Ocean is under-

scored by the fact that the ACC plays a key role in the transformation, formation and

ventilation of the world’s water masses (Rintoul and Naveira-Garabato, 2013; Talley,

2013). Thus, it is important to understand the sensitivity of the ACC to the changes in

the surface buoyancy fluxes and extratropical southern hemisphere westerlies projected

for the 21st century (Fyfe and Saenko, 2006; Downes et al., 2009). Within Drake Pas-

sage, the focus for this chapter, and the South Atlantic region as a whole, a balance

between surface buoyancy fluxes, wind-driven Ekman transport and upwelling, interior

diapycnal mixing and eddy stirring/advection controls the distribution of water masses
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(Speer et al., 2000; Naveira Garabato et al., 2007; Zika et al., 2009; Marshall and Speer,

2012). In particular, this includes the upwelling and transformation of North Atlantic

Deep Water (NADW) into the Upper and Lower Circumpolar Deep Waters (UCDW/L-

CDW), the formation and export of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), subduction of

Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) and Sub-Antarctic Mode Water (SAMW), and

the seasonal formation and erosion of Antarctic Winter Water (AAWW; see the two

top left panels of Figure 3.1 for the geographical locations of each water mass along a

transect across Drake Passage). The role of seasonal changes in the air-ice-sea buoyancy

fluxes of heat and freshwater in the formation of these water masses is less clear.

This chapter combines and expands on the work of Walin (1982) and Speer (1993) to

explore the seasonal water mass changes in terms of volumes of water in thermohaline

coordinates from a repeat hydrographic transect along Drake Passage. We estimate dia-

surface water mass transformations as fluxes across isotherms and isohalines, and use

these estimates in combination with dia-surface transformations inferred from sea-surface

heat and freshwater fluxes to describe the diabatic processes responsible for changes in

the distribution of water in thermohaline coordinates. Exploring well defined seasonal

changes in this way enables a clearer understanding of the advantages and disadvantages

of this technique, which will be useful for the exploration of longer-term (interannual

and beyond) trends in temperature and salinity.

Using this water mass transformation framework we resolve the upwelling (CDW) and

downwelling (AAIW/SAMW) limbs of the Southern Ocean overturning circulation en-

abled by the seasonal changes of buoyancy exchange between the atmosphere and the

ocean. In the next section we describe the data that we use and our method for the

calculation of dia-surface water mass transformations. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 describe

seasonal changes along Drake Passage in Eulerian and thermohaline coordinates and in

section 3.6 we project the changes calculated in thermohaline coordinates into Eulerian

coordinates. These results are interpreted in section 3.7 and summarised in section 3.8.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Data

This chapter compares the conservative temperature (Θ) and absolute salinity (S) cal-

culated from two different observational datasets: shipboard conductivity-temperature-

depth (CTD) sections and a hydrographic climatology. The shipboard CTD data com-

prises 20 repeat transects along Drake Passage SR1b sections, occupied between Novem-

ber 1993 and March 2013, available online from the British Oceanographic Data Centre

(www.bodc.ac.uk). The advantages of Θ and S over potential temperature and practical

salinity are discussed in IOC et al. (2010). The data are full-depth 2 db resolution profiles
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of Θ, S and pressure from stations separated on average by ∼20 nautical miles, between

54.67◦S and 61.05◦S and at 56.56◦W. The occupations we use are between November

and March, with the majority occurring during December. As a result, our analysis

performed using the SR1b dataset is restricted to a comparison between early and late

summer. Some transects are incomplete and are not used as part of this analysis.

To augment this approach we also use the CSIRO Atlas of Regional Seas (CARS) 2009.

This global climatology provides an atlas of seasonal water mass properties at a 1/2◦

resolution derived from all available historical subsurface measurements (Ridgway et al.,

2002), including CTD data from 1972 within Drake Passage. The data was accessed

at www.cmar.csiro.au/cars, from which Θ and S sections replicating the SR1b nominal

stations were extracted for comparison with seasonal changes in the SR1b transects. The

CARS climatology is restricted to the surface 1000m, so analysis of the SR1b section

data will also be restricted to this depth. The CARS climatology includes year-round

estimates of seasonal mean temperature and salinity constructed from a mean state

estimate and the annual and semiannual harmonic components. This enables both a

comparison with the summer changes derived from the SR1b data and further analysis

into seasonal changes during the austral winter.

The variability within the SR1b section data is typically dominated by mesoscale pro-

cesses, apparent as an adiabatic heaving of isopycnals (e.g. compare slope of white

contours from SR1b and CARS in Figure 3.1). This makes changes between occupa-

tions difficult to interpret. Due to the idealised nature of the fitted seasonal cycle and

the lower vertical and horizontal resolution, this is not the case within the CARS sea-

sonal climatology. Therefore, one of the main goals for this chapter is to compare these

datasets, and to assess whether or not we can resolve the same seasonal changes in

both datasets, by removing this aliased adiabatic mesoscale variability from the sea-

sonal changes observed in the section occupations. That much of the CARS seasonal

climatology is likely constructed using SR1b data in this region should not affect the

outcome of this analysis given our aim to simply remove the aliased mesoscale variability

present in the SR1b data. The CARS seasonal climatology otherwise uses mostly data

from Argo profiling floats, particularly during the winter.

We utilise two global air/sea flux climatologies for the sake of comparison: the NOCS

flux V2.0 (Berry and Kent, 2009) and a combination of the Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institute (WHOI) OAflux/International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project

(ISCCP)/Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) datasets (Yu et al., 2006).

From the WHOI OAflux project (hereinafter WHOI; accessed from http://oaflux.whoi.edu)

the net heat flux and evaporation products are used. The data used are monthly mean

values, globally gridded to 1 degree for the period 1958-present. The net heat flux

dataset is a combination of WHOI products and ISCCP radiation products (Schiffer

and Rossow, 1985; hosted on the WHOI OAflux project website). Using the WHOI
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Figure 3.1: Mean early summer and late summer section comparison of Θ and S
from the SR1b section occupations (left column) and the CARS seasonal clima-
tology (right column). White contours are potential density anomaly referenced
to zero pressure. Labels show Antarctic Winter Water (AAWW), Antarctic
Intermediate Water (AAIW), Upper Circumpolar Deep Water (UDCW) and
Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (LCDW). The bottom two plots of each figure
are the mean late summer section minus the mean early summer section.
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dataset, freshwater fluxes are determined through a combination of the WHOI evap-

oration product and monthly mean precipitation data from the GPCP. This combines

various satellite and gauge measurements of precipitation into a merged 2.5 degree global

dataset (Adler et al., 2003). From the NOCS flux V2.0 (hereinafter NOCSv2) air/sea

flux dataset monthly mean long-wave radiation, short-wave radiation, latent heat flux

and sensible heat flux were used to calculate the net heat flux. Freshwater flux was

calculated using the NOCSv2 evaporation rate and precipitation rate products. All

NOCSv2 products are globally gridded to 1 degree for 1973-2006. For both air–sea flux

products data are limited during the winter at the southern end of the transect due

to sea-ice cover. Data from all surface flux data sets are linearly interpolated onto the

station positions associated with the SR1b section.

3.2.2 Dia-tracer volume flux calculation

The following section describes a general method to represent changes of Θ and S in the

ocean as diathermal and diahaline transformations of water between water mass classes

in thermohaline coordinates. These dia-surface transformations should be interpreted as

volume fluxes of water, and have units of m3 s−1. They cannot be practically diagnosed

from velocity measurements and must therefore be determined indirectly from changes

in the volumetric distribution of water projected into thermohaline coordinates. In the

case of a two-dimensional ocean transect, which is the focus for this analysis, the method

is identical; however the inferred transformations are area fluxes and have units of m2

s−1.

To infer these dia-surface transformations, first consider the conservation of some tracer,

C, which, assuming incompressible flow, can be described as follows:

∂C

∂t
+ u · ∇C = fC +∇ ·K∇C. (3.1)

Here u is the three dimensional Eulerian velocity, fC is a source/sink of C and K is

a diffusion tensor encompassing both the isopycnal and diapycnal mixing coefficients.

Here the change in C is separated into the Eulerian and advective components (LHS),

which are balanced by a diabatic flux term and a diffusive term (RHS).

Dividing the left hand side of equation (3.1) by the modulus of the tracer gradient gives

the dia-surface velocity component (uC), the component of the velocity that crosses the

surface of constant C, so that:

uC =
1

|∇C|
∂C

∂t
+ u · ∇C

|∇C|
. (3.2)
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Here (∂C/∂t)/ |∇C| is the component of the dia-surface velocity due to movement of the

surface of constant C and (u · ∇C)/ |∇C| is the component of the dia-surface velocity

due to Eulerian flow normal to the surface of constant C. Note uC has units of m s−1.

Equation (3.2) will be undefined where |∇C| = 0 but no iso-surface will exist there

either. We now consider the tracers Θ and S, so that uΘ∗ becomes the diathermal

velocity crossing the isotherm Θ and uS∗ the diahaline velocity crossing the isohaline S.

The transformation across each isotherm (Θ) within the salinity class S∗ = S ±∆S/2

and across the isohaline (S) within the temperature range Θ∗ = Θ±∆Θ/2 will therefore

be:

UΘ(Θ, S) =

∫
Θ∗=Θ

Π(S, S∗)uΘ∗ dA, (3.3)

US(Θ, S) =

∫
S∗=S

Π(Θ,Θ∗)uS∗ dA, (3.4)

where Π is a boxcar function that is 0 when Θ or S is outside the range defined by the

given Θ-S class, or 1 when Θ and S are within this range, while
∫

dA is an integral over

the surface area of the isotherm within the salinity limits or over the isohaline surface

within the temperature limits. A positive transformation represents water moving to

warmer and saltier water mass classes. Thus, the rate of change of a volume of water

defined by a given Θ-S class (Θ∗ = Θ ± ∆Θ/2, S∗ = S ± ∆S/2) in terms of the

transformation of water across isotherms and isohalines defined at Θ ±∆Θ/2 and S ±
∆S/2 is

DV

Dt

∣∣∣∣
Θ,S

= UΘ(Θ−∆Θ/2, S)− UΘ(Θ + ∆Θ/2, S)+

US(Θ, S −∆S/2)− US(Θ, S + ∆S/2) + ε(Θ, S).

(3.5)

This relation is shown schematically in Figure 3.2 in both geographical coordinates (top)

and thermohaline coordinates (bottom). Here the volume of water at Θ and S is set

by the transformation of water across the isotherms Θ − ∆Θ/2 and Θ + ∆Θ/2, and

the isohalines S − ∆S/2 and S + ∆S/2, with dia-surface transformations of UΘ(Θ −
∆Θ/2, S), UΘ(Θ + ∆Θ/2, S), US(Θ, S − ∆S/2) and US(Θ, S + ∆S/2) respectively, as

given in (4.2). These dia-surface transformations therefore represent the volume of water

transformed per unit time by ∆Θ for the diathermal components and by ∆S for the

diahaline components, to account for the volume change within each Θ−S class. Volume

fluxes into and out of the geographical domain within which thermohaline volumes are

determined may be interpreted as two additional unknown volume flux terms on the

RHS of equation 4.2, which have been combined into ε.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the relation described by (3.5) for a given value of Θ
and S.

The dia-surface transformations across each isotherm and isohaline are thus constrained

by the volume changes of each Θ-S class. We can then uniquely determine the dia-

surface transformations by solving for the transformation field with minimum magnitude

that satisfies equation (3.5). The volume changes are determined as follows. First a

nominal grid spacing in thermohaline coordinates is chosen. This grid spacing must be

fine enough to resolve the finer water mass transformations in the specified region, but

coarse enough to give adequate coverage in Θ-S coordinates so that there are not any

artificially disconnected regions separated by no data. Further, it is advantageous to

choose Θ and S spacings that have a roughly similar contribution in terms of changes

in density. A resolution of 0.25◦C and 0.025 g kg−1 is chosen to meet these criteria.

As would be expected, a coarser resolution in Θ and S gives larger individual volumes

and thus larger dia-surface transformations as in general the total volume should not

increase.

To calculate the water mass volume associated with each Θ-S class, the volume of

each geographical grid cell was calculated (i.e. zonal×meridional×vertical extent, or

meridional×vertical extent for an ocean section). The Θ-S value at the centre of each

geographical grid cell was determined through linear interpolation. The thermohaline
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volume for a given Θ-S class is then the sum of the volume associated with each geo-

graphical grid cell within the range Θ±∆Θ/2 and S±∆S/2. In practice the thermohaline

area associated with each SR1 section occupation is normalised so that the total area

of each section is the same. Note that a particular Θ-S combination can exist in mul-

tiple locations within the geographical grid for example, by advection by eddies. An

advantage of this method is its ability to capture the effect that such processes have on

these water masses. Further, by definition water masses in adjacent Θ-S classes must be

adjacent in geographical coordinates as there cannot be a discrete jump in the gradient

of Θ or S, unless separated by a land mass, which is not the case in this chapter.

Using (4.2), a set of linear equations can be built to link the observed change in volume

of each Θ-S class, as determined above, to the dia-surface transformations within the

defined thermohaline coordinate space:

Ax = b, (3.6)

where,

A =


−1 0 · · · 0 −1 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

1 −1 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 1 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 · · · 1 0 · · · 1 0 · · · 0

 , (3.7)

b =
[
DV
Dt

∣∣
Θ1,S1

, DV
Dt

∣∣
Θ2,S1

, · · · , DV
Dt

∣∣
Θm,Sn

]
(3.8)

x = [UΘ((Θ2 + Θ1)/2, S1), UΘ((Θ3 + Θ2)/2, S1) · · · , UΘ((Θm + Θ(m−1))/2, Sn),

US(Θ1, (S2 + S1)/2), US(Θ2, (S2 + S1)/2)), · · · , US(Θm, (Sn + S(n−1))/2),

ε(Θ1, S1), · · · , ε(Θm, Sn)]

(3.9)

Here the vector b is the observed change in volume of each Θ-S class, divided by the

relevant time-interval and should be m × n long, where m is the number of individual

Θ classes and n is the number of individual S classes. The vector of unknowns x

will therefore be the diathermal and diahaline transformations and the volume change

associated with ε. The vector x will have length [(m− 1)×n] + [m× (n− 1)] + (m×n).

The matrix A represents the coefficients relating each term on the RHS of (4.2) to the

volume change. Each of the m×n rows represents the equation for the change in volume

of a Θ-S class. The first [(m − 1) × n] + [m × (n − 1)] columns in A corresponds to a

each Θ or S iso-surface, and the coefficients describe the relation of each iso-surface to
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the Θ-S class designated in each row. A coefficient of 1 is assigned to the isotherm (or

isohaline) at Θ−∆Θ/2, and a coefficient of -1 is assigned to the isotherm (or isohaline)

at Θ+∆Θ/2. The coefficient is zero for each isotherm and isohaline that is not adjacent

in thermohaline coordinates to the Θ− S class associated with the given row.

The last m× n columns of A represent each Θ-S class, to which a coefficient of 1 is as-

signed if that value of Θ or S is adjacent to the boundary of the domain in geographical

coordinates; thus allowing a flux into or out of the domain due to the terms combined

into ε. Further, we are assuming that only advection meridionally through the northern

boundary of the geographical domain will affect the distribution of volume in thermo-

haline coordinates. The linear equations can then be solved for x using a least squares

regression, where the magnitude of the residuals (i.e.
√∑

(b−Ax)2) are minimised.

For reference these residuals are shown in Figure 3.11. For all calculations the relative

residuals ((
√∑

(b−Ax)2)/
√∑

(b)2) are less than 0.001 and generally <1×10−6. The

divergence of the derived transformations therefore represent the combination of volume

fluxes that give a volume change that most closely match the volume change of each

Θ-S class.

The temporal distribution of SR1b section occupations enables analysis of the changes in

water mass area and the associated dia-surface transformation from early to late summer.

The early summer water mass area is estimated from five November section occupations

(1993, 1994, 1996, 2000 and 2001) by calculating the water mass area in Θ − S space

for each individual section and computing the mean area. The late summer estimate

is determined in the same way from three section occupations from February 2000,

February 2009 and March 2013. The seasonal change in water mass area distribution

is therefore the difference between early and late summer. This change divided by the

time-interval from early to late summer (3.5 months) is used to populate b and thus

infer the seasonal fluxes of water mass area. The early to late summer water mass

area changes and inferred dia-surface transformations are not sensitive to the selected

transects and the outcomes are not affected if individual sections are used as opposed to

a mean. The distribution of the averaged SR1b section occupations through the time-

series might result in the aliasing of any long-term trends in the early to late summer

means. However, as discussed by Meredith et al. (2011), there is no clear long-term

trend in water mass properties along Drake Passage. The seasonal change in water mass

area within Θ − S space for CARS is determined in the same way; however, the early

summer water mass area distribution uses the climatological estimate for November,

whereas the late summer uses both the February and March estimates.
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3.2.3 Calculation of dia-surface transformations inferred from air/sea

fluxes

The transformation of sea surface Θ − S classes can be determined from air/sea fluxes

of heat and freshwater. Speer (1993) presents a method to calculate the transforma-

tion implied by surface air/sea fluxes in thermohaline coordinates. Diathermal (FΘ)

and diahaline (FS) transformations are determined by calculating the amount of wa-

ter converted by the integrated heat and freshwater flux over the area (A) within each

sea-surface Θ and S class:

FΘ(Θ, S) =

∫
Π(Θ,Θ∗)

∆Θ
Π(S, S∗)

Qnet
ρCp

dA; (3.10)

FS(Θ, S) =

∫
Π(Θ,Θ∗)

Π(S, S∗)

∆S
fnetS dA. (3.11)

Again Π is a boxcar function that is either 0 when Θ or S is outside the range defined

by the given Θ-S class, or 1 when Θ and S are within this range. Qnet and fnet are

the net surface heat flux (W m−2) and E-P (m s−1) respectively, ρ is the density and

Cp is the specific heat capacity of seawater. Here
∫

dA represents an integral over an

area of the sea surface occupied by a given Θ − S class. This calculation of FΘ differs

from that used by Speer (1993) through the use of density, converting the mass flux

calculated by Speer (1993) to a volume flux. Thus, FΘ and FS are in units of m3 s−1.

When calculating these fluxes over a two-dimensional ocean transect as done here, dA

becomes dL, where L is the length-scale defined by each sea-surface Θ-S class, giving a

flux in units of m2 s−1.

From the dia-surface transformations calculated using equations (3.10) and (3.11) the

inferred volume change can be computed using equation (3.6) by populating x with FΘ

and FS , giving b, the rate of change of volume due to air-sea fluxes, which when mul-

tiplied by the relevant time-interval yields the volume change. This surface buoyancy

flux-inferred volume change can then be removed from the observed volume change,

giving a residual volume change. Residual dia-surface transformations can then be cal-

culated by populating b with the residual volume change divided by the time interval,

and solving for x as in section 3.2.2 for the total dia-surface transformations. From

equation (3.1), this gives the residual dia-surface transformations due to diffusive pro-

cesses if an entire Θ − S volume is enclosed. If the entire volume is not enclosed, so

that all the water of a given Θ−S class is not captured within the geographical domain

used, transport of this particular class across the geographical boundary will imprint

as a dia-surface transformation. Similarly, for a two-dimensional transect where water

mass area is considered, as opposed to water mass volume, this residual will also include

a component associated with changes in the advective transport of water through the
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boundaries of the geographical domain used. In both cases these volume transports

would manifest in the term ε in equation 4.2.

3.3 Drake Passage from an Eulerian perspective

To provide a comparative framework in which to present the water mass changes within

Drake Passage in thermohaline coordinates, we first discuss early to late summer changes

from an Eulerian perspective, i.e. in latitude-pressure coordinates. In Eulerian coordi-

nates a mean of the SR1b section occupations in November is used to represent early

summer. This is compared with a mean late summer transect determined using the three

section occupations from February 2000, February 2009 and March 2013 (left column,

Figure 3.1). These are compared with mean transects taken from the CARS climatology

using the same combination of months (right column, Figure 3.1).

In the early summer along SR1b mean, surface and near-surface waters are generally

cooler, in particular a thick tongue of cold (Θ<0◦C) and fresh (S<34.2 g kg−1) AAWW

extends northward from the Antarctic continent (Figure 3.1;first four panels). This layer

is less pronounced later in the summer, while surface waters are in general warmer and

fresher. Underlying these seasonal surface water masses is a wedge of relatively salty

CDW with S>34.8 g kg−1. Discerning any change in the properties of these deeper water

masses is difficult given the large variability in the depth of isopycnals surrounding them.

This is likely the result of aliased mesoscale variability, also evidenced by the lenses of

∼2◦C water that have been advected across the Polar-Front (PF) and are evident in

both early and late summer.

The CARS climatology generally replicates the mean properties represented by the SR1b

section observations, differing only in the absence of the mesoscale related variability

(Figure 3.1; first four panels, right column). Further, the wedge of CDW appears to be

less extensive in the climatology and shows very little change during the summer.

The change in Θ and S from early to late summer (Figure 3.1; lower four plots) highlights

some of the difficulties in determining change within an Eulerian coordinate system. The

change according to the SR1b section data gives a generally coherent warming (>2◦C)

and freshening (<-0.015 g kg−1) at the surface where the seasonal change is large (Figure

3.1; left column, lower two plots). Below the surface the pattern of change is much less

clear due mostly to aliased mesoscale variability, with an apparent cooling of up to 2◦C

and an increase in S as high as 0.2 g kg−1 in the region of the PF. In the absence of

these mesoscale fluctuations, the CARS climatology again shows a coherent warming

and freshening in the surface with similar magnitude, but suggests a more coherent area

of weaker cooling and salinification below the surface, coinciding roughly in location

with the largest subsurface changes according to the SR1b section data. The proximity
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of these changes to the PF makes disentangling the relative contribution of diabatic and

adiabatic changes difficult given the impact of frontal migration in this region.

3.4 Drake Passage in thermohaline coordinates

In this section we discuss changes in water mass properties in thermohaline coordi-

nates within Drake Passage, comparing data from the SR1b section occupations and the

CARS climatology. These results are then interpreted in section 3.7. To provide some

geographical context to the Θ−S observations, the mean Θ−S profiles from the SR1b

transects used in section 3.3 are plotted in Figure 3.3, where the colour-scale represents

the pressure associated with each measurement. In both the observations and the CARS

climatology the UCDW and the saltier LCDW make up the shoulder of measurements

characterised by the pycnocline that shoals from the northern to the southern end of the

transect, and is mostly set by a strong gradient in S between the fresher SAMW/surface

waters and the saltier UCDW and LCDW. According to the SR1b section occupations

(and to some extent the climatology) surface and near-surface observations (blues to

yellows) are grouped into two regions of Θ − S space, which are geographically sepa-

rated by the PF. This separation is exaggerated by the late summer as the S-minimum

associated with AAIW at 4◦C and 34.3 g kg−1 is reduced. From early to late summer the

surface waters in general become warmer and fresher in both datasets. The subsurface

AAWW is apparent in both the climatology and the observations, but is approximately

0.2◦C warmer in the climatology. The AAWW warms from early to late summer in both

datasets.

The distribution of water mass area within thermohaline coordinates and the early to

late summer change in distribution (determined as described in section 3.2.2) is similar

according to the SR1b section occupations and the CARS climatology (Figure 3.4; left

and right panels respectively). The region of largest water mass area is associated with

LCDW (Θ ∼2◦C and S ∼34.9 g kg−1). Both datasets resolve a ridge of high water mass

area either side of the PF, the warmer side of which is made up of UCDW and AAIW.

The peak at the coldest and freshest extent of the ridge associated with the region south

of the PF highlights the seasonally formed AAWW. The erosion of AAWW from early

to late summer is evident both as a decrease in water mass area at this region of Θ− S
space and as a redistribution of water mass area into warmer and fresher regions of Θ−S
space. Also evident is a redistribution of surface water masses to a warmer and fresher

region of Θ− S space.

The information in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 enables a clear description of the early to late

summer changes in water mass properties within Drake Passage. These seasonal changes

described in thermohaline coordinates are not aliased by frontal migration or the adia-

batic processes associated with mesoscale variability apparent in the left panel of Figure
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Figure 3.3: Mean early summer (top row) and late summer (bottom row) Θ−S
profiles from the SR1b section occupations (left column) and the CARS seasonal
climatology (right column). The colour scale indicates the log10 pressure of each
observation. The dashed boxes show the locations of (from left to right) AAWW,
AAIW, UCDW and LCDW.

3.1. Furthermore, they provide an initial basis for a quantitative assessment of the

balance between the diabatic exchanges of buoyancy that drive the observed seasonal

changes. We will now discuss the associated dia-surface transformations derived from

the change in water mass area between early summer and late summer.

For an entirely enclosed water mass volume, the change in the distribution of this vol-

ume within Θ − S space and the derived dia-surface transformations will be entirely

diabatic. A change associated with surface buoyancy forcing will therefore appear as a

redistribution to a different region in Θ−S space according to the applied buoyancy flux

(e.g. panel (b), Figure 3.5). In contrast, both isopycnal and diapycnal mixing of two

water masses in different regions of Θ− S space will appear as dia-surface transforma-

tions that converge to the mean Θ and S of the two water masses that are being mixed

(e.g. panel (a), Figure 3.5). In this investigation, where we are analysing the seasonal

change within a two-dimensional ocean transect and discussing this change in terms of

water mass area, the case that all changes are diabatic is not true. The analysis of an

ocean transect using this method, as with other methods, is subject to the adiabatic

change associated with variability in the meridional and zonal advection of water in

geographical coordinates through the geographical boundary of the domain from which
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Figure 3.4: Mean early summer (top row) and late summer (bottom row) Θ−S
area from the SR1b section occupations (left column) and the CARS seasonal
climatology (right column). The colour scale indicates the log10 area of each
Θ−S class. The dashed boxes show the locations of (from left to right) AAWW,
AAIW, UCDW and LCDW.

water mass area is determined (ε term, RHS equation (4.2)). In this case, an adiabatic

change will appear as a redistribution of water mass area to a different region in Θ− S
space, with a similar appearance to a diabatic change driven by surface buoyancy fluxes

(panel (b), Figure 3.5). For example, an increase in the amount of cold salty water

transported into the section geographically, would imprint as negative diathermal and

positive diahaline transformations in Θ − S space. The advantage of this method is

that it should be clearer, with some interpretation, where these advective processes are

affecting the distribution of water mass area within Θ−S space, based on a comparison

with the implied dia-surface transformations derived using the seasonal surface air/sea

fluxes and the estimated area change due to ε.

The early to late summer change in water mass area and the associated dia-surface

transformations are characterised by a redistribution of water to a generally warmer

region within Θ − S space (Figures 3.6 and 3.7; SR1b and CARS respectively). The

area changes for both the SR1b section occupations and the CARS climatology indicate

a warming of the ridges of high water mass area highlighted in Figure 3.4. The largest

changes occur in the AAIW (∼4◦C and 34.4 g kg−1). Large changes in water mass

area also occur in the UCDW and the LCDW. The loss of water mass area from the
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Figure 3.5: A simplified representation of the processes that can change the
location of water mass area within Θ− S space. In each a red circle represents
the initial location of a water mass in Θ−S space, and a blue circle represents the
final location. The black arrows are the dia-surface transformations of water
mass area associated with the redistribution. In the case of box (c), which
describes the interactions of four water masses, the unfilled arrows represent
the direction from which each water mass (unfilled circles) is mixing. This
relates to the process affecting the location of AAIW within Θ−S space during
winter (left) and summer (right) and it’s relation to the presence of AAWW
(e.g. bottom left unfilled circle) as discussed in section 3.7.

coldest and freshest region within Θ − S space reflects the seasonal erosion of AAWW

over the summer. The transformation vectors in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the minimum

transformation required to produce the observed change in water mass area. These

transformations may not reflect the actual path within Θ−S space taken by each parcel

of water; however, given the temporal resolution of both datasets, the black arrows

represent as much as can be inferred regarding the direction and magnitude of the

transformations.

In the surface and near-surface waters of the section occupations and the climatology,

that is near the region of lowest S along the ridges of high water mass area, the direction

of the dia-surface transformations reflect a warming and freshening. These transforma-

tions have magnitudes of the order of 0.5 m2 s−1 and are typically diapycnal in direction.

The erosion of AAWW seems to be driven by a mostly diathermal transformation with

a minimal diahaline component. This is consistent in both datasets. The dia-surface

transformations in the deeper water masses are larger when determined using the section

occupations. They have magnitudes of <0.3 m2 s−1 with a warming and salinification

in the AAIW, a consistent positive diahaline component throughout the UCDW, but a
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Figure 3.6: Θ − S area change (colour scale) and associated dia-surface trans-
formations (arrows) from early summer to late summer from the SR1b section
occupations. The right and lower panels are the summed diathermal and diaha-
line transformations respectively (black lines: SR1b section occupations, grey
lines: CARS climatology). Area change has units of 1×107 m2. Transforma-
tions have units of m2 s−1. The dashed boxes show the locations of (from left
to right) AAWW, AAIW, UCDW and LCDW.

warming at Θ<1◦C and a cooling at Θ>1◦C. For the LCDW in the region of highest S,

dia-surface transformations have a positive diathermal component, with negative and

positive diahaline components converging at 34.85 g kg−1. The dia-surface transforma-

tions in the deeper water masses are much weaker according to the seasonal climatology.

The transformations have a similar direction, but differ with a convergence of vectors in

the LCDW at a Θ and S of ∼1◦C and 34.8 g kg−1.

The diahaline and diathermal transformations summed across all values of Θ and S

respectively for both the section occupations (Figure 3.6; bottom/right panel) and the

seasonal climatology (Figure 3.7; bottom/right panel) are similar. Exceptions are a neg-

ative diathermal transformation that is evident only in the section occupations between

2 and 3◦C and a negative diahaline transformation at S>34.8 g kg−1 in the seasonal

climatology. These differences between the section occupations and the climatology are

likely an aliasing of a change in either the zonal or meridional advection of water through

the section that is aliased to a greater extent by the averaging of the section occupations.

Solving for ε in equation (4.2) provides an estimate of the transport through the geo-

graphical boundary of the section. The volume change associated with ε for both the
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Figure 3.7: Θ − S area change (colour scale) and associated dia-surface trans-
formations (arrows) from early summer to late summer from the CARS clima-
tology. The right and lower panels are the summed diathermal and diahaline
transformations respectively (black lines: CARS climatology, grey lines: SR1b
section occupations). Area change has units of 1×107 m2. Transformations have
units of m2 s−1. The dashed boxes show the locations of (from left to right)
AAWW, AAIW, UCDW and LCDW.

SR1b section occupations (Figure 3.8; top) and the CARS climatology (Figure 3.8; bot-

tom) indicate an increase of water mass area in the LCDW, suggesting a flow of LCDW

into the geographical domain of the section. There is also a loss of water mass area in

the AAIW, suggesting a flow of AAIW out of the geographical domain of the section.

The degree to which the changes of water mass area associated with ε calculated in this

way reflect the actual transport into and out of the geographical domain of the section

remains unclear. However, this approach could be tested using a numerical model where

the volume transports can be easily determined.

We next describe the early to later summer dia-surface transformation and resultant

area change inferred from the sea-surface fluxes of heat and freshwater from the WHOI

climatology. The following analysis was also performed using the NOCSv2 climatology,

which shows that there is no substantial difference between the inferred transformations

discussed below. To determine a smooth seasonal transition from early to late summer,

the surface fluxes and the sea-surface Θ and S were linearly interpolated to a high

temporal resolution of approximately 6 days. The dia-surface transformations were

determined for each time step, and the sum of the resultant area change was calculated

for all the resultant time steps. This sum was then used to determine the total implied

dia-surface transformation, which is shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. If this interpolation
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Figure 3.8: Θ−S area change associated with the ε term in equation (4.2) for the
SR1b section occupations (top) and the CARS seasonal climatology (bottom).
Area change has units of 1×107 m2. Solid lines in the bottom and right panels
indicate the Θ− S area change summed across all Θ or S divided by the time-
interval from early to late summer (3.5 months) to compare to Figures 3.6 and
3.7. The dashed boxes show the locations of (from left to right) AAWW, AAIW,
UCDW and LCDW.
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is not performed then the inferred area change is restricted to a small region of Θ − S
space, and does not mimic the broad redistribution apparent at the surface in Figures 3.6

and 3.7. An interpolation with a lower temporal resolution results in data-less regions

of Θ− S space.

The implied water mass area change and dia-surface transformations indicate ubiquitous

warming and freshening of all surface water masses from early to late summer (Figures

3.9 and 3.10; SR1b/CARS respectively), with transformations up to 0.5 m2 s−1 in the

regions of Θ − S space with high water mass area separated geographically by the

PF. This separation is evident as peaks in the plots of the diathermal and diahaline

transformations in the upper panels of Figures 3.9 and 3.10, summed across all S and

Θ respectively. The pattern of water mass area change shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10

are noisy and patchy. This partly reflects the noise within the air-sea flux data, but also

the impact of strong gradients in Θ and S across the PF.

The area change, determined from air/sea fluxes can be subtracted from the total area

change shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 to give a residual area change, and therefore trans-

formation. The resultant pattern of area change and the vectors of transformation

remain unchanged from the net change shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 for the majority

of Θ− S space away from the sea-surface (Figures 3.9 and 3.10; lower panel). The net

water mass area change and transformation in the surface water masses (e.g. Figures

3.6 and 3.7) are smaller than the transformation and change inferred from the air/sea

fluxes. The result is a residual negative diathermal transformation and positive diaha-

line transformation for those surface water masses that are parallel to the slope of the

Θ − S profiles, suggesting a downward mixing of the seasonally warmed and freshened

surface water with the generally cooler and saltier sub-surface water. The convergence

of vectors to ∼0◦C and 34.1 g kg−1 within Θ − S space (lower panels of Figures 3.9

and 3.10) indicate the erosion of the AAWW during the summer. The direction of the

vectors suggests this process is underpinned by diapycnal mixing (see panel (a), Figure

3.5).

Dia-surface transformation of water mass area inferred from the NOCSv2 climatology

(Figure 3.12; top left: SR1b section occupations; top right: CARS) show a similar

pattern of freshening and warming to the WHOI climatology, apart from a small positive

diahaline transformation at the warmest Θ in the CARS climatology. The residual

water mass area change and dia-surface transformations determined using the NOCSv2

climatology (Figure 3.12; bottom left: SR1b section occupations; bottom right: CARS)

are therefore similar to those determined using the WHOI climatology, particularly the

region of Θ − S space that defines the AAWW. This consistency between sea surface

flux data sets gives confidence in the reliability of both data.
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Figure 3.9: As in Figure 3.6 but showing dia-surface transformations and Θ−S
area change inferred from the WHOI surface flux climatology (upper plots),
and the resultant residual dia-surface transformations and Θ − S area change
(lower plots) from the SR1b section occupations. The surface flux area change
and associated dia-surface transformations are determined cumulatively from
the surface heat and freshwater fluxes between early and late summer. The
residual area change and associated dia-surface transformations are calculated
by subtracting the sea surface flux inferred area change from the total area
change (colour scale in Figure 3.6). Area change has units of 1×107 m2.
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Figure 3.10: As in Figure 3.7 but showing dia-surface transformations and Θ−S
area change inferred from the WHOI surface flux climatology (upper plots), and
the resultant residual dia-surface transformations and Θ−S area change (lower
plots) from the CARS climatology. The surface flux area change and associated
dia-surface transformations are determined cumulatively from the surface heat
and freshwater fluxes between early and late summer. The residual area change
and associated dia-surface transformations are calculated by subtracting the
sea surface flux inferred area change from the total area change (colour scale in
Figure 3.7). Area change has units of 1×107 m2.
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Figure 3.11: Error in the least squares minimisation (i.e. b − Ax) from the
calculation of the total dia-surface transformations shown in Figure 3.6 and the
residual dia-surface transformations shown in the lower plot of Figure 3.9. The
black curves plotted in the lower and right panels show the this error summed
across all Θ and S respectively. Error has units of m2. The maximum residual
error reaches 0.02m2 compared to the the area change which is O(107).
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Figure 3.12: As in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 but showing dia-surface transformations
and Θ−S area change inferred from the NOCSv2 surface flux climatology (top
row) and inferred residual change (bottom row) for the SR1b section occupations
(left column) and the CARS climatology (right column).

3.5 Austral winter thermohaline water mass changes along

Drake Passage in a seasonal climatology

The early to late summer changes along Drake Passage within thermohaline coordinates

according to the SR1b section occupations and the CARS seasonal climatology agree

well, providing confidence in the use of both datasets especially given the sparse temporal

nature of the SR1b section occupations and the impact of mesoscale variability in this

dataset. We will now discuss the entire seasonal cycle more fully by analysing the

winter water mass area changes along Drake Passage using the CARS climatology over

the winter period from March to September. It is important to note that there is

no air/sea flux data available in the southernmost region of the SR1b section, so that

important information regarding the processes affecting AAWW formation is absent

from the coldest regions of Θ − S space in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 as highlighted by the

grey stippling in these figures. The total water mass area change and the associated dia-

surface transformation (Figure 3.13) in general indicate a pattern of water mass area

re-distribution that opposes the change from early to late summer (e.g. Figure 3.7). At
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Figure 3.13: Seasonal winter (March to September) change of Θ−S area change
and associated dia-surface transformations from the CARS seasonal climatology
(right column). The right and lower panels are the summed diathermal and
diahaline transformations respectively (black lines: winter fluxes, grey lines:
summer fluxes). Grey stippling indicates Θ−S classes in which air/sea flux data
was unavailable at some point between March and September. Area change has
units of 1×107 m2. Transformations have units of m2 s−1. The dashed boxes
show the locations of (from left to right) AAWW, AAIW, UCDW and LCDW.

the surface (fresher region in Θ − S space) there is a cooling and salinification. In the

AAIW there is a general freshening and cooling, and a warming and freshening in the

UCDW. There is a slight divergence of vectors in the LCDW, with an increase of water

mass area in the region of highest S, and at Θ<1◦C there is a cooling.

The dia-surface transformations inferred from air/sea fluxes (Figure 3.14; top panel)

maintain a negative diahaline component throughout the winter season so that buoyancy

loss is driven by a strong negative diathermal transformation. The freshening implied

by the surface air/sea fluxes highlights the importance of mixing in driving the positive

diahaline transformation in surface waters (low S, Figure 3.13). This process can be seen

in Figure 3.14 (bottom panel) as a convergence of vectors at S ∼34.3 g kg−1 and Θ ∼4◦C.

Thus, the general seasonal change in water mass area during winter, in regions unaffected

by sea-ice, is driven by a balance between the sign of the surface buoyancy inferred

diathermal transformation and the residual dia-surface transformation controlled by the

interaction through mixing of the surface water masses and the colder and saltier deep

water.
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Figure 3.14: As in Figure 3.13 but showing the seasonal winter change of water
mass area and associated dia-surface transformations inferred using the WHOI
surface flux climatology (top), and the seasonal winter change of the residual
water mass area and associated dia-surface transformations (bottom) calculated
by removing the water mass area change change due to air/sea fluxes (top
panel) from the total winter change shown in Figure 3.13. Again the arrows
represent the associated dia-surface transformations inferred from the residual
area change. Area change has units of 1×107 m2.
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3.6 Projection of thermohaline changes into Eulerian co-

ordinates

A projection into a fixed geographical Eulerian coordinate system of the water mass

changes and the implied dia-surface transformations calculated within thermohaline co-

ordinates provides a visualisation that is directly comparable to the changes shown in the

bottom two panels of Figure 3.1. This was done by finding the observations in Eulerian

coordinates of Θ and S that match each class in thermohaline coordinates, and assigning

the diathermal and diahaline components of the area weighted transformations to the

corresponding latitude and pressure. These values were converted to a Θ or S change

through multiplication with the grid spacing of Θ or S in thermohaline coordinates re-

spectively, and the time difference from early to later summer, which was 3.5 months.

To reduce noise caused by the loss of information resulting from the initial projection

into Θ− S space, this re-projection was performed individually with each SR1b section

used for the calculation of water mass area change and the resultant Θ or S change

was averaged. Such loss of information is associated with the process of averaging in

Θ − S space, which removes some of variability associated with the positions of each

water mass in geographical coordinates. For the CARS climatology the re-projection

was performed for each month from November to February and the resultant Θ or S

change was then averaged for this period.

A comparison between the re-projected changes of Θ and S in latitude/pressure coordi-

nates in both datasets is promising (Figures 3.15 and 3.16/3.17 and 3.18; SR1b/CARS

respectively), the exception being the southernmost region of the SR1b section occupa-

tion re-projection which have strong increases in both Θ and S that could be the result

of particularly cold water masses which warm strongly according to our analysis but are

only observed a small number of times. As these waters do not exist at all in CARS, this

intense warming is not seen. The SR1b section data show changes in Θ and S down to

3000 m and use the dia-surface transformations derived from the full ocean depth sec-

tion occupations. Of particular interest is a freshening and slight warming of the saltier

LCDW, an opposing cooling and increase in S in the deeper variety of the UCDW, a

slight warming and salinification of the shallower UCDW and AAIW, and a warming of

the deep waters near the Antarctic continent. A comparison between the re-projected

changes in Θ and S, and the changes shown in the bottom rows of Figure 3.1 suggest

a better agreement with the CARS change. That the re-projected changes in Θ and S

from the SR1b section occupations are similar to both the realisations of changes in Θ

and S from the CARS climatology suggest that this method has successfully removed

the aliased adiabatic mesoscale variability that originally dominated the changes shown

in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.15: The implied early to late summer change in Θ calculated from the
total (top), surface buoyancy inferred (middle) and residual (bottom) fluxes of
water mass area calculated using the SR1b section occupations down to 3000m
and the WHOI air/sea flux product. Black contour lines indicate mean Θ. Units
◦C.

3.7 Discussion and Interpretation

The general picture of the Southern Ocean overturning is well established, where the

prevailing westerly wind drives upwelling of LCDW and UCDW which are transformed

by air-sea-ice buoyancy exchange and mixing (Rintoul and Naveira-Garabato, 2013).

Depending on the sign of these buoyancy fluxes, these deep water masses are either

made denser and sink as AABW close to the Antarctic continent, or are made more

buoyant and are eventually subducted equatorward of the PF as either AAIW or SAMW

(Speer et al., 2000; Talley, 2013). The impact of seasonality on the water masses of
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Figure 3.16: As in Figure 3.15 but showing the implied seasonal change in S.
Black contour lines indicate mean S. Units g kg−1.

the Southern Ocean is less well known as a result of a poor understanding of air-sea-

ice buoyancy fluxes during the austral winter due to a lack of observations (Schulz

et al., 2012). For example, the presence of cold/fresh AAWW and its seasonal cycle of

formation/destruction as the remnant of the winter mixed layer is accepted (Park et al.,

1998), but the role of AAWW in establishing the characteristic salinity minimum of

AAIW is controversial (Naveira Garabato et al., 2009). Naveira Garabato et al. (2009)

attribute the formation of AAIW to the year-round frontal mesoscale subduction of

AAWW and relate interannual changes in properties of AAIW within Drake Passage

to the properties of AAWW as set during the winter by the major modes of Southern

Hemisphere climate variability. This is contradictory to the notion that AAIW is formed

during the winter at specific locations in the South Pacific and South Atlantic (Talley,

1996).
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Figure 3.17: The implied early to late summer change in Θ calculated from the
total (top), surface buoyancy inferred (middle) and residual (bottom) fluxes of
water mass area calculated using the CARS seasonal climatology and the WHOI
air/sea flux product. Black contour lines indicate mean Θ. Units ◦C.

From the analysis of seasonal thermohaline water mass area distribution along Drake

Passage, we propose that it is possible to resolve the upwelling (CDW) and downwelling

(AAIW/SAMW) limbs of the Southern Ocean overturning within Drake Passage that

are enabled by the seasonal changes of buoyancy exchanged between the atmosphere

and ocean. Note that although upwelling and downwelling may be driven by Ekman

pumping, the transformation from one water mass to another requires surface buoyancy

fluxes. The formation and gradual subduction of AAIW is evidenced in the region of

Θ− S space centred at S ∼34.3 g kg−1 and Θ ∼4◦C in Figures 3.3-3.14 from both the

section occupations and the seasonal climatology. Firstly, in this region of Θ− S space,

the early summer Θ − S profiles in Figure 3.3 (top row) show the distinct S-minimum

characteristic of AAIW. By late summer (bottom row, Figure 3.3) this S-minimum is
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Figure 3.18: As in Figure 3.17 but showing the implied seasonal change in S.
Black contour lines indicate mean S. Units g kg−1.

less clear. This process is similarly manifest in the change of water mass area from early

to late summer in both datasets as an apparent isopycnal redistribution of water mass

area to a warmer and saltier region of Θ−S space, emphasised by a positive diathermal

and diahaline transformation. AAWW is eroded during the summer, becoming warmer

through diapycnal mixing from above emphasised by the convergence of positive and

negative residual diathermal transformations. Regarding upwelling and transformation

of CDW, the UCDW between 34.4 and 34.8 g kg−1 and at Θ>1◦C is in general getting

saltier, the warmest variety is getting warmer, and the coldest variety of UCDW is

getting colder (see Figures 3.15-3.18). Finally, the salty LCDW (S>34.8 g kg−1) gets

slightly warmer and fresher during the summer.

In comparison, during winter (Figures 3.13-3.14) we see a gain in water mass area in

the region of Θ − S space associated with the S-minimum of AAIW, with negative
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diathermal and diahaline transformations and an isopycnal redistribution of water mass

area. Further, by the end of winter the S-minimum is re-established, signifying the

presence of a colder and fresher variety of AAIW. AAWW formation is extensive but

we have no knowledge of the actual air-sea-ice buoyancy exchange that drives AAWW

formation. We do see a residual salinification and cooling of surface water north of

the PF despite consistently negative E-P fluxes. A positive diathermal and negative

diahaline transformation in the UCDW highlight a warming and freshening during the

winter, in comparison to a slight cooling and salinification of the LCDW.

The following interpretation is also represented schematically in Figure 3.19. These

observations suggest that AAIW is gradually subducted and transformed during the

summer and formed in excess during the winter. In winter, the S-minimum of AAIW is

established as UCDW (which gets fresher), surface waters (which get cooler and saltier)

and AAWW (as it is formed during the winter) mix. The warming and salinification

of AAIW during the summer emphasises the importance of cold and fresh AAWW in

maintaining the S-minimum of AAIW, suggesting the interaction of these water masses

is reduced during the course of the summer as AAWW is eroded and made less dense

once capped. If mixing between the surface water, AAIW and UCDW continued during

the summer (with a reduced cold/fresh source of AAWW), the resultant re-distribution

of water mass area would reflect the isopycnal shift we observe in Θ−S space, represented

schematically in Figure 3.5(c). Further, the S-minimum of the Θ − S profiles in early

summer along the 27.2 isopycnal highlights the pathway for mixing of AAWW across

the PF through frontal mesoscale processes.

In terms of the upwelling and transformation of LCDW and UCDW, what we observe

seems to be an imbalance between the continual wind-driven upwelling of LCDW and

UCDW and the transformation of these water masses through mixing. The patterns

of change shown in Figures 3.15-3.18 during the summer, where we observe a warming

and freshening in the cold/salty LCDW and a salinification and cooling in the UCDW,

most likely suggest recharge of UCDW through mechanical wind-driven upwelling, and

the slight erosion of LCDW as it is mixed with the fresher UCDW. During the winter,

UCDW gets fresher and slightly warmer as it mixes with AAIW and surface water,

but the LDCW seems to get saltier and colder. As UCDW gets lighter during the

winter, mixing between the LCDW and UCDW is reduced, so that the upwelling rate of

LCDW exceeds the transformation of LCDW to lighter water masses through mixing,

thus producing the apparent salinification and cooling that we observe in thermohaline

coordinates.

Based on the seasonal change in water mass area of LCDW during the summer, a

meridional transport anomaly of LCDW can be roughly estimated. We take the sum of

the water mass area change within the region of Θ − S space associated with LCDW

(Figure 3.6; far right dashed box) and multiply by an approximation of the zonal extent

of LCDW. This approximation is derived by calculating the fractional area associated
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Figure 3.19: A schematic representing the changes in the distribution of wa-
ter mass area during the summer (top) and winter (bottom) in thermohaline
coordinates (left) and Eulerian coordinates (depth/latitude; right) highlighting
the processes affecting the key water masses within Drake Passage. In both
the solid black arrows indicate the transformation of water mass area and the
dashed black arrows represent a advection of water into and out of the geo-
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represent the direction of the zonal winds out of the page.
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with LCDW according to the CARS mean state estimate (∼0.2) in a zonal transect

at ∼57◦S (the mean latitude of the SR1b section), and multiplying by the circumpolar

width at this latitude (∼21,400 km). This assumes that the zonal width of LCDW is

much greater than the thickness. This yields a seasonal transport anomaly estimate for

LCDW of approximately 10 Sv (1 Sv = 1× 106 m3 s−1) directed southward, interpreted

as a transformation of LCDW to lighter, UCDW and near-surface water. This agrees

well with the similar estimate of 13 Sv by Talley (2013).

The above interpretation of the results presented in sections 3.3 to 3.6 are at this stage

speculative given the limited available data and the potential for unknown changes of

water mass area as a consequence of changes in the movement of water across the ge-

ographical boundary of the domain used to calculate water mass area. Changes in the

meridional wind-driven upwelling of CDW, downwelling of AAIW and the zonal trans-

port of the ACC could alias as a dia-surface transformation that may be misinterpreted

above (panel (b), Figure 3.5). However, preliminary volumetric analysis of the entire

Southern Ocean in CARS and an ocean circulation state estimate (ECCO;Wunsch and

Heimbach, 2013a) suggest similar seasonal variations of water mass volume. An impor-

tant consideration is also the sensitivity of this method to the chosen time-interval. This

will depend on the accuracy and reliability of the observational data being used relative

to the size of the signal in question and could be tested using a numerical model.

3.8 Summary and Conclusions

A method is presented to diagnose seasonal changes in water mass properties in thermo-

haline coordinates. The use of this coordinate system naturally removes the adiabatic

effects of mesoscale variability to enable a clearer interpretation of the diabatic pro-

cesses that drive water mass changes. The early to late summer seasonal changes in

two datasets of Θ and S observations were compared. The first dataset comprising 20

repeat hydrographic sections along Drake Passage, the second a monthly seasonal cli-

matology of the surface 1000m of the ocean interpolated to the station positions used in

the sections. In an Eulerian, fixed geographical coordinate system the seasonal change

according to the two datasets vary due to the presence of adiabatic heaving of isopycnals

by mesoscale processes in the section occupations. The main goal of this chapter, was

therefore to present the seasonal change in the section occupations and the seasonal

climatology in a manner that is not aliased by these mesoscale processes.

Both datasets were projected into thermohaline coordinates by determining the water

mass area associated with each Θ−S class within Θ−S space. The change in distribution

of water mass area within Θ − S space from early to late summer was then used to

estimate the diathermal and diahaline transformation of water mass area, representing

the amount of water transformed by the difference between each grid cell in Θ−S space
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to account for the redistribution of water mass area from early to late summer. The

resultant change in water mass area and the inferred dia-surface transformations are

similar according to both datasets. A clear redistribution of sub-surface water mass

area is similarly evident in both datasets including a warming of the seasonally formed

AAWW, a warming and salinification of AAIW, salinification of UCDW and freshening

of LCDW.

Using air/sea flux datasets of heat and E-P, the dia-surface transformation of water mass

area and the resultant water mass area change were determined. For both the section

occupations and the seasonal climatology, these dia-surface transformations indicate a

warming and freshening of surface waters. Subtracting the water mass area change

inferred using surface buoyancy fluxes from the seasonal water mass area change gives a

residual water mass area change and therefore a residual dia-surface transformation. The

residual water mass area change and the implied transformation highlight in particular

the seasonal erosion of AAWW by diapycnal mixing given the convergent nature and

non-isopycnal direction of the residual vectors.

Winter changes in water mass area distribution were also explored using the seasonal

climatology. The change in water mass area from March to September and the derived

dia-surface transformations show an opposing pattern of change to that observed during

the summer. The determination of dia-surface transformations from air/sea fluxes is

limited due to a lack of air/sea flux data during the winter especially in ice covered

regions of Drake Passage.

Our analysis is consistent with the superposition of continual wind-driven overturning

and seasonally variable water mass transformation. In the winter, strong surface cooling

and consequent deep mixed layers form a large amount of AAWW and AAIW out of

surface waters and underlying remnant AAWW and CDW. This depletes the CDW

layer and increases the AAIW layer despite the likely constant inflow of CDW and

outflow of AAIW. During the summer AAWW is eroded through surface warming and

interior mixing and AAIW is exported. Meanwhile the CDW layer is inflated suggesting

summertime wind driven recharge in preparation for AAWW and AAIW formation the

following winter.
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Abstract

The seasonal variability of Southern Ocean water masses are examined in thermohaline

coordinates using an ocean model and an observationally based seasonal climatology.

Changes in the volumetric distribution of water masses are related to the transforma-

tion of water across isotherms and isohalines by surface buoyancy forcing and sub-surface

mixing. The diabatic transformation of the Circumpolar Deep Waters (CDW) in the

Southern Ocean takes place over the course of a season. During the winter CDW up-

welling occurs through mixing with the overlying Antarctic Winter Water (AAWW).

AAWW which is formed by intense wintertime surface cooling, is made progressively

saltier due to brine-rejection from sea-ice formation. AAWW only mixes with CDW

when it reaches a critical salinity set by cabbeling. The AAWW that becomes saltier

than this critical salinity becomes unstable to cabbeling, driving mixing between the

AAWW layer and the CDW layer. This mixing will erode the top of the CDW layer

until the upper AAWW layer is lighter than the underlying CDW. During the summer

AAIW is formed from the AAWW layer though surface warming and freshening by melt-

ing sea-ice. This highlights the importance of seasonally varying air–ice–sea buoyancy

fluxes in the diabatic closure of the Southern Ocean meridional overturning circulation.
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4.1 Introduction

The upwelling, transformation and downwelling of all major water masses within the

Southern Ocean regulates the heat, freshwater and carbon budgets of the world’s oceans

(Sabine et al., 2004; Purkey and Johnson, 2010; Rintoul and Naveira-Garabato, 2013;

Talley, 2013). These processes are governed by a balance between wind-driven up-

welling/downwelling, eddy stirring/advection, isopycnal/diapycnal mixing and air–ice–

sea buoyancy fluxes (Speer et al., 2000; Naveira Garabato et al., 2007; Zika et al., 2009;

Abernathey et al., 2011; Marshall and Speer, 2012). The prevailing westerly winds over

the Southern Ocean drive an equatorward mass transport through an upwelling pole-

ward of the zonal wind-stress maximum and a downwelling equatorward of the zonal

wind-stress maximum. This overturns isopycnals and sets up the geostrophic Antarctic

Circumpolar Current (ACC; top panel, Figure 4.1). Baroclinic instabilities within the

ACC form eddies which act to shoal isopycnals balancing the action of the winds. These

eddies further act to transport mass poleward.

A residual overturning circulation results from the balance between the equatorward

mass transport by winds and the poleward transport by eddies (e.g. Marshall and Radko,

2003). This residual meridional overturning circulation (MOC) manifests as a poleward

upwelling of deep water and a equatorward downwelling of mode and intermediate waters

above this deep water. Yet, due predominantly to a physical lack of observations, the

diabatic processes (i.e. air–sea buoyancy fluxes and sub-surface mixing) that drive the

conversion of deep water to mode/intermediate waters are poorly constrained. This

not only hinders accurate estimates of the Southern Ocean MOC, but also limits our

ability to predict it’s fate in a warming climate (Fyfe and Saenko, 2006; Downes et al.,

2009; Morrison et al., 2015; Thomas et al., 2015). In particular, most conceptual views

of the Southern Ocean MOC use time-mean values for air–ice–sea buoyancy fluxes to

explain the net transformation of Upper and Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW

and LCDW) into either Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) or Antarctic Intermediate

Water (AAIW; e.g. Czaja and Marshall, 2015). However, recent studies highlight the

importance of seasonally varying air–ice–sea buoyancy fluxes in setting the properties of

these water masses (Evans et al., 2014; Abernathey et al., 2016).

A key closure of the Southern Ocean MOC is the formation of AAIW, which forms

the downwelling limb of the MOC (bottom panel Figure 4.1; Marshall and Speer, 2012;

Talley, 2013). Typically, it is thought that AAIW formation occurs in the Indian and

South Pacific Oceans during the winter, when deepening of the mixed layer also forms

the overlying Subantarctic Mode Water from upwelled UCDW. While upwelling LCDW

typically occurs in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean, where it is cooled to

form AABW. Recent studies also show that AAIW is formed through the northward

ventilation of Antarctic Winter Water (AAWW) near Drake Passage (Naveira Garabato
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et al., 2009; Evans et al., 2014). This AAWW is the remanent of the winter-time mixed

layer formed in part from the underlying CDW.

Based on the work of Walin (1982) and Speer (1993), Evans et al. (2014) developed a

framework to explore the temporal variability of water masses in terms of the trans-

formation of water between water mass classes. This is achieved by first projecting

temperature and salinity data into thermohaline coordinates as a volumetric distribu-

tion. The transformations across isotherms and isohalines are then inferred from changes

in this volumetric distribution. According to Walin (1982) these transformations, equiv-

alent to a volume flux, can be expressed as diabatic transformations due to air–sea fluxes

of buoyancy at the sea-surface and mixing, or as volume change through transport vari-

ations across a fixed boundary that intersects a given isotherm/isohaline. The air–sea

flux term can be determined using the methodology developed by Speer (1993), and

compared to the transport terms when the velocities are known (e.g. in an ocean model;

chapter 2), to solve for the mixing term. Thus, the temporal variability of water masses

within a region of the ocean can be dissected into the variability driven by air–sea buoy-

ancy exchange, mixing and transport, and therefore related to the important dynamical

processes associated with that region.

Using this framework, Evans et al. (2014) investigated the seasonal variations in the

thermohaline distribution of water masses in a hydrographic transect across Drake Pas-

sage. This highlighted the imprint of the Southern Ocean overturning on the seasonal

inflation and deflation of Antarctic winter water (AAWW), AAIW and CDW. During

the winter, air–sea buoyancy fluxes drive a cooling and formation of AAWW and AAIW

from the underlying CDW and previously formed AAWW. This deflated the CDW layer

at a rate that exceeded the wind-driven inflow. The rate of AAIW formation similarly

exceeds the export, so the AAIW layer thickness increases. AAWW is eroded by surface

warming during the summer, while the rate of AAIW export exceeds AAIW formation.

Reduced erosion of the CDW layer enables a wind-driven inflation of CDW during the

summer.

Using both models and observations, this chapter explores the seasonal variations in

the volumetric distribution of water masses in the whole Southern Ocean to assess the

role of air–ice–sea fluxes and mixing in setting the seasonal formation and destruction

of AAWW, CDW and AAIW. From these analyses we show that seasonal variations in

the air–ice–sea buoyancy fluxes play a critical role in the wintertime upwelling of CDW

through mixing with overlying AAWW. Summertime warming and freshening forms

AAIW through heat exchange with the atmosphere and sea-ice melt. Mixing between

CDW and AAWW is governed by cabbeling. The next section will discuss the water

mass framework used in this analysis, while the data used is described in section 4.3.

The variability of the Southern Ocean water masses and the role of cabbeling in the

wintertime upwelling of CDW is discussed in sections 4.4 and 4.5. These analyses are

summarised and concluded in the final section.
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Figure 2 | Key observations in the Southern Ocean. a, Climatological positions of the subantarctic front (SAF) and polar front (PF) are marked in orange,
with the thickness of the line representing the variance in the latitudinal position. The green arrows indicate the observed speed and direction of surface
ocean currents as measured by drifters floating at a depth of 15 m (note the scale in the upper right-hand side). The depth of the ocean is colour coded in
blue: the main topographic features are labelled. The black lines mark the summer (minimum) and winter (maximum) extent of sea ice. The position of key
hydrographic sections are marked by the thick grey lines. b, T (temperature), S (salinity), and O2 sections along 30� E (coloured red in a) cutting across the
ACC from Africa towards Antarctica. Black contours are labelled in �C (for T), psu (for S) and µmol l�1 (for O2). The thick white line is the 27.6 kg m�3

density surface.

Dynamics of the SouthernOcean and its upwelling branch
The Southern Ocean is driven by surface fluxes of momentum and
density (owing to heat and fresh water) induced by the strong,
predominantly westerly winds that blow over it and the freezing
phenomena close to the continent33. Zonal wind stress (Fig. 4a)
induces upwelling polewards of the zonal surface-wind maximum
and downwelling equatorwards of the maximum. This directly

wind-driven circulation, known as the Deacon cell, acts to overturn
density surfaces supporting the thermal wind current of the ACC
and creating a store of available potential energy.

Air–sea fluxes generate dense water near the continent and
lighten the surface layers in the ACC (see Fig. 4b). The dense
water sinks and tends to draw in warmer, saltier water from the
surrounding ocean; however, rather than being fed from the surface,
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and later discussion). 
Quantitative transports that are the 

basis of these schematics are described 
in Quantifying Transports and Fluxes 
below, and are consistent with other 
quantitative analyses of the GOC. The 
separate roles of the IDW/PDW and 
NADW are described above, and are the 
basis for the hypothesis at the heart of 
these schematics, that the IDW/PDW 
outcrops north of the NADW in the 
Southern Ocean, and a portion of its 
transport is the dominant source of the 
northward flow of surface waters into 
the Southern Hemisphere thermocline, 
rather than the NADW.

Like all schematics, this set has its 
particular oversimplifications. Perhaps 
most importantly, the shallow overturn-
ing cells in the tropics and subtropics 
are omitted; they transport much of the 
poleward heat out of the tropics and 
redistribute much of the freshwater 
(e.g., Talley, 2003, 2008). A second 
oversimplification is that no schematic 
adequately represents the mixing that 
blurs the distinctions between juxta-
posed water masses as they move along 
together and in fact circulate in the same 

Figure 5. Schematic of the overturning circula-
tion in a two-dimensional view, with important 
physical processes listed, revised from Talley et al. 
(2011). Colors as in Figures 1 and 4. (a) Most 
complete version, including North Atlantic Deep 
Water (NADW) and Antarctic Bottom Water 
(AABW) cells, and upwelling in the Southern, 
Indian, and Pacific Oceans. (b) Incomplete single 
cell schematic, corresponding to the Gordon 
(1986a,b) and Broecker (1991) “conveyor belt,” 
which (intentionally) was associated with the 
global NADW circulation, excluding AABW, but 
thereby incorrectly excluded Southern Ocean 
upwelling of NADW. (c) Incomplete two-cell 
schematic, emphasizing the NADW and AABW 
cells, closely resembling the globally zonally 
averaged streamfunction. 

Figure 4.1: ((left) The Southern Ocean circulation as shown by observations,
adapted from Marshall and Speer (2012). The orange curve represents the
climatological position and latitudinal variance (thickness of the line) of the
subantarctic front (SAF) and polar front (PF). The green arrows show the
speed and direction of surface ocean currents of the ACC as observed by float-
ing drifters at a depth of 15m. The ocean depth is coloured in blue and the
summertime minimum and wintertime maximum sea ice extent are shown in
black. (right) Schematic representation of the Southern Ocean overturning esti-
mated from shipboard CTD sections from Talley (2013). According to current
understanding upwelled LCDW cools to form AABW. This AABW is diffusively
upwelled Indian and Pacific Oceans forming Indian Deep Water (IDW) and and
Pacific Deep Water (PDW). These form upwelling UCDW which when exposed
to surface warming forms AAIW.
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4.2 Methodology

The aim of this analysis is to separate the diabatic and adiabatic variability of oceanic

temperature (Θ) and salinity (S), and to understand the role of this variability in the

Southern Ocean MOC. Walin (1982) introduced a framework to relate the intensity of

surface heat fluxes to the strength of the MOC, comparing volumes of water in Θ classes

to the dia-surface transformations of water between Θ classes by air–sea heat fluxes and

mixing. Here, we extend this analysis to a time-varying ocean (Evans et al., 2014) and

define a volumetric water mass distribution (V ) in terms of both Θ and S.

V (Θ, S, t) =

∫∫∫
Π(Θ,Θ∗) Π(S, S∗)dxdydz. (4.1)

Here Π is a boxcar function that is either 1 when Θ and S are within the range defined

by a given Θ-S class, or otherwise 0. Each Θ-S class is defined at Θ∗ = Θ ± ∆Θ/2

and S∗ = S ± ∆S/2. In practice, we define ∆Θ and ∆S as 0.5◦C and 0.05 g kg−1

respectively, giving a volume with units of m3/◦C/g kg−1.

For a given V that is entirely enclosed between Θ∗, S∗ and the sea surface, the rate of

change of V becomes:

dV

dt
= GΘ(Θ−∆Θ/2, S)−GΘ(Θ+∆Θ/2, S)+GS(Θ, S−∆S/2)−GS(Θ, S+∆S/2), (4.2)

where GΘ is the diathermal transformation, in units of m3s−1, across the isotherm

defined at Θ∗ = Θ+∆Θ/2 in the range S±∆S/2, and GS is the diahaline transformation

across the isohaline defined at S∗ = S + ∆S/2 in the range Θ ± ∆Θ/2. GΘ and GS

represent the integral of the dia-surface velocity along a surface of constant temperature

or salinity.

For the case of an entirely enclosed volume, this represents the diabatic contribution to

changes in temperature and salinity, and can be separated into the dia-suface transfor-

mations due to air–sea fluxes of heat and freshwater (EΘ and ES) and diapycnal and

isopycnal mixing (FΘ and FS). For example,

GΘ(Θ∗, S) = EΘ(Θ∗, S) + FΘ(Θ∗, S). (4.3)

Again, EΘ is the diathermal transformation rate due to the air–sea heat flux, which is

defined as:

EΘ(Θ∗, S) =
1

ρ0Cp

∂QΘ

∂Θ
, (4.4)
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where,

QΘ(Θ∗, S) =

∫∫
Π(Θ,Θ∗) Π(S, S∗) qnet dxdy. (4.5)

Here qnet is the net surface heat flux (W m−2). The equivalent diahaline transformation

across S∗ due to air–sea freshwater fluxes is:

ES(Θ, S∗) = S0
∂QS
∂S

, (4.6)

where,

QS(Θ, S∗) =

∫∫
Π(Θ,Θ∗) Π(S, S∗) fnet dxdy. (4.7)

Here fnet is the net surface freshwater flux (m s−1).

The diathermal transformation due to mixing, FΘ, across Θ∗ is:

FΘ(Θ∗, S) =

∫
Θ=Θ∗

Π(S, S∗)
1

|∇Θ|
∇ ·K∇Θ dA. (4.8)

The diffusion tensor, K, encompasses the coefficients of both isopycnal and diapycnal

mixing.

In the case where a volume is not entirely enclosed by Θ∗, S∗ and the sea surface, where

for example it is intersected by a fixed boundary, V is in part set by the inflow of water

across this boundary. Air–sea fluxes and mixing drive dia-surface transformations across

isotherms and isohalines, and transport changes across a fixed boundary imply adiabatic

volume changes.

Diagnosing the dia-surface transformations (G) by integrating the dia-surface velocities

is impractical. As described in Evans et al. (2014), we therefore diagnose these dia-

surface transformations using the volume change, which is more easily calculated. Thus,

we build a series of linear equations describing the known volume change of each Θ-S

class in terms of the unknown diathermal and diahaline transformations across each

isotherm and isohaline. These linear equations can then be solved for the dia-surface

transformations using a least squares regression. The divergence of the resultant dia-

surface transformations therefore represent a volume change that most closely matches

the observed volume change, where each individual dia-surface transformation indicates

the volume of water that changes by ∆Θ or ∆S within a given time period. The resultant

vectors therefore may not represent the actual path of a parcel of water through Θ/S

space, but is the most that can be inferred from the available data.

The dia-surface transformations due to air-sea fluxes (E) can be determined indepen-

dently using (4.4) and (4.6). To determine the volume fluxes, M , due to transport

changes at a fixed boundary, transects of Θ, S and transport normal to the bound-

ary from an ocean model are used to determine volume changes within each Θ-S class.

The area occupied by a given Θ/S class at the boundary is multiplied by the mean
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transport across the boundary through that Θ/S class. As above, we then solve for

M using a least squares regression by substituting these volume changes for the total

volume change. The dia-thermal and dia-haline transformations due to mixing (FΘ, FS)

is then easily determined from (4.3), which depending on the geographical domain may

or may not include the term M . Dia-surface transformations due to air–sea fluxes and

mixing, and volume fluxes due to transport changes are presented in units of Sv, where

1 Sv= 1× 106 m3s−1.

4.3 Data sources

To determine the volumetric distribution of water masses in Θ/S space, this analysis

uses Θ and S data from an observationally based seasonal climatology and an ocean

state estimate. All data south of 30◦S are selected, encompassing the entire Southern

Ocean. The diathermal and diahaline transformations determined using these data are

compared to those derived from various atmospheric re-analysis products and to the

volume changes due to the transport across 30◦S in the ocean state estimate.

The seasonal climatology utilised here is the CSIRO Atlas of Regional Seas (CARS)

2009 (Ridgway et al., 2002) accessed at www.cmar.csiro.au/cars. CARS is a global at-

las of seasonal water mass properties with a horizontal resolution of 1/2◦, that extends

to 75◦S, derived from all available subsurface data. Using CARS, year-round seasonal

mean estimates of potential temperature and practical salinity are calculated from a

mean state estimate and the semiannual/annual components of the seasonal cycle. Po-

tential temperature and practical salinity are converted to conservative temperature and

absolute salinity according to IOC et al. (2010). Finally, the seasonal mean estimates

from CARS extend from the surface to 1000m.

In addition, we use monthly fields (1992–2012) for potential temperature and practical

salinity from Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean version 4 (ECCO v4;

Forget and Ponte, 2015). Also available from ECCO v4 are estimates of surface fluxes,

velocity and transport, which are used to compare to the volume changes according to

the potential temperature and practical salinity fields. ECCO v4 also includes a full sea

ice model at the poles, which is encompassed by the surface flux estimates. These data

are accessed from http://www.ecco–group.org. Hereinafter, both conservative temper-

ature (CARS) and potential temperature (ECCO v4) will be referred to by Θ, while

both absolute salinity (CARS) and practical salinity (ECCO v4) will be referred to by

S. As a comparison to both CARS and ECCO v4 we use monthly mean fields for

shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, sensible heat flux and latent heat flux from

NCEP/NCAR (Kalnay et al., 1996), with a horizontal resolution of ∼1.9◦ for the pe-

riod 1948-present. We use fields for evaporation and precipitation from the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institute OAFlux/Global Precipitation Climatology Project (OAFlux)
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Figure 4.2: (a) Time-mean of log10 water mass volume (in m3/◦C/(g/kg)) using
CARS south of 30◦S, by calculating the volumetric distribution for each month
and averaging. Black contours show density anomaly referenced to 0 dbar (σ0).
Coloured boxes represent the nominal definition of each water mass used for this
study, enclosed by isotherms and isopycnals. AAIW = Antarctic Intermediate
Water, AAWW = Antarctic Winter Water, UCDW = Upper Circumpolar Deep
Water, LCDW = Lower Circumpolar Deep Water and AABW = Antarctic
Bottom Water. The letter ‘m’ represents ‘modified’ (b) Time-mean (1992-2012)
of log10 water mass volume (in m3/◦C/(psu)) using ECCO v4 south of 30◦S.
Black contours show density anomaly referenced to 0 dbar (σ0)

datasets (Yu et al., 2006), which is globally gridded to 1 degree for period 1958-present.

We therefore compare volume changes calculated from Θ/S fields in CARS and ECCO v4

to the dia-surface transformation implied by both NCEP/NCAR+OAFlux and ECCO

v4 surface fluxes. Note, only the ECCO v4 surface flux estimate includes forcing due to

sea-ice, but thermohaline volume changes in CARS should feel the impact of the buoy-

ancy forcing due to the cycle of sea-ice formation. The quality of air–sea flux products

in the Southern Ocean are known to be poor (Schulz et al., 2012). The advantage of

the framework used here is that the resultant dia-surface transformations by air–sea

fluxes can be rationalised by comparison with the volume changes, and we focus on

seasonal changes which should be relatively well defined. In addition, a good compar-

ison between NCEP/NCAR+OAFlux and the output from ECCO v4 discussed in the

following section provides more confidence in our results.

4.4 Southern Ocean water mass volume variability

In the following section we will discuss the water mass volume distribution of the South-

ern Ocean according to CARS and ECCO v4. The major Southern Ocean water masses
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Figure 4.3: (a) Coloured circles represent winter-mean (July-September) po-
sition for each water mass defined by the coloured boxes in Figure 4.2 using
CARS south of 30◦S. Each circle represents an individual Θ/S bin. The size of
each circle represents the relative volume of each water mass. Black contours
show density anomaly referenced to 0 dbar (σ0). (b) As in (a) but showing
summer-mean (December-February).

will be defined within Θ/S space allowing their variability to be described in terms of the

processes driving the dia-surface transformations of water between CDW and AAIW.

When projected into Θ/S space the time-mean distribution and structure of water mass

volume in CARS and ECCO v4 are very similar (Figure 4.2). In both datasets, a ridge

of high volume forms an elongated ‘S’ that extends from a region of high Θ and S

associated with Subantarctic mode water, to the cold and fresh water associated with

AAIW. This ridge bends toward the higher salinities characteristic of Upper and Lower

CDW (UCDW and LCDW) and then back toward the lower Θ and S associated with

AABW. Also evident are two less voluminous ridges of water mass volume connecting

the AAWW to the CDW and AAIW. These water masses are labelled as mCDW and

mAAIW, indicating a modified variety of the respective water masses. As the CARS

dataset does not extend below 1000m the total volume of CDW and AABW is low

compared to ECCO v4.

The nominal definitions of each water mass are shown by the coloured boxes in Fig-

ure 4.2. Averaging the latitude and depth of the observations used to calculate the

volume of each Θ/S bin reveals the familiar layered structure of the Southern Ocean

water masses (e.g. Speer et al., 2000; Talley, 2013), validating the water mass definitions
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Figure 4.4: As in Figure 4.3 but for ECCO v4.

used here (Figures 4.3 and 4.4). The coloured circles in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the

austral winter and austral summer mean latitude and depth of each Θ/S bin within the

respective coloured boxes. The size of each circle indicates the relative total volume of

each water mass. Within both CARS and ECCO v4, AAIW, LCDW and AABW shoal

from north to south. During the winter AAWW overlies mCDW, LCDW and AABW,

and lies horizontally adjacent to mAAIW and AAIW. The upwelling LCDW reaches

the surface, on average, between 65◦S and 55◦S while the downwelling AAIW forms at

the surface between 60 ◦S and 50◦S, extending further south during the summer follow-

ing the southward retreat of AAWW and mAAIW. AAIW then sinks to approximately

1000m by 30◦S.

A certain degree of seasonality exists within each of the major water masses in CARS

(Figure 4.5) and ECCO v4 (Figure 4.6). AAWW varies most with maximum volume

during the winter and minimum volume during the summer, and is well defined in both

CARS and ECCO v4. There are notable differences between CARS and ECCO v4 in

the seasonality of AAIW and mCDW. According to ECCO v4 the volume of mCDW is

highest in April/May and lowest during September/November, which is opposite to the

seasonal cycle of mCDW in CARS. In CARS the volume of AAIW is greatest during the

winter, with a minimum during the summer. In comparison, the seasonality of AAIW

in ECCO v4 is more complicated, with a distinctive peak in volume during both the

summer and a minimum during the spring. During some years, 2000-2002 for example,

there is an additional smaller peak during the winter. However, if the volume for just the
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Figure 4.5: (a) Seasonal time-series of total volume m3/◦C/(g/kg)) from CARS
for AAIW (cyan curve), AAWW (blue curve), mCDW (yellow curve) and
LCDW (green curve). Calculated from the entire Southern Ocean south of
30◦S. (b) As in (a) but for the Atlantic sector (Drake Passage to South Africa)
of the Southern Ocean only.

Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean is plotted the seasonality of AAIW and mCDW

in CARS agrees more favourably with that in ECCO v4 (Figures 4.5b and 4.6b).

Important contrasts also exist in the seasonal distribution of AAWW, mCDW, AAIW

and mAAIW in Θ/S space (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). In Figures 4.7 and 4.8 we show the vol-

umetric distribution in ECCO v4 from late summer (April), through the austral winter

(June, August and November) and into the austral spring and summer (December and

February). These plots use a computationally more expensive small ∆Θ and ∆S, better

emphasising the changes in the structure of the volume. This selection of months are

chosen to best highlight the observed seasonal cycle in the volumetric distribution, best

viewed as an animation accessible at www.dropbox.com/s/2fx8xhd7m2ybeke/ecco Vol.mov?dl=0.

The black arrows in Figure 4.7 represent the vector E = (ES , EΘ), the diathermal and

diahaline transformations inferred from the air–sea heat and freshwater fluxes in ECCO

v4, averaged for the months preceding each month shown. The black arrows in Figure

4.8 represent the vector F = (FS , FΘ), the diathermal and diahaline transformations

inferred from the volume change due to mixing in ECCO v4, averaged for the months

preceding each month shown. A surface cooling beginning in April redistributes wa-

ter, converting AAIW into AAWW. By June this forms a variety of AAWW centred

at S = 34.25, just above the freezing point of sea water. This AAWW is made saltier

https://www.dropbox.com/s/2fx8xhd7m2ybeke/ecco_Vol.mov?dl=0
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Figure 4.6: As in Figure 4.5 but for ECCO v4 and showing years 2000 to 2008

between June and November due to sea-ice formation and resultant brine rejection, in-

creasing its salinity to ∼34.4. At the same time there is a cooling and freshening of

water along the ridge of high volume which forms a straight line between the newly

formed AAWW and LCDW (i.e. mCDW) in Figure 4.8. This suggests mixing occurs

between AAWW and the underlying LCDW (see Figure 4.4) when the newly formed

AAWW reaches a high enough salinity. During the spring and summer the AAWW is

made warmer due to heat exchange with the atmosphere and fresher as sea-ice melts,

eventually forming AAIW.

The volume fluxed between water masses can be assessed by summing the vectors cross-

ing the isotherms that define the boundaries of each coloured box in Figures 4.7 and

4.8. In addition, this enables a comparison of the contribution to the total change

(G = (GS , GΘ)) by advective changes (M) and dia-surface transformations due to air–

sea exchange (E = (ES , EΘ)) and mixing (F = (FS , FΘ)). Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show

the diathermal volume flux between AAIW–mAAIW, mCDW–AAWW and LCDW–

mCDW in both CARS and ECCO v4. The advective component due to transport

changes through 30◦S are shown for ECCO v4 only. A positive dia-thermal transfor-

mation means water is warming. In the dia-surface transformation of water between

AAIW and mAAIW, air–sea fluxes play a predominant role, while mixing apparently

compensates slightly the air–sea fluxes. Air–sea fluxes drive a warming, and therefore

formation of AAIW during the summer, while a relatively smaller cooling during the

winter transforms AAIW in to mAAIW. During most of the year northward transport of

AAIW at 30◦S in ECCO v4 implies a weaker advective cooling indicative of the export

of warmer water. This apparent cooling is strongest during the winter, while during the

summer the transport induces a weaker adiabatic warming. The dia-surface transforma-

tion of water between LCDW, mCDW and AAWW is set predominantly by mixing, as
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Figure 4.7: (a-f) Monthly-mean (1992-2012) of log10 water mass volume (in
m3/◦C/(g/kg)) using ECCO v4 south of 30◦S. Black contours show density
anomaly referenced to 0 dbar (σ0). Coloured boxes represent the nominal defi-
nition of each water mass used for this study, enclosed by isotherms and isopyc-
nals. The black arrows represent the vector E = (ES , EΘ), the transfromations
inferred from the air–sea buoyancy fluxes in ECCO v4, averaged for the months
preceding each month shown (units Sv)
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Figure 4.8: (a-f) Monthly-mean (1992-2012) of log10 water mass volume (in
m3/◦C/(g/kg)) using ECCO v4 south of 30◦S. Black contours show density
anomaly referenced to 0 dbar (σ0). Coloured boxes represent the nominal defi-
nition of each water mass used for this study, enclosed by isotherms and isopy-
cnals. The black arrows represent the vector F = (FS , FΘ), the dia-surface
transformations inferred from the volume change due to mixing between each
time step in ECCO v4, averaged for the month preceding each month shown
(units Sv)
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Figure 4.9: Seasonal time-series of total diathermal transformations from CARS
volume change (GΘ; blue curves), air–sea fluxes (EΘ; red curves) and mixing
(FΘ; black curves) across the boundary between: (a) AAIW/mAAIW, (b) LCD-
W/mCDW and (c) mCDW/AAWW. Units: Sv.

the exchange between these water masses occurs below the sea surface (see Figure 4.4).

The dia-surface transformation of LCDW into AAWW through mCDW occurs during

the austral winter, with a maximum cooling of mCDW into AAWW preceding that of

LCDW into mCDW by one to two months. The southward transport of LCDW at 30◦S

in ECCO v4 imposes a relatively consistent advective warming, with a slight maximum

during the winter.

Analysis of the variability of water mass volume in the Southern Ocean therefore sug-

gests that LCDW is upwelled and diabatically transformed into AAIW during the course

of a year. During the winter we show that newly formed AAWW overlies LCDW. Di-

abatic upwelling of this LCDW through mixing occurs when AAWW reaches a critical

maximum salinity due to sea-ice formation and brine rejection. In Θ/S space, this

mixing occurs along a ridge of volume that forms a straight line between LCDW and

AAWW, which we have labeled mCDW. During the summer this newly formed AAWW,

partly composed of the upwelled LCDW, is transformed into AAIW through a warming

and a freshening by air–sea heat exchange and melting sea-ice. Wind-driven upwelling

replenishes the LCDW layer throughout the year, while the newly formed AAIW is pre-

dominantly exported during the winter. The following section will explore the physical

mechanism responsible for the mixing between LCDW and AAWW, showing that this

mixing is set by cabbeling.
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Figure 4.10: As in 4.9 but for ECCO v4 and showing years 2000 to 2008.
Additionally showing adiabatic volume flux implied by the transport through
30◦S (MΘ; cyan curve).

4.5 Wintertime dia-surface transformation of LCDW into

AAWW

This section discusses the physical processes governing the diathermal and diahaline

transformation of LCDW into AAWW. The results presented in section 4.4 suggest that

mixing plays an important role, and is strongest during the winter when AAWW reaches

a maximum critical salinity. The process that drives this mixing can be assessed by

understanding the relative stability of the water column to gravitational and cabbeling

instabilities. Cabbeling is a consequence of the nonlinearity of the equation of state for

seawater, in which two parcels of water with the same density but differing Θ and S (e.g.

warm/salty against cold/fresh) will mix to create a water of a higher density (McDougall,

1987). More specifically cabbeling arises because the thermal expansion coefficient (α)

and the haline contraction coefficient (β) vary with Θ and S resulting in the curvature

of isopycnals in Θ/S space. This is shown schematically in Figure 4.11. Fofonoff (1957)

and Foster and Carmack (1976) emphasise the importance of cabbeling for formation of

AABW in the Weddell Sea at values of Θ and S similar to those discussed here.

Foster and Carmack (1976) discussed the stability of a water column in which a layer of

cold/fresh AAWW sits above a layer of warmer and slightly saltier Warm Deep Water

(equivalent to LCDW defined here). They point out that such a water column is weakly

stratified, but unstable to cabbeling when AAWW is made saltier than a critical S. In

Θ/S space this cut-off is defined at the S where a tangent to the isopycnal defined at

the Θ, S and pressure of the Warm Deep Water intersects the Θ of AAWW (i.e. near
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Figure 4.11: (left) As in Figure 4.2 but the the dashed black contour represents
an isopycnal at a Θ, S and pressure (p) similar to that used in Foster and
Carmack (1976), referred to here as Θtang, Stang and ptang. The solid black line
is the tangent to this isopycnal at Θtang and Stang. The critical S (Scrit) where
this tangent the temperature at the freezing point of seawater. Any AAWW
that is denser (higher than Scrit) than the solid black tangent, but less dense
than the density represented by the dashed black isopycnal will unstable to
cabbeling. The solid black curve shows a representative Θ/S profile. (right)
Schematic representation of cabbeling, showing the mixing of two water masses
(red and blue circles) of the same density (ρ) represented by the grey curve, but
differing Θ/S. The two water masses mix along the black mixing line to form
a new water mass (purple circle). This water mass has the average Θ/S of the
original water masses, but due to the curvature of isopycnal surfaces in Θ/S
space, the density (grey dashed curve) of the new water mass is greater than
the original density, ρ.

the freezing point of seawater). According to Foster and Carmack (1976) AAWW that

is saltier and denser than this tangent but less dense than the isopycnal defined at the

Θ, S and pressure of the Warm Deep Water will be unstable to cabbeling. Mixing due

to this cabbeling instability will continue until the mixture of the two layers lies along

the tangent. If the Θ/S profile of the water column follows more closely the isopycnal

defined at the Θ, S and pressure of the Warm Deep Water, it is more likely that vertical

convection due to a gravitational instability is setting the properties of the water column.

The slope of this tangent therefore represents the minimum vertical density gradient,

along which the mixture of two vertically adjacent parcels of water is not denser than

the deepest parcel. The slope of this tangent is therefore set by the Θ, S and pressure

of the LCDW.

A tangent at a similar Θ and S is drawn in Figure 4.11 and shows that to a first

approximation the ridge of high volume between LCDW and AAWW lies to the left of

this tangent. Due to the fact that this does not lie along the black dashed isopycnal,

this suggests that the process responsible for mixing between LCDW and AAWW may

be cabbeling rather than gravitational instability. To show that cabbeling instability
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Figure 4.13: (left) The number of profiles in bins of depth and density anomaly
averaged for (a) September and (c) December, January and February using
CARS. Density anomaly was calculated for each profile by subtracting the den-
sity of LCDW referenced to the pressure of LCDW form the vertical profile of
density calculated using the α and β referenced to the Θ, S and pressure of
LCDW. (right) The number of profiles in bins of depth and density anomaly
averaged for (b) September and (d) December, January and February using
CARS. Density anomaly was calculated for each profile by subtracting the den-
sity of LCDW referenced to the pressure of LCDW form the vertical profile of
density referenced to the pressure of LCDW.

is important for the upwelling of LCDW, in the remainder of this section we will show

that the mixing discussed above and in section 4.4 seems to occur parallel to the black

tangent in Figure 4.11. We will further demonstrate that in general density profiles in

both CARS and ECCO v4 lie to the lighter side of the tangent and rarely reach the

density defined by the dashed black isopycnal.

Calculating the fraction of the vectors F = (FS , FΘ) (representing the diathermal and

diahaline transformations due to mixing from ECCO v4) that project onto the tangent

in Figure 4.11 shows that during the winter, mixing drives dia-surface transformation
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Figure 4.14: (left) The number of profiles in bins of depth and density anomaly
averaged for (a) July, August and September and (c) December, January and
February using ECCO v4. Density anomaly was calculated for each profile by
subtracting the density of LCDW referenced to the pressure of LCDW form
the vertical profile of density calculated using the α and β referenced to the Θ,
S and pressure of LCDW. (right) The number of profiles in bins of depth and
density anomaly averaged for (a) July, August and September and (c) December,
January and February using ECCO v4. Density anomaly was calculated for each
profile by subtracting the density of LCDW referenced to the pressure of LCDW
from the vertical profile of density referenced to the pressure of LCDW.

parallel to the tangent (Figure 4.12). A fraction of 1 in Figure 4.12 during the winter

indicates a cooling and freshening, and therefore a dia-surface transformation of water

from LCDW into AAWW. During the winter, a fraction of -1 at the coldest AAWW,

indicates the convergence water mass volume within the AAWW box.

To further demonstrate that the mixing between LCDW and AAWW is set by cabbeling,

vertical profiles of density referenced to ptang are compared to the density of the lightest

LCDW (i.e. at Θtang, Stang and ptang in Figure 4.11). If the density of AAWW reaches

the density of LCDW, this would be indicative of mixing due to a gravitational instabil-

ity. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 instead suggest that the density anomaly in the surface 250m

is consistently negative both during the summer, when AAWW is much warmer, fresher

and less voluminous, and more importantly during the winter, when mixing between

LCDW and AAWW is shown to be highest. Alternatively, if a linear profile of density

(effectively representing the tangent in Figure 4.11) is defined using the α and β at

the Θtang, Stang and ptang, the equivalent density anomaly in the surface 250m appears

to be consistently near zero during the winter. The distribution of profiles in Figures

4.13 and 4.14 therefore indicate that during the winter months AAWW lies along or

to the less dense side of the tangent in Figure 4.11. Any AAWW that becomes saltier

and (therefore denser) than Scrit is unstable to cabbeling and induces mixing between

AAWW and LCDW. This mixing will erode the top of the LCDW layer until all the

water in the upper AAWW layer is lighter than LCDW and lies along the tangent in

Figure 4.11, representing a linear combination of LCDW and AAWW.
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4.6 Summary and conclusions

The conventional theory of the Southern Ocean overturning is based on the balance

between the action of winds that steepen isopycnal gradients and the role of eddies in

flattening these isopycnal gradients. The resultant residual mean overturning circulation

drives an upwelling of CDW south of the Polar Front and a downwelling of AAIW and

Subantarctic Mode Water north of the polar front (Marshall and Radko, 2003). The

diabatic conversion of CDW into AAIW or AABW is thought to depend on the location

in which CDW is upwelled relative to the sign of the time-mean air–ice–sea buoyancy

flux (Speer et al., 2000; Marshall and Speer, 2012). Observations suggest that AAIW is

typically formed in the Indian and South Pacific Oceans through a wintertime deepening

of the mixed layer from the densest classes of Subantarctic Mode Water (Talley, 2013).

Using a novel framework, this chapter shows that the diabatic conversion of LCDW into

AAIW relies on seasonal variations of surface buoyancy forcing and sub-surface mixing

in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. This presents an alternative pathway for

this diabatic conversion in which LCDW is first cooled and freshened during the winter

as it mixes with overlying AAWW in a process governed by cabbeling. Summertime

warming and freshening of this AAWW/LCDW mixture consequently forms AAIW.

These processes are represented schematically in Figure 4.15. Seasonal variations in the

total volume of AAIW suggests that formation occurs both during the summer through

the processes outlined here, and during the winter in the Indian and South Pacific

Oceans.

To understand changes in Θ and S, this framework relates variations in the volume of

water within Θ/S classes to the diathermal and diahaline transformation of water across

isotherms and isohalines by air–ice–sea buoyancy fluxes and mixing. Volume changes

due to variations in transport can also be included, if a given Θ/S class extends beyond

the boundary of the domain in question.

Data from an observationally based seasonal climatology (CARS) is compared to the

output of an ocean state estimate (ECCO v4). Data from the Southern Ocean south of

30◦S are projected into thermohaline coordinates as a volumetric distribution. Both the

mean volume and the seasonal variations in each dataset agree well. Seasonally, AAWW

varies most, with a maximum during the winter and minimum during the summer. In

ECCO v4, AAIW volume peaks during both the summer and winter. This seasonality

is not as strong in CARS, and is most apparent in the Atlantic sector of the Southern

Ocean. The seasonal variability of LCDW is less clear, particularly in ECCO v4. In both

datasets, a ridge of high volume connects LCDW to AAWW. The volume of water along

this ridge also varies seasonally with a maximum during the summer and a minimum

during the winter.
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Figure 4.15: Schematic representation of the diabatic conversion of LCDW into
AAIW through AAWW, over the course of a season in the Atlantic sector of the
Southern Ocean. This presents an alternative pathway for AAIW formation in
addition to the pathways that drive formation in the South Pacific and Indian
Oceans. Each water mass is represented by the coloured blobs, where a red
(blue) outline indicates an increasing (decreasing) volume. The top row presents
the changes in geographical coordinates and the bottom shows the same changes
in temperature and salinity coordinates.

These volume changes are related to the dia-surface transformation of water between

each water mass due to air–ice–sea fluxes and sub-surface mixing. The contribution

by air–sea fluxes is determined using atmospheric reanalysis products, and output from

ECCO v4 which also includes a sea-ice component. Wintertime surface cooling forms

AAWW at the expense of existing surface water and AAIW. When AAWW reaches the

freezing point of seawater, brine rejection due to sea-ice formation increases its salinity,
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at which point LCDW is then cooled and freshened as it mixes with this overlying

AAWW. This explains the presence and variability of the volume connecting LCDW

to AAWW. Surface warming during the summer and freshening via sea-ice melt forms

AAIW from this mixture of newly formed AAWW and upwelled LCDW. During the

winter AAIW is also formed as the densest variety of the Subantarctic mode waters,

explaining the a peak in AAIW volume during both the summer and winter. In a

similar analysis seasonal water mass variability along Drake Passage, Evans et al. (2014)

showed that AAIW typically formed during the winter only. This may suggest that

formation of AAIW during the summer may occur downstream of Drake Passage in the

Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean.

The upwelling of LCDW by sub-surface mixing only occurs when AAWW reaches a

critical salinity. At this point the water column is weakly stratified but is unstable to

cabbeling when this AAWW becomes saltier than this critical salinity. The resultant

mixture of this AAWW and any water along the ridge connecting LCDW to AAWW

will be denser than the water below it due to cabbeling. This would induce convection

that would drive mixing between AAWW and the top of the LCDW layer until the

resultant mixture is lighter than the underlying LCDW, while its Θ/S properties form

the ridge connecting LCDW and AAWW. We speculatively suggest that the upwelling

of LCDW by sub-surface mixing appears to predominately occur in the Atlantic sector

of the Southern Ocean.

This analysis therefore shows that seasonal variations in air–ice–sea buoyancy, and their

impact on sub-surface mixing, play a key role in the diabatic closure of the MOC in

the Southern Ocean. The upwelling of LCDW through sub-surface mixing is set by

cabbeling, arising from the non-linearity of the equation of state for seawater. These

findings may improve our ability to estimate the strength of the Southern Ocean MOC,

and may lead to better predictions for the fate of the Southern Ocean MOC in a warming

climate.
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Argo Profile Based North

Atlantic Water Mass Volume

Climatology

Abstract

The thermohaline volumetric distribution is most easily calculated using gridded fields

for temperature and salinity. Observing oceanic changes in thermohaline coordinates

as variations in the volumetric distribution naturally isolates diabatic variability, which

is un-aliased by the heaving associated by wind and eddies. These diabatic changes

can be easily separated into those associated with the surface buoyancy forcing and

mixing. This exploratory chapter discusses an alternative approach that calculates the

volumetric distribution directly from profiles of temperature and salinity. The volumetric

distribution is calculated using Argo profiles and synthetic profiles that sample the grid

of an ocean model. These are compared to the distribution calculated using a gridded

Argo product and the fully gridded fields from the same ocean model. This shows that

the time-mean, seasonal-mean and temporal variability of the volumetric distribution

can be correctly calculated directly from profiles. The comparison to the distribution

estimated using the gridded Argo product suggests that interpolating data onto a regular

grid appears to artificially mix water masses. Finally, further development into a publicly

available dataset is discussed.
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5.1 Introduction

Estimating oceanic variability using water mass coordinates is a well established and

powerful approach (Walin, 1982). Recent studies typically apply such water mass frame-

works using a single tracer. That is, they define a volume of water within a surface of

constant temperature (Maze et al., 2009; Forget et al., 2011), salinity (Zika et al., 2015)

or density (Badin et al., 2013; Cerovečki et al., 2013) and relate changes in that volume

to the transformation of water across the tracer surface by air–sea buoyancy fluxes and

mixing. By following tracer surfaces this framework naturally removes the adiabatic

effects of vertical and horizontal heave that mask diabatic changes when observing the

ocean from a fixed geographical framework (i.e. pressure surfaces).

Defining a water mass using two tracers improves upon the conventional use of the water

mass framework by reducing the chance of ambiguously defining several separate water

masses within one tracer class. Using temperature and salinity in particular enables

more geographical information to be discerned from a distribution of volume, as the

temperature and salinity of water masses are set by very geographically distinct surface

forcing. This is highlighted for the subtropical North Atlantic within Figure 5.1. This

shows the mean latitude and longitude for a given range of temperature and salinity

classes based on the time-mean, three dimensional fields of temperature and salinity

from a gridded Argo climatology. Figure 5.1 indicates that the warmest and saltiest

water masses are located along the southern boundary of the domain, between 25◦N

and 45◦N, while colder/fresher water is found to the north. The zonal distribution of

water can also be discerned from this figure, with the saltiest water generally found to

the east, while the freshest water is located to the west. One caveat of Figure 5.1 is that

information regarding depth is lost.

Analyses of water masses in temperature and salinity (or thermohaline) coordinates

typically seeks to understand the ways in which air–sea buoyancy fluxes and mixing

maintain the time-mean state of the ocean (Speer, 1993; Döös et al., 2012; Zika et al.,

2012; Groeskamp et al., 2014; Hieronymus et al., 2014). This thesis has explored the

temporal variability of water mass volume in thermohaline coordinates, and the role

air–sea buoyancy fluxes and mixing play in driving this variability. This exploratory

chapter seeks to understand the ways in which this variability is affected by the meth-

ods used to project data into thermohaline coordinates as a volumetric distribution. The

ultimate aim would be to produce a water mass volume climatology that can be publicly

disseminated. Two techniques for calculating a volumetric distribution in thermohaline

coordinates are explored here. The first involves using a geographically gridded product

of temperature and salinity. This encompasses gridded model data and optimally inter-

polated observations. The alternative technique uses profiles of temperature and salinity

to estimate the volumetric distribution. Using and comparing observational profiles to

profiles that sample the grid of a numerical model, akin to the way Argo floats sample the
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Figure 5.1: A scatter plot showing the mean latitude and longitude (colour) for
a each of temperature and salinity class (circle) based on the time-mean, three
dimensional fields of temperature and salinity from a gridded Argo climatology.
With reference to the map of the subtropical North Atlantic, the mean longitude
and latitude of a blue circle is 280◦E and 25◦N respectively.

real ocean, is a powerful tool for this type of analysis. For example, if the thermohaline

volumetric distribution estimated from the model grid is the same as the distribution

calculated from the profiles that sample the model grid, this suggests the profile only

approach works. Further, if the estimated volumetric distribution from the observa-

tionally based gridded product differs from the observationally based profile estimate,

this may highlight unwanted effects due to the interpolation scheme used to produce

the geographically gridded product. Utilising Argo profiles in particular is appealing

because of the large spatial coverage and relatively fast sampling period provided by

Argo profiling floats. Argo profile data is also widely available in near real-time, so that

any water mass volume climatology developed from this analysis could also be updated

in near real-time.
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The methods developed in this chapter use USGODAE Argo profiles to estimate the

thermohaline volumetric distribution of water masses in the North Atlantic between

25◦N and 45◦N. We produce estimates for the mean thermohaline volumetric distribu-

tion, a seasonal cycle of this distribution and a complete time-series for the latter part

of the Argo period. Using the methods developed in this chapter, profiles are separated

into sub-regions, within which the mean thickness of temperature/salinity classes are

estimated from each profile. These thicknesses are converted to a volume using the area

of each sub-region. The total North Atlantic thermohaline volumetric distribution is

therefore the sum of the thermohaline volume from each sub-region. We also use the

Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean version 4 state estimate (ECCO

v4; Forget et al., 2015) to compare the volumetric distribution determined using the

geographically gridded model estimate to the volumetric distribution calculated using

profiles, which sample the model grid at locations that match those of the Argo profiles

used to constrain ECCO v4. By using ECCO v4 in this way, we can compare our pro-

file estimate of the volumetric distribution to the well defined volumetric distribution

determined using the gridded model output. These estimates are also compared to the

volumetric distribution determined using the gridded Roemmich-Gilson Argo Climatol-

ogy (Roemmich and Gilson, 2009). Throughout, those estimates determined using Argo

profiles and profiles from ECCO v4 will be referred to as the ‘Argo profile estimate’ and

‘ECCO v4 profile estimate’. Estimates determined using the gridded Roemmich-Gilson

Argo Climatology and the full model grid from ECCO v4 will be referred to as the

‘RGAC estimate’ and the ‘gridded ECCO v4 estimate’.

The next section will discuss in more detail the data and any pre-processing techniques

used, while the following section will investigate the spatial and temporal distribution of

Argo profile data in the subtropical North Atlantic. Sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 will describe

the methodology developed to calculate the volume of water masses in thermohaline

coordinates using profile data and compare to the volume estimated using the gridded

datasets. The discussion and conclusions will form the final section of this chapter.

5.2 Data sources and pre-processing

Profiles were accessed from the USGODAE Argo website as NetCDF files. Atlantic

floats are selected from the profile index text file ar index global prof.txt. From these

files, the parameters labelled ’ ADJUSTED’ are selected and only data with a quality

control (QC) flag of 1 are used (see Argo QC manual, reference table 2). Temperature

and salinity data are converted to Conservative Temperature (Θ) and Absolute Salinity

(S) using the TEOS-10 Gibbs-SeaWater oceanographic toolbox available at www.teos–

10.org. After selecting profiles only from the subtropical North Atlantic, we remove data

that falls outside the range -3<Θ<32 and 32<S<39. Further, we select profiles that

occurred after 2004 at which point Argo achieved sufficient global coverage (Roemmich

http://www.usgodae.org/argo/argo.html
ftp://www.usgodae.org/pub/outgoing/argo/ar_index_global_prof.txt
http://www.teos-10.org/software.htm
http://www.teos-10.org/software.htm
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and Gilson, 2009). Each profile is interpolated on to depth surfaces chosen to match the

standard Argo depth intervals: 5 to 200m at 5m intervals, 220 to 400m at 20m intervals

and 450 to 1950m at 50m intervals.

Data from the Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean version 4 (ECCO

v4) state estimate (Forget et al., 2015) are accessed from www.ecco–group.org. We

utilise fields for temperature and salinity (hereinafter we refer to the temperature and

salinity from all data sources as Θ and S) and select data between 25◦N and 45◦N. The

thermohaline volumetric distribution using the full model grid is determined monthly

(between 1992-2012), by summing the volume of the model grid cells with a Θ and S that

fall within a given Θ/S range (Evans et al., 2014). The time-mean and seasonal-mean es-

timates are determined by time-averaging the resultant time-series of the thermohaline

volumetric distribution. The ECCO v4 profiles are available at www.ecco–group.org.

The RGAC (Roemmich and Gilson, 2009) (monthly estimates, 2004-present) can be ac-

cessed at sio–argo.ucsd.edu/RG Climatology. The thermohaline volumetric distribution

is determined using the same method described for ECCO v4.

It is useful to briefly describe the methodology used to create the gridded fields in

RGAC. The methodology is described in detail within Roemmich and Gilson (2009).

Argo profiles for temperature and salinity are interpolated to a latitude, longitude and

pressure at horizontal resolution of 1 degree and a vertical resolution of between 10 dbar

at the surface and 100 dbar at 2000m. The first stage of this interpolation involves

a first guess of the mean field for each month using weighted least-squares fit with

linear and quadratic terms for longitude, latitude and pressure. These monthly mean

fields are calculated using the 100 nearest Argo profiles, regardless of their distance.

The monthly anomaly fields are then calculated from these monthly mean fields using

objective analysis and by linearly interpolating the monthly mean field to the location

of each individual Argo profile. Mapping errors arise from the small volume of data and

the uncertainties in the statistics of the fields, and more complicated approaches do not

reduce these errors.

5.3 Profile and data density

Following the pre-processing and quality control described above, a total of 26,270 pro-

files remain for this analysis. On a monthly-mean basis there are consistently high

profile numbers (a mean of 2,195) with a very even spatial distribution, which is consis-

tent throughout the year (Figure 5.2). The dashed grid in the two lower plots of Figure

5.2 are spaced at intervals of 4 degrees, and highlight that profiles generally occupy each

of these 4◦ × 4◦ sub-regions. In contrast to Figure 5.2, the number of profiles (per 30

day window) vary throughout the time period used here (2004-present; Figure 5.3), de-

creasing between 2004 and 2006, then increasing up to 2008 after which they gradually

http://www.ecco-group.org
http://mit.ecco-group.org/opendap/ecco_for_las/version_4/release1/MITprof_release1/contents.html
http://sio-argo.ucsd.edu/RG_Climatology.html
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Figure 5.2: (top) Number of Argo profiles in monthly 30-day bins used for the
seasonal estimates between 25◦N and 45◦N. (bottom) Spatial distribution of
profiles in January and June.

decrease, giving a mean of 217 profiles per 30 day window. The spatial distribution of

profiles also varies in time, with a generally more even distribution when profiles are more

numerous, as highlighted for example by a comparison between January 2004 and June

2008 (Figure 5.3). Comparing the lower plots of Figure 5.3 and 5.2 there are number

unsampled sub-regions in Figure 5.3. This highlights that the profile coverage presents

the largest challenge when estimating a time-series of the thermohaline volumetric dis-

tribution. Within section 5.4 we discuss the sensitivity of the resultant thermohaline

volumetric distribution to the sub-region size and temporal sampling window width.

Data density (number of Θ or S measurements per depth bin) also varies with depth both

on a monthly-mean basis and with time (upper and lower plots Figure 5.4 respectively).

Within the surface 1000m there are a monthly mean of ∼2100 data points available in

each depth bin (upper plot Figure 5.4). This decreases to ∼1800 data points at 1200m

and ∼1200 at 2000m. This distribution of data density is consistent throughout the

mean seasonal cycle. Data density varies more dramatically in both depth and time

over the entire time-series (lower plot Figure 5.4). At the surface data density matches

the time-series shown in Figure 5.3. Earlier in the time-series (2004-2005) data density

decreases more dramatically below 1000m compared to the latter part of the time-series

(2007-2012). However, data density is relatively poor below 1700m and between 2005

and 2007 and after 2012.
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5.4 Calculation of the time-mean thermohaline volumetric

distribution

We determine the thermohaline volumetric distribution from Argo profiles by determin-

ing the mean thickness of a given Θ/S class within a defined sub-region. The total

volume for that given Θ/S class is the sum for all sub-regions of the thickness multiplied

by the sub-region area. The surface area (A) for each depth layer (k = 1...zk) within

each sub-region (j = 1...[m×n] where m = latitudinal distance/grid resolution and n =

longitudinal distance/grid resolution) is calculated. For a depth layer in a region of the

ocean where the depth of that layer is shallower than 1950m, a reduced surface area is

calculated by determining a fractional surface area based on the ocean depth at each

corner of the sub-region. The thickness (H) of each sub-region layer is also determined,

centred at the depth of that layer. The time-mean volumetric distribution for a given

sub-region (Vj) using all available profiles is therefore:

Vj(Θ, S) =
∑
i

∑
k

A(zjk)Hjk δ(Θ−Θik, S − Sik)
1

D(zjk)
, (5.1)

where D is the data density within the j-th sub-region and i = 1...number of profiles.

The delta function is one when the Θ and S of the i-th profile is within the given Θ/S

Figure 5.3: (top) Number of Argo profiles in 30-day bins between 25◦N and
45◦N. (bottom) Spatial distribution of profiles in January 2004 and June 2008.
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Figure 5.4: Number of data points within each depth bin between 25◦N and
45◦N for seasonal estimate and time-series estimate.

class, otherwise it is zero. The total time-mean thermohaline volumetric distribution

(V ) is given as:

V (Θ, S) =
∑
j

Vj(Θ, S). (5.2)

In determining V , the first consideration that must made is the size of the sub-region

from which Vj is calculated. To test the sensitivity of V to the sub-region size, sub-

regions with a resolution of 2 and 4 degrees are compared for Argo and ECCO v4 profile

estimates. These different resolution estimates of V from Argo profiles and ECCO v4

profiles are compared to the estimates from RGAC and ECCO v4 respectively (Figure

5.5-5.8). The shape of the distribution is captured well in both the Argo and ECCO

v4 profile estimates, particularly within the main modes of water-mass volume where

the volume is larger than 1013 m3/◦C/(g/kg). Starting in the warmest and saltiest

waters, these represent the surface waters of the subtropical gyre. At temperatures

of approximately 18◦C along the ridge of high volume is the subtropical mode water

(STMW). Moving down the distribution, through central and intermediate waters, the

most voluminous water is the North Atlantic deep water (NADW) at the coldest and
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freshest point of the main distribution. Also captured is the Mediterranean overflow

water indicated by a tongue of salty water at approximately 10◦C. There is very little

visual difference in V determined using 2 or 4 degree sub-regions (Figure 5.5 and Figure

5.7). The estimates using the gridded RGAC and ECCO v4 products have slightly more

volume on the fresher side of the distribution, indicative of the surface waters, suggesting

both profile estimates are not capturing the very surface water. The profile and gridded

estimates are compared directly in Figures 5.6 and 5.8, which shows that with both 2

and 4 degree resolution sub-regions, there are differences between the estimates using

Argo and ECCO v4, and subtle differences between the different sub-region resolutions.

The Argo profile estimate is generally larger in extreme regions of Θ/S space, for ex-

ample, in the warm/salty STMW, the cold/fresh NADW and along the warmer/fresher

flank of main volumetric mode. In all other regions of Θ/S space the RGAC estimate

produces larger volumes. Importantly the total volume of both estimates is similar at

∼ 2.5 × 1016 m3. The key difference between the Argo profile estimate and the RGAC

estimate is that the method used to calculate the Argo profile estimate captures all

water masses sampled by each profile, with no smoothing. It is likely that some of this

variability is reduced by the interpolation scheme used to create RGAC, so that volume

is more concentrated within the more voluminous water masses. This notion is reflected

in the structure of the difference between estimates in Θ/S space, as most of the volume

in the RGAC estimate is focussed toward the centre of mass of the volumetric distri-

bution in Θ/S space as if water masses have been artificially mixed compared to those

determined using the Argo profile estimate.

Such differences should not be expected when comparing the ECCO v4 profile estimate

and the gridded ECCO v4 estimate, as these profiles directly sample the ECCO v4 grid.

Again both estimates capture a similar total volume, but there are slight differences in

Figures 5.6 and 5.8, which suggest that in particular the profile estimate calculates more

volume at Θ = 5◦C and in general slightly more total volume. Comparing the 2 and

4 degrees estimates, the sub-region size seems to reduce both the total difference and

the difference at Θ = 5◦C. Given these differences are predominant in the deeper water

masses, and reduce when sub-region size is reduced, this indicates that the difference

between ECCO v4 profile and gridded estimates may be the result of the way the profile

estimate accounts for topography when estimating the volume of the deepest sub-region

layers. It may also be a consequence of the relatively poor data coverage at depths of

greater than 1500m (e.g. see Figure 5.3). The difference between the ECCO v4 profile

and gridded estimates are small elsewhere in Θ/S space and are likely due to a slight

inhomogeneity in the temporal and spatial distribution of profiles.

In summary, sub-region size used to calculate Vj , seems to affect the volume of the deeper

water masses due to the way topography is accounted for when estimating the volume

of the deepest sub-region layers. Poor data coverage at depths greater than 1500m may

also affect the estimated volume of the deeper water masses. Larger sub-regions over
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Figure 5.5: Logarithm of the thermohaline volumetric distribution as estimated
by Argo profiles (top left), RGAC (bottom left), ECCO v4 profiles (top right)
and ECCO v4 (bottom right). Profile estimates use 2 degree sub-regions be-
tween 25◦N and 45◦N. Volume has units of m3/◦C/(g/kg).

estimate the volume of the deepest water masses. In general however, this method does

seem to correctly estimate the time-mean V , suggested by the comparison between the

ECCO v4 profile estimate and the ECCO estimate. Discrepancies between the Argo

profile estimate and the RGAC estimate indicate some fundamental differences in the

distribution of water-masses determined using each method, which may be indicative of

the interpolation scheme used to create the RGAC. The next section will describe how

the above method is extended to calculate a seasonal cycle in the volumetric distribution.

5.5 Calculation of the seasonal mean thermohaline volu-

metric distribution

The seasonal mean thermohaline volumetric distribution is determined by adding a time

dependency (t=year-day) to equations (5.1) and (5.2):
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Argo: Profile-Gridded (2 degree)
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ECCO v4: Profile-Gridded (2 degree)
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Figure 5.6: Difference between the thermohaline volumetric distribution es-
timated from Argo profiles and RGAC, and ECCO v4 profiles and ECCO
v4. Profile estimates use 2 degree sub-regions between 25◦N and 45◦N. Units:
m3/◦C/(g/kg).

Vj(t,Θ, S) =
∑
i

∑
k

A(zjk)Hjk δ(t− tik,Θ−Θik, S − Sik)
1

D(zjk, t)
.n (5.3)

The delta function is now one when the sampling date (tik) falls within a defined year-

day range, and the Θ and S of the i-th profile is within the given Θ/S class. Data

density (D) is re-defined within both a given year-day range and the j-th sub-region.

Again i = 1...number of profiles. The total seasonal mean thermohaline volumetric

distribution (V ) at values of t between 1 to 366 is given as:

V (t,Θ, S) =
∑
j

Vj(t,Θ, S). (5.4)

A seasonal cycle of V can then be created at a temporal resolution that best suits the

data availability. Shown in Figure 5.2 is the availability of profiles within monthly-

bins of 30 days. In general these ∼2200 profiles per 30-day bin have an even spatial

distribution. Increasing this resolution to for example 10 days, reduces the number of

profiles to ∼700, with some regions of sparse data (not shown).

To display the seasonal cycle of V , the volume is summed across all values of S and

plotted against Θ with V removed. The seasonal cycle is determined using the Argo and

ECCO v4 profile estimates, with sub-regions of 2 and 4 degrees (Figures 5.9 and 5.10).

These estimates are compared to the RGAC estimate and the ECCO v4 estimate (Figure

5.11 and 5.12). Both the Argo and ECCO v4 profile estimates show good agreement

with the seasonal cycle of volumetric distribution calculated using the gridded products.

The agreement is best at values of Θ where there is a strong seasonal cycle, particularly
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Argo profile estimate (4 degree)
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Figure 5.7: As in figure 5.5 but using 4 degree sub-region resolution.

at Θ>15◦C. Here, volume at Θ>20◦C is lowest during the winter and highest during

the summer, which contrasts an opposing seasonal cycle between 15◦C and 20◦C. This

reflects a seasonal exchange of water between the surface mixed layer and the Θ/S classes

representing mode waters. The agreement is less strong at Θ<15◦C particularly in the

Argo profile estimate where the ratio of signal to noise is high. The choice of sub-region

size affects the Argo profile estimate more significantly, with reduced noise at Θ<15◦C.
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Figure 5.8: As in figure 5.6 but using 4 degree sub-region resolution.
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Figure 5.9: Seasonal cycle of the thermohaline volumetric distribution estimated
using Argo profiles in 2 (left) and 4 (right) degree sub-regions using a 30-day
sampling window, between 25◦N and 45◦N. The volume at each time-step is
summed across all values of S and plotted against Θ with V . Units: m3/◦C.

Therefore, it seems that the seasonal cycle of V in the surface and mode waters is

captured well by the Argo and ECCO v4 profile estimates using both 2 and 4 degree

sub-regions. Profile estimates from both Argo and ECCO v4 are both noisier at Θ<15◦C

in comparison to the gridded estimates. This noise is reduced when the sub-region size

is increased, which suggests that the reduced number of profiles used to estimate the

seasonal cycle using sub-regions with 2 degree resolution affects the deeper water masses.

This begins to indicate that a careful balance needs to be struck between the effects of

the chosen sub-region resolution and the number of available profiles. The next section

expands upon this approach to create a time-series of the volumetric distribution using

an idealised seasonal cycle calculated using the estimates in this section.
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Figure 5.10: As in Figure 5.9 but using ECCO v4 profiles.
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Figure 5.11: (left) Seasonal cycle of the thermohaline volumetric distribution
estimated using RGAC. The volume at each time-step is summed across all
values of S and plotted against Θ with mean volume removed. (right) Difference
between the volume calculated using Argo profiles and RGAC. Profile estimate
uses 4 deg sub-regions and a 30-day sampling window, between 25◦N and 45◦N.
Units: m3/◦C.

5.6 Estimating the temporal variability of V

The ultimate goal of this analysis is to produce a time-series of V using Argo profiles

alone. The challenge of doing so in comparison to estimating the time or seasonal mean

of V is the poor data coverage at intervals of a month or less (e.g. Figure 5.3). For

example, if a time-series of V is calculated using just the methods outlined above, but

equation (5.3) is adjusted to select profiles that fall within 30-day intervals starting on

January 2007, the resultant ECCO v4 profile estimate has large biases relative to the

gridded ECCO v4 estimate (Figure 5.15). These errors occur when there are sub-regions

without data coverage, as a consequence of a spatial bias in the distribution of profiles.

This bias can be reduced by estimating the mean volumetric distribution within a given
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Figure 5.12: As in Figure 5.11 but using ECCO v4.
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Figure 5.13: As in Figure 5.11 but displaying the idealised seasonal cycle calcu-
lated using equation (5.5).

sub-region at the relevant time of the year if there are no profiles. This can be achieved

by calculating an idealised seasonal cycle for each Θ/S class within each sub-region.

Using the mean seasonal cycles shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 an idealised seasonal cycle

can be constructed at each point in Θ/S space. This is achieved by determining the

annual and semi-annual components of the seasonal cycle according to Argo or ECCO

v4 in a method similar to that used by Ridgway et al. (2002):

VS(t,Θ, S) = V (Θ, S)+X1(Θ, S) cos(t)+X2(Θ, S) sin(t)+X3(Θ, S) cos(2t)+X4(Θ, S) sin(2t)+ε.

(5.5)

Here the coefficients X1 and X2 are the cosine and sine of the annual cycle, X3 and X4

are the cosine and sine of the semiannual cycle and t is the year-day. The mean volume

is given by V . The coefficients are solved for using a matrix inversion to minimise ε in

X = bA−1 + ε, where X is the matrix of unknown coefficients in (5.5), b is the known

volume anomaly of the seasonal cycle at Θ and S from equation (5.4), and A represents

the sine and cosine terms in (5.5).

Shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 are the idealised seasonal cycles of V calculated using

(5.5), from the Argo and ECCO v4 profile estimates. These are calculated based on the

total volume from all sub-regions. These estimates compare well with the seasonal cycle

in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, as well as reduce the effects of noise at Θ<15◦C. This good

agreement suggests that these idealised seasonal estimates are suitable for estimating

the V when data coverage is poor.

A time-series of V is therefore estimated at 30-day intervals using both Argo and ECCO

v4 profiles, by calculating the sum of all Vj from each sub-region when there is a min-

imum of two profiles. Increasing the minimum threshold to a larger number of profiles

introduces variability not replicated by the gridded estimates. When the number of
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profiles in a given sub-region falls below this threshold, Vj is calculated at the relevant

year-day based on the idealised seasonal cycle within that sub-region (Figures 5.16 and

5.17) . Again V in Figures 5.16 and 5.17 is summed across all values of S and plotted

against Θ with V removed. The resultant time-series agree favourably with the gridded

ECCO v4 and RGAC estimate, capturing much of the interannual variability at all val-

ues of Θ. There is still more noise at lower values of Θ, but the ratio of signal to noise

is not too high to discern any variability. It is particularly promising that some of the

variability within mode and central waters (15 < Θ < 18) is resolved using the profile

estimate. Interestingly, in a manner consistent with the comparison of the estimated

V , the range of variability calculated with the Argo profile estimate is larger than the

RGAC time-series. This is particularly evident in the STMW between 2009 and 2011.

In summary, it is possible to successfully estimate a time-series of V using only vertical

profiles of temperature and salinity. Noise in the the time-series of V is likely the result

of poor data coverage and the consequential spatial inhomogeneity of profiles. Poor data

coverage in the subtropical North Atlantic is a known problem (Roemmich and Gilson,

2009), so expanding the domain to encompass the whole North Atlantic for example,

may produce an improved estimate using the profile only method.

5.7 Conclusions

This chapter describes the development of a novel method to project the temporal

variability of water masses into thermohaline coordinates using only vertical profiles of

temperature and salinity. Using this method the time-mean, seasonal mean and tem-

poral variability of the thermohaline volumetric distribution is successfully estimated

in the subtropical North Atlantic. This method calculates the thermohaline volumetric

distribution by dividing the ocean horizontally into sub-regions and vertically into lay-

ers. The mean thickness of a given Θ/S class from all profiles within a given sub-region
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Figure 5.14: As in Figure 5.12 but displaying the idealised seasonal cycle calcu-
lated using equation (5.5).
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Figure 5.15: (top) Time-series of the thermohaline volumetric distribution cal-
culated using the ECCO v4 grid between 25◦N and 45◦N. The volume at each
time-step is summed across all values of S and plotted against Θ with the mean
volume removed. (bottom) Time-series of the thermohaline volumetric distribu-
tion calculated from ECCO v4 profiles using 4 degree sub-regions and a 30-day
sampling window, between 25◦N and 45◦N. Units: m3/◦C

is multiplied by the sub-region surface area at each layer, giving a mean volume for that

sub-region. The volume from each sub-region is summed to give the total thermohaline

volumetric distribution. The ability of the profile only method to estimate the thermoha-

line volumetric distribution is assessed by a comparison with the distribution estimated

using gridded products of temperature and salinity. The volume is estimated using Argo
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Figure 5.16: Time-series of the thermohaline volumetric distribution calculated
from ECCO v4 profiles using 4 degree sub-regions and a 30-day sampling win-
dow, between 25◦N and 45◦N. The volume at each time-step is summed across
all values of S and plotted against Θ with V removed. When there are fewer
than two profiles within a given sub-region, the volumetric distribution is cal-
culated for the given day using the idealised seasonal cycle for that sub-region.
Units: m3/◦C
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Figure 5.17: (top) Time-series of the thermohaline volumetric distribution cal-
culated using RGAC between 25◦N and 45◦N. The volume at each time-step
is summed across all values of S and plotted against Θ with the mean volume
removed. (bottom) Time-series of the thermohaline volumetric distribution cal-
culated from Argo profiles using 4 degree sub-regions and a 30-day sampling
window, between 25◦N and 45◦N. When there are fewer than two profiles within
a given sub-region, the volumetric distribution is calculated for the given day
using the idealised seasonal cycle for that sub-region. Units: m3/◦C

profiles and artificial vertical profiles that sample the grid of ECCO v4. These estimates

are then compared to the thermohaline volumetric distribution calculated using the full

ECCO v4 grid and an optimally interpolated, gridded Argo climatology (RGAC).

These comparisons show that the profile only estimate is sensitive to the sub-region size.

Larger sub-regions tend to overestimate the volume within the deeper water masses,

which is likely a consequence of a larger grid spacing that misses topographic features

that penetrate shallower than the maximum depth of Argo data. Also, both the Argo

profiles and the artificial profiles from ECCO v4 have limited coverage at depths of

greater than 1500m, also affecting the estimated volume of the deeper water masses.

Reducing the sub-region size also affects the estimated thermohaline volumetric distribu-

tion using profiles, as the number of profiles per sub-region reduces when the sub-region

size is reduced. This is particularly limiting when estimating the temporal variability
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of volume, as profile numbers are lower within short temporal windows. Profile dis-

tribution is also not homogeneous, so that when estimating the temporal variability of

the volumetric distribution there are often sub-regions with no profiles. To estimate

the temporal variability of the volumetric distribution, the sub-regions with low profile

numbers are supplemented by estimating the seasonal mean volumetric distribution for

that sub-region, at the relevant time of year. Interestingly, using a minimum of two

profiles per sub-region best estimates the temporal variability using this approach, with

limited noise.

Of particular interest are the differences between the thermohaline volumetric distri-

bution estimated using Argo profiles and the gridded RGAC. The time-mean volume

according to the profile estimate is generally greater in the more extreme regions of

Θ/S space such as in the warm/salty and cold/fresh regions. The volume towards the

centre of the distribution is generally higher using RGAC. This change from the vol-

ume estimated using Argo profiles to volume estimated using RGAC is similar to the

change that would be expected through mixing, which acts to narrow the distribution of

volume within thermohaline coordinates. This difference is not apparent in the compar-

ison from ECCO v4, therefore it would seem that the process of optimally interpolating

observations onto a regular geographical grid narrows the distribution of water masses

in thermohaline coordinates. This difference is also present in the temporal variability

of the volumetric distribution, so that the range of variability estimated from the Argo

profiles is wider than the variability estimated using RGAC. The coverage of Argo in the

subtropical North Atlantic is known to be poor, and therefore the estimate may improve

if the domain is extended to include the whole North Atlantic.

Further development is therefore required before the methods developed here can be

used for types of analyses within this thesis. It is also likely that gridded observational

products are suitable for estimating the temporal variability of the thermohaline volu-

metric distribution. To develop this method further and produce a climatology of the

thermohaline volumetric distribution using only Argo profiles, this approach should be

extended to each of the ocean basins. In doing so the sensitivity of the estimated volume

to the number of profiles should be established by comparing volumes estimated with

different numbers of profiles with varying spatial distributions. Finally, a platform for

the public dissemination of the climatology could also be developed, which should also

make available the software developed to produce the climatology.





Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 The challenges in understanding oceanic changes of

temperature and salinity

This thesis has sought to understand the processes that drive variability in temperature

and salinity in the ocean to aid our understanding of how the ocean is changing due

to anthropogenic climate change. A methodology has been developed to isolate the

diabatic changes of temperature and salinity from the adiabatic changes associated with

the vertical and horizontal motion of water. These diabatic changes are those due to

a direct addition or removal of heat/freshwater through air–sea buoyancy fluxes or via

exchange by sub-surface mixing.

Measurements of temperature and salinity from a fixed hydrographic record are subject

to adiabatic changes due to vertical and horizontal motions. Vertical heaving of surfaces

of constant temperature, salinity or density result in changes in temperature and salinity

at a fixed depth that are not the result of diabatic processes (Bindoff and McDougall,

1994). Changes in the transport of water also impose an adiabatic change on observa-

tions from a fixed geographical location (Pardaens et al., 2008). The main challenge in

estimating oceanic change is accounting for these adiabatic processes in observations of

temperature and salinity. It is also important to ensure that a climate signal or trend

is not aliased by any poorly sampled variability from the wide range of temporal and

spatial scales on which the ocean changes.

In this thesis a novel framework is utilised to understand the variability of temperature

and salinity in the worlds oceans. This framework is based on the water mass framework

presented by Walin (1982), extended to define ocean volumes in terms of both tempera-

ture and salinity. This framework is a quasi-Lagrangian approach that estimates changes

between surfaces of constant temperature and salinity, naturally removing the associ-

ated effects of vertical and horizontal motions. Temperature and salinity are a natural

111
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pair of tracers to use, for significant geographical information can be inferred from the

temperature and salinity of a water mass, as these properties are set by geographically

distinct surface forcing (e.g. see Figure 5.1).

Within each chapter, observational and ocean model data are projected into thermoha-

line coordinates as a volumetric distribution in temperature and salinity classes. The

variability of this distribution is described in terms of the transformation of water across

the isotherms and isohalines that define each temperature/salinity class. These trans-

formations represent a diabatic change in the temperature or salinity of water due to

air–sea fluxes of heat and freshwater, and mixing. The volume change within a particu-

lar region of the ocean due to transport changes into and out of the domain boundaries

are also included in this budget. This framework is constructed so that unwanted adia-

batic variability associated with the heave of isopycnal surfaces by eddies/Rossby waves

or basin scale changes in wind-stress are naturally removed. The adiabatic variability

resulting from the horizontal migration of isopycnal outcrops is also accounted for with

this framework.

Recent work has focused on the mean state of the ocean in thermohaline coordinates, ex-

ploring the balance between air–sea buoyancy fluxes and mixing. The work in this thesis

focuses on regions of the world’s oceans where the seasonal and interannual variability of

air–sea fluxes and mixing are closely linked to the variability of the overturning circula-

tion. Over these spatial and temporal scales the variability of air–sea fluxes are relatively

well known, allowing the related changes to the water mass distribution in thermohaline

coordinates to be easily calculated. Changes in the volumetric distribution calculated

from observational records and model output of temperature and salinity are compared

to these variations due to air–sea fluxes to infer the intensity of sub-surface mixing.

These studies highlight the suitability of the water mass framework for understanding

complex oceanographic processes, enabling a better prediction of how anthropogenic

climate change is affecting and will affect the momentum, heat and freshwater budgets

of the ocean. The insight gained into the roles of mixing and transport throughout this

thesis, will therefore improve estimates of the long-term changes in the exchange of heat

and freshwater between the atmosphere and the ocean.

In the remainder of this chapter the findings of this thesis and their theoretical impli-

cations are discussed in the next section, while recommendations for future work are

described in section 6.3. Finally, this chapter is concluded in section 6.4.

6.2 The findings of this thesis and their theoretical impli-

cations

This thesis has sought to understand how the seasonal and interannual variations in air–

sea buoyancy fluxes and mixing interact with the overturning circulation of the ocean in
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the absence of adiabatic heaving, to improve our understanding of the circulation itself.

The focus of this study was therefore on regions of the ocean where the interplay of

air–sea interaction and mixing processes is important in the closure of the global over-

turning circulation. Two such regions are the Southern Ocean and the subtropical North

Atlantic. Doing so required the development of a novel framework that projects observa-

tions and model output of temperature and salinity into thermohaline coordinates as a

volumetric distribution, and described in terms of the transformations across isothermal

and isohaline surfaces. Throughout this thesis it is shown that this framework success-

fully removes the adiabatic effects associated with the vertical and horizontal motions of

tracer surfaces, and allows a clearer understanding of the processes that are important

in setting the seasonal and interannual variations of oceanic temperature and salinity.

Using this framework this thesis has shown how the mean ocean circulation is governed

by the climatological seasonal cycle, and emphasised the role of the wind in driving

interannual changes in the overturning circulation.

In the subtropical North Atlantic this thesis focused on interannual variability. The

objective was to use the water mass framework to understand the interaction between

interannual variations in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) and

the water mass distribution of the subtropical North Atlantic, and how these changes

relate to the water mass changes caused by air–sea heat fluxes. The variability of volume

above the thermocline and the heat content within that volume is closely linked to the

transport across the boundaries of the subtropical North Atlantic. Air–sea heat fluxes

only play a role in setting the interannual variations of the heat content in the upper

ocean. This analysis also shows that the variability in volume of the upper subtropical

ocean and therefore the transport divergence in the subtropical ocean are closely linked

to the basin wide Ekman pumping. Thus, on interannual timescales the heat budget of

the subtropical North Atlantic is set equally by transport and air–sea fluxes, and the

transport variability is driven by integrated variations in the wind over the subtropical

ocean.

In the Southern Ocean, it is generally thought that wind-driven upwelling brings cir-

cumpolar deep water (CDW) to the surface, which is transformed by zonally contrasting

air–sea buoyancy fluxes to form dense Antarctic bottom water (AABW) to the south

of the Antarctic circumpolar current (ACC), and lighter Antarctic intermediate water

(AAIW) to the north of the ACC (Speer et al., 2000; Talley, 2013). AABW flows into

the abyssal ocean down the Antarctic continental shelf, while AAIW is subducted into

the interior ocean by wind-driven Ekman pumping (Marshall and Speer, 2012). Air–sea

buoyancy fluxes across the ACC therefore play a crucial role in determining the proper-

ties of most of the oceans major water masses, and are an important mechanism for the

closure of the global overturning circulation (Marshall and Speer, 2012)

However, most theoretical views of the Southern Ocean limb of the overturning cir-

culation describe this diabatic transformation using time-mean air–sea fluxes of heat
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and freshwater (e.g. Speer et al., 2000). Using a variety of observational data, comple-

mented by model analysis, this thesis finds that seasonal variations in air–sea buoyancy

fluxes are critical in the transformation of Southern Ocean water masses. Seasonal vari-

ations in the thermohaline distribution of water masses were initially investigated from

a hydrographic transect across Drake Passage and an observationally based seasonal

climatology. Using the water mass framework to remove the effects of eddy related

heave, this highlighted the imprint of the Southern Ocean overturning on the seasonal

inflation and deflation of Antarctic winter water (AAWW), AAIW and CDW. Air–sea

buoyancy fluxes drive a wintertime cooling and formation of AAWW and AAIW from

the underlying CDW and previously formed AAWW, thus deflating the CDW layer at a

rate that exceeds the wind-driven inflow. Similarly the rate of AAIW formation exceeds

the wind-driven export, increasing the thickness of the AAIW layer. In the summer,

AAWW is eroded by surface warming while AAIW is exported. This enables an inflation

of CDW during the summer.

An extension of this analysis to encompass the whole Southern Ocean revealed the

importance of cabbeling in setting the diabatic transformation of CDW into AAIW.

The volumetric distribution of water masses in the Southern Ocean was examined using

an ocean state estimate and a seasonal climatology. The ocean state estimate, ECCO

v4, is a modelling framework that simulates the evolving state of the ocean between

1992-2011. It is constrained to observations in a physically consistent manner using an

adjoint model, and forced at the poles by a full sea ice model. Thus the model output

represents the variability of the oceanic temperature and salinity in as physically realistic

a manner as possible.

The analysis of the whole Southern Ocean revealed a seasonal pathway for the trans-

formation of CDW into AAIW. It also highlights the importance of sea ice formation

in determining the transformation of water between CDW and AAWW. Again winter-

time surface cooling forms AAWW near the freezing temperature of seawater, but in

addition this analysis shows that brine rejection due to sea ice formation salinifies this

newly formed AAWW. The mixing between AAWW and CDW suggested by the study

in Drake Passage only occurs when AAWW reaches a critical salinity. This salinity

represents the maximum density at the freezing point of seawater, beyond which the

water column (consisting of AAWW overlying CDW) becomes unstable to cabbeling.

AAWW that is saltier than this critical salinity will, when mixed with the underlying

water, form a water mass that is denser than the water surrounding it and sink. This

mixing will therefore continue along a linear combination of temperatures and salinities

connecting AAWW to the CDW, eroding the underlying CDW layer, until the entire

surface layer is less dense than the top of CDW layer. During the summer, this mixture

of AAWW and upwelled CDW is subsequently warmed and freshened by surface warm-

ing and sea ice melt to form AAIW. AAIW is also formed during the winter in both

datasets. It seems that AAIW does not form during the summer in Drake Passage as
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these processes seem to occur downstream from Drake Passage in the Atlantic sector of

the ACC. These analyses in the Southern Ocean therefore reveal that a balance exists

between the seasonal formation of water masses and the constant wind-driven process of

upwelling and downwelling. Further, the diabatic transformation of CDW into AAIW

occurs over the course of a season and its rate is governed by cabbeling.

The separate investigations on the seasonal and interannual variability in the Southern

Ocean and North Atlantic reveal how the interaction between air–sea fluxes, mixing and

transport variability set the temperature and salinity of the ocean. In the subtropical

North Atlantic, the question remains as to whether the long-term upper ocean changes

in temperature and salinity reflect a change in the transport divergence across the sub-

tropical gyre or a change in the exchange of heat and freshwater at the sea-surface.

Recent studies suggest the it is convergences and divergences in AMOC transport that

set the heat and freshwater content in the North Atlantic (Lozier et al., 2010; Williams

et al., 2013). Using an ocean model, the framework developed in this thesis could eas-

ily be used to determine the separate roles of transport divergence and air–sea fluxes

in setting the long term changes of the volumetric distribution of water masses. The

challenge remains in adapting these methods to understand changes in observational

datasets. The work in chapter 2 presents the potential to estimate the interannual vari-

ability across the subtropical gyre using the thermohaline volume changes combined

with estimates of wind-stress curl. Such transports could be constrained using time-

series such as the RAPID-WATCH AMOC monitoring project, and could subsequently

be used to extend such datasets. With longer estimates of the component of temperature

and salinity change due to transport variations in the sub-tropical North Atlantic, esti-

mates of changes in oceanic heat and freshwater content would be more representative

of a diabatic change, and not aliased by adiabatic processes.

The importance of cabbeling in the diabatic transformation of water masses in the South-

ern Ocean, as revealed in this thesis, has important implications for our understanding

of the overturning circulation, and the impact of anthropogenic climate change on the

temperature/salinity properties of the Southern Ocean water masses. Firstly, this anal-

ysis may improve our ability to estimate the mean strength and interannual variability

of the Southern Ocean overturning from hydrographic data. Specifically, if the majority

of CDW is upwelled via this pathway, this represents the closure of the overturning in

the Southern Ocean, as it is this diabatic transformation that draws CDW to the sur-

face. This leads to the question that regards the impact a warming ocean would have on

the mixing governed by cabbeling, and whether these impacts would alter the strength

of the Southern Ocean overturning. Property changes in both the AAWW and CDW

would affect the sensitivity of the water column to cabbeling and therefore the rate of

CDW upwelling. An anomalous warming at the surface of the Southern Ocean during

winter for example, would produce a warmer variety of AAWW. The critical salinity at

which a warmer AAWW is unstable to cabbeling is higher. The critical salinity would
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be equivalently higher for a warmer and saltier CDW, reflecting potential upstream

changes in North Atlantic Deep Water. A higher critical salinity would require brine

rejection through sea-ice formation to input more salt into AAWW to promote CDW

upwelling. If in the current system, brine rejection injects salt into AAWW in excess,

the system would be less sensitive to a warming ocean. Alternatively, if the current

system reflects a delicate balance in the diabatic transformation of CDW, a warmer

AAWW (or warmer/saltier CDW) would reduce the upwelling of CDW, stagnating the

overturning circulation. A reduction in the upwelling of CDW may also increase the

freshwater content of the upper ocean, further reducing mixing through cabbeling in

a potential negative feedback. These contrasting scenarios reflect systems with a very

different stability to a perturbed change, and warrant further investigation.

The work in chapter 5 assessed the effects of data interpolation on the distribution of

volume in thermohaline coordinates. By developing a method to calculate the distribu-

tion of volume using individual profiles of temperature and salinity, it was possible to

show that gridded products artificially mix water masses when interpolating data onto

a regular grid. The volumetric distribution calculated directly from the profiles was

higher in extreme temperature/salinity classes, and lower toward the centre of mass of

the distribution. The profile-only approach was validated by sub-sampling profiles from

a model grid and comparing the resultant volumetric distribution to that calculated

using the full model grid. This chapter also showed that it is possible to construct a

time-series of volume directly from profiles by defining an idealised seasonal cycle to

account for periods of time when data coverage is low in some regions. Further devel-

opment would be required before the approach could be applied to the types of analysis

within this thesis.

That the process of interpolating temperature and salinity data onto a regular grid

affects the properties of the volumetric distribution among temperature and salinity

classes, raises questions relating to how well these datasets represent trends in the heat

and freshwater content. Further, such effects may have implications for the momentum

budgets determined from these data-sets. The extent to which trends in a gridded

data-set may vary from those calculated using a profile-only approach would depend on

whether the reduction in volume (and subsequently heat and freshwater) in opposing

extreme temperature and salinity classes is equal. For example, if more volume is lost

in cold/fresh classes than in warm/salty ones, this would impose an artificial warming

and salinification. This thesis as of yet provides no evidence that such a process may be

occurring, but it is something that warrants further investigation.
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6.3 Recommendations for future work

This thesis presents many potential avenues for future work, which can be separated into

two main groups. The first focuses on improving the water mass framework, while the

second relates to the open questions that remain following the analyses in this thesis.

The water mass framework could be used with additional tracers, encompassing biogeo-

chemical variables. This could provide useful insight into biogeochemical cycling within

the surface and deep ocean, or the ventilation time-scales of the ocean using tracers

like dissolved oxygen or chlorofluorocarbons. With regards to improving the water mass

framework, work is required to improve our understanding of how mixing is represented

in this framework. Based on the work of Walin (1982), in thermohaline coordinates the

difference between the total water mass transformation and the transformation implied

by air–sea buoyancy fluxes must represent a transformation due to mixing. These resid-

ual transformations due to mixing are discussed throughout this thesis, and potential

future analysis could work towards calculating isopycnal and diapycnal coefficients for

mixing. As given in equations (3.1) and (4.8) the transformation across an isotherm

or isohaline by mixing represents the divergence of a mixing tensor acting on a tracer

gradient. Mixing coefficients could therefore be calculated by determining the diapycnal

and isopycnal gradients of temperature and salinity along which this mixing is acting.

The directionality of the vectors representing transformations due in particular to mix-

ing, is something that should also be explored further. The framework developed in

this thesis calculates the minimum transformation across each isotherm and isohaline

required to explain the volume change in each temperature/salinity class. It is given no

information to regarding relative location and orientation of each water mass, therefore a

given transformation may be physically unrealistic. This is most important for example,

when regarding the direction of mixing along or across isopycnals. A vector calculated

using this framework that represents mixing may suggest a diapycnal transformation

that given particular local gradients in density is unlikely. Improving this aspect of the

water mass framework may require constraining the least squares minimisation that cal-

culates each vector with some information regarding the strength of the mean gradients

at each point in temperature and salinity space.

Another potential for future work is the further development of the water mass volume

climatology based on profile data. The first stage of development would be to work

towards an improved estimate for the temporal variability of the volumetric distribu-

tion in thermohaline coordinates, reducing the noise in the time-series shown in this

thesis. Further, determining the sensitivity of this estimate to the data coverage would

also be another key step toward improving the profile-only approach. Beyond this, the

method should be applied to the global ocean, while a platform for the dissemination

of the resultant climatology could be created. Once the development of this water mass

volume climatology reaches a suitable level of quality it would be informative to further
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explore the effects of the difference from the volumetric distribution calculated using the

geographically gridded climatology.

Most of the open questions that remain following the analyses in this thesis are discussed

in section 6.2, and these provide many options for future work. In the investigation of

the subtropical North Atlantic it would useful to extend the analysis in time, and to

apply the approach to different regions of the ocean. Extending the time-series would

determine if the strong correlations persist between the variability in the upper ocean

volume/heat budget, the transport variability at the domain boundary and wind-driven

heave. Extending the domain to beyond the subtropical gyre would also assess whether

the wind-driven transport variability is as important in setting the heat budget in other

regions of the worlds oceans. This would aid in answering the open question as to how

much the transport divergence drives changes in the heat and freshwater budgets of the

North Atlantic compared to the diabatic effects of anthropogenic climate change.

In the analysis of the diabatic transformation of CDW into AAIW, further work should

involve estimating the sensitivity of the cabbeling mechanism to changes in the tem-

perature and salinity of CDW and AAWW. The aim would therefore be to estimate

the impact of anthropogenic climate change on the upwelling of CDW. This could be

achieved using two potential approaches. The first would be to assess the interannual

variability in the transformation of CDW into AAIW, and to how this compares to the

properties of AAWW, CDW and AAIW. This would allow an assessment of the rela-

tionship between the intensity of mixing due to cabbeling and the properties of CDW

and AAWW. An alternative approach that could also be used in addition to the first,

would be to build an idealised numerical simulation to represent the interaction between

AAWW and CDW. This would allow the properties of each water mass to be changed

so that the sensitivity of the mixing between AAWW and CDW could be assessed to

determine the stability of the system.

6.4 Conclusions

This thesis has developed a new framework describing oceanic variability and change in

thermohaline coordinates. Using this water mass framework, changes related to air–sea

buoyancy fluxes, mixing and transport are used to explain variations in water mass vol-

umes. The analyses within this thesis focus on regions where the overturning circulation

of the ocean is closely linked to the interannual and seasonal variations in air–sea buoy-

ancy fluxes and sub-surface mixing. The aim was to understand how these processes

interact to affect the momentum, heat and freshwater budgets of the ocean, allowing an

improved understanding of the impacts of anthropogenic climate change in the ocean.

In the subtropical North Atlantic it was shown that the volume and heat budget of

the upper ocean is driven by wind-driven transport variations on interannual timescales.
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This highlights the difficulty in solely attributing changes in North Atlantic temperature

and salinity to diabatic processes. In the Southern Ocean, this thesis emphasised the im-

portance of seasonal variations in air–sea buoyancy fluxes in driving the diabatic closure

of the meridional overturning circulation via the non-linear properties of the equation

of state for seawater. This new understanding will improve our ability to predict how

the strength of the Southern Ocean overturning may change in a warming ocean. These

analyses therefore demonstrate the suitability of the water mass framework developed

within this thesis for unravelling the nature of oceanic change.
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